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Supplementary 
mail via Lisbon. 
889.

ftr C/?
J#SL£jl8th April.Co//ylon ,£.clN?

Sir,

Since writing you per supplementary mail on the 24th ult.I ha 

have received your despatch of 3rd ult.which I found here after 

Easter,I believe that it arrived on the 1st inst.

2. 115-2. The Board have not yet seen the despatch,but I have 

no doubt that they will fully approve of the action you have 

taken with regard to the overtime. If it is the case that the

steamers are always unable to take wool as fast as you can give 

it,I should be inclined to say to Mr. Schl<yttfeldt that you are 

prepared to pay the usual 8d.per hour for night work,but that 

any extra payment necessary to keep the men at it should be de

frayed by him,otherwise you will stick to the usual working 

hours. You are quite right in saying that it does not matter in 

the least to us whether the wool is delayed a day or two or 

not; I cannot remember any occasion when it has been run at all 

close,and in this case it is lying here until the beginning of 

next month,when the sales begin. I shall write to the Kosmos 

Co.and say that we cannot continue to pay huge! bills for 

time simply for their convenience.

3. Par.3. I have not had time to go to the Bank to get the 

title deeds,but will do so as soon as I can. In the meantime I 

think that you are confusing the west Suburban allotments with 

the South ones. You may not be aware that all the land'south of 

Fitzroy Road is suburban,and these I take to be 3,4,5,6,arid Jo 

Pensioners special allotments,while 4,5,6,7,which with the

over-

ex
ception of 6 belong to the Company are the suburban allotments 

West.which on my list are given as. 4,5,and 7. Surfly all this 

be cleared up by looking at the plans of Stanley and thecan

A.E.Baillon,Esq

Manager,
• t

Stanley.
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iw. «n..,« »hioh «, H j, *** w m amt^
®ent. I nay be wrong- in what I 

suburbs start
m s^yibgtbut 1 do know th&t, tjh% 

on the other side of Ritzroy Road- the hill, 5
having been out, 4e*ft%b>J% it, may

never heard of the 25 acre lots
have been so. You can easily find out *hioh the de%ds of-
the Dairy land,l 
loite^and as to Simpson*

am inclined to think that they aPe 85 aoYa
S lot,I have a strong suspicion that It

I am inclined t© think
is on the hill. In a plan in the office
that the Company’s allotments are shaded.

On reviewing what r have written 

I have done
I am inclined to think that 

so With more certainty theft I should,however,it,
will give you perhaps some clue.

4. It was very good, of Captain Gamble to give us the service 

Fortuna; I hope that the bet*es of his diver for cleaning the 

tom was in good order.
5. In order that we may know how the steam coal is running

out,the approximate stock,or the sales since the last mail 
should be reported in each despatch whenever 

delivery made. We shall be interested
there has been any

to hear whether any coal
was left over after the ships had taken what the Admiralty paid

case you,of course,have charged for itfor,if such was the 

they only'paid on an estimate.
,as

6. Mrs.Bonner has arrived in England,but 
•ed the press copy of her account.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

we have not receiv-

Managing Director.
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r~S?
6 A r^ss.cec/sy/?.c/

Per Sakkafah. r/p
N? 890. o/u/,onu.c.~ 2nd ...May:,.

Sir,

Since writing you for the Supplementary 

despatches nos.116 to 118 have
mail of 8th ult.your

arrived,the dates of their 

ceipt having been the 10th;17th and 24th ult. 

by correspondence enclosed,a serious blunder

re-
As you will see

was made over the
last mail out,which by an extraordinary oversight 
to Lisbon; the Post Office;however,have 

matter,and have written that by

was not sent 
been very active in the

arrangement with the Admiralty
H.M.S.Pegasus will 

of the Clyde,due at Montevideo 

ters will probably arrive as 

Point.

carry the mail on to Stanley on the arrival

on the 6th May,so that the let- 

soon as if they had gone by Sandy

2. 116-2. Admiral Spotts's tombstone will be kept here 

yf instructions for its disposal arrive;
until

in the meantime you might 
propose to pay' for it.

' find out how and when the U.S.Government
3.117-2. The letter to the Colonial Secretary on the subject

or the telephone is quite in order; I may mention that I used
periodically to have the earth removed from the posts in Stan
ley just about the ground line,and the 

when dry; if this is done occasionally they 

many years yet.

latter dressed with tar

ought to last for

4, Par.3. It is unfortunate that the G-lengowan will not be
suitable for the Kosmos Co. We should like to know if it would
be quite impossible for the Blacksmiths,when they have 

ial work in hand,and without
no spec-

enormous expense,to get the beams, 
or some of them,to their original shape. You would be doing ve-

/

/

ry good business if you could sell the coal for ballast at 5/. 

per ton.

A.E.BailIon,Esq 

Manager,
•»

Stanley.
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+ 5. Par.4. It appears that on Campbell's remarkably success
ful passage to the Vest Falklands he did get ashore on the 

Twins outside Carcass Island,and a glance at the chart is en
ough to show that the vessel was saved more by luck than any
thing else. The report that reached us was no doubt exaggera
ted, but such reports should not reach us without a true version 

of any such occurrence being supplied by the Stanley office. 

(Jetting on exposed rocks like the Twins is a very different 

thing from grounding on a spit at the entrance of a harbour at 

low tide.
6. Par. 7. Vhen any outside shippers make use of our hulk and

appliances,and we have no control over the produce here,the
s

bales,or whatever they may be,should be weighed or meaured inA
Stanley. We leave it to the Stanley office to make such charges 

as will pay us; they should certainly be higher than what 
clients pay,and should be collected in Stanley; roughly speak
ing you might put them at a little lower than the cost of boat
ing ashore,storing,and reshipping,assuming thatthere would be 

some charge for warehousing them in the Customs shed,or where- 

vetf they may be put. If people decline to pay any charges you 

may think just,refuse to receive their goods on the Great Brit
ain; we are not bound to accommodate everybody. The remark ab
out the Chartres freight is,of course,correct; but this 

mentioned in the list.

7. Par.10. Remarks on Lawes's dip are noted,and at the new 

prices and discounts there is some profit shown. We have re
ceived several invoices from Fisons for dip sold by their agent 
in Stanley,as to which we must have authority before paying for 

them; Bertrand,Felton,Petaluga,and H.Waldron are the purchas
ers.

our

was

8. Par. 11. We have had some enquiries about W.R.Hardy,who 

seems to be requiring credit in London, and some one was here a 

few days ago asking us to negotiate a bill on him,which we de
clined,

9. Par. 14, It would certainly be well to establish a tariff 

of wholesale prices for large purchasers.
10. Par.15. It is satisfactory to hear that Blyth is such a



good workman} Mr.Gainer has complained of the cost of the lab

our and appliances,and asked for a reduction,which I declined 

to make, explaining that the machinery for want of constant work 

was run at a dead loss J50 us. The Northernhay was reported,I 

think,to have lost spars and sails,and we hoped to hear that
some good purchases of materials had been made.

11. 118-2. I had not noticed that the quarantine for import

ed sheep was shorter than in the case of an outbreak.

12. Par.5. It is all very well for the U.S.Consul to be 

concerned about the dishonoured bill,but who is going to
un

pay us
our money,especially'if the ^Enola C.does not turn up again? I 

do not follow your remark about the news having come by cable; 
it was so,but as we could not send the draft across to the U.S. 
by cable,it must be assumed that it went by the same mail as 

the Consuls letter. At all events,the copy of letter from Mr.

Green now enclosed shows that he is determined not to pay in a 
_ vigorous
hurry,and it rests with you to take vd action as soon as 

the ship is within reach. I notice th&t payments on her account
have been made since she left Stanley; this makes the 

ther worse,and whatever they may be,allotments or anything 

else,you have of course at once put a stop to them.
13. Par.6.

case ra-

It is quite right about the enclosures; they did 

stick in the envelope,and I only found them a short time ago.

14. For the first time for a month the Monday morning mail 

has not arrived; it seems,therefore,that the Swallow's mail,re
ferred to in par.9,cannot have been despatched for the Pacific
boat.

15. Par.10. Probably the next advices will 

plus,if any,was left after the ships had taken all the
report what sur-

coal the
Admiralty paid for. If they are going to run all the winter |

expect to hear that another supply will shortly be required 

16,. By desire of the Anglo-Swiss Milk Co.I sent you on the
14th ult.a cable,"Return Albatros milk". They are much concern

ed to find that you have been trying to sell the inferior ship

ment, and seem now to be prepared to go to any expense over it. 

If they had taken that view at first some trouble would have
been saved.
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17, Although some time ago you mentioned that the Government 
Schoolmaster on the West Fetlklands had applied for an engage
ment,and were going to write further on the subject,you have 

omitted to do so,and I have now to report the engagement of Mr, 
Alexander Moir,who has been well recommended,to succeed Mr.Pra- 

zer at Darwin, He will leave by the mail of the 13th of June, 
and will,no doubt,have the3advantage of being initiated by Mr. 
Frazer in his various duties,

18*Among the copies of accoUnts-current for 189S the most 
important one,Mr.Vere Facke'Sjwas not found; a copy should be 

sent at once. We only require those of the sheepfarmers,*and 

there are a number of private ones which are of no particular 

interest,as we can get the details out of the Journal entries.
19. The Crown Agents have obliged us by giving the Mint per

mission to ship the silver-coin,but we are not to regard this
i

as a precedent,and the requisition ought to have comd through- 

the Governor.

20. Rather than allow the Company to have the consignment of 

their produce,Messrs.BailIon & Stickney agree to be charged 7£ 

per cent in account-current,with a commission on cash payments 

of 1 per cent. I cannot see that they will gain much by this, 

especially if they continue to leave such a large balance 

standing to their debit as they usually do.
21. On looking up some of the plans of Stanley I find with

out doubt that the suburban allotments sec. I run from Philomel 
St,west to Villiers St.,numbered 1 to 12,and sec.2 muxs east 
from the same street,numbers 4 to 11 being the Company's,both 

sections being south of the Fitzroy Road. On one of the plans I 

see different numbers entered,and it is quite possible that at 

some time they may have been renumbered. The original numbers 

are,however,marked by me,and X now remember having got them 

from Mr.Bailey by desire of the Board.
22. The second series of Colonial Wool sales begins today, 

and our first lot is to be put up tomorrow. We are rather in 

hopes of seeing higher prices than at the last sales; undoubt
edly merinos and all fine wool s will be up,and the Brokers 

say that some of ours may almost be classed among the latter.
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S3. I wrote to Mr.Pepper about the sWd jJhijBfteut
of oil by the Kosmos steamers,having *h&Mi! ^
any satisfaction with regard to the latfciir J^Q^oa
agents. His reply,as in fact all his ^psUPlahiy
are,is most obliging and conciliatoryraM 

the point about the overtime, X should suggest #fNJK 

some little latitude, such, for instance,as not ffp
ing the extra payments,as long as they do not J
hour, or any other concession that may Occur to yot* ta 

appreciation we feel of their civility.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

<L
Managing Director.
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®Ifi> jy khutii 3*?hwfts (&xmtp-auQ.
—o^INCORPORATFD BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o—

~^/utcec//Mc/ S$lee/

Oravia.tir CC
J<9k17th May,891.N? ozzzum.ji.a

Sir,

Since writing per Sakkarah on the 2nd inst.your despatches 

119,120,and 121 have arrived,and have been considered by the 

Board;119 and 120 came together on the 8th inst.and 121 on the 

15th inst. The departure from the practice of sending duplic

ates of the despatch to Tilbury caused some inconvenience,and 

might have occasioned more. When the Kosmos boat gets away to 

time,she catches the Pacific steamer of the following Friday, 

and we get the letters posted in Montevideo from three days to 

a week earlier than the mail. But if she is late,then the let

ters sent ashore do not arrive until the following week,gener

ally by Royal Mail,and,as on this occasion,after the Kosmos.The 

Ammon delivered her mail two days earlier than ours,and the 

consequence was that cheques were presented of which we had no 

advice,and we were entirely in the dark as to what preparations 

to make in the way of money. Had there been a heavy drawing it 

would have been awkward,but as it happened the cheques were
few. It should be remembered that we want to be sure, of getting 

our original or duplicate at least as soon as anyone else,and 

the late departure of the Ammon might have warned you that om

itting to send a duplicate would be almost sure to frustrate 

this.

2. Par.2. No more can be done about the acreage of Ijafonia, 

unless you like to have another shot with the chart. All reason 

and justice are on our side,but the power rests with the Gov
ernment to perpetuate an injustice.

It is not good neWs that there has been broaching 

of- cargo again on the Thetis,and it does not speak well for the

3. Par.3.

A.E.Baillon,Esq
Manager,

• 9

Stanley.

i
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new mate. All claims should be carefully investigated,and then, 
paid,an account of them being rendered to London.

4. Par. 5. I have asked the Admiralty if they wish any more

coal sent out,but have no reply as yet.
5. Par.6. The Directors are not interested in lamp burners 

and chairs,remarks on which would have been better written se
parately.

6. 120-2. There does not appear to be any reason for selling 

coals to chance steamers like the Lovart at less than the old 

price of 60/.per ton,which'was always charged when there was no 

contract.
7. Par.4. You are now in a position to treat people like 

Captain Danielsson with a high hand if they make themselves 

disagreeable,but,as I said before,considering the civility 

shown us by the Kosmos Co.,the Directors are quite willing to 

meet them in a reasonable manner,as long as it is recognised 

that we are under no obligation to provide overtime labour at 

all,
8. 121-2. I suppose that it would be impossible to have the 

Captain of a foreign steamer arrested for debt which had not 

been contracted by the ship herself* but everything you can do 

to make it hot for Pugellie would be approved of.
9. Par.7. A telegram yesterday announced another chance of* 

communicating with the Islands,so that it seems that the men Of 

war are still going down. Next season we ought to find out the 

best way of getting letters forward,as Messrs.Humphreys rojHKrt 
that the ship sails directly the mails for the fleet are on 

board,and there is no time to get anything from the shore thfct 
may have arrived. I wonder whether the Captains would Ofajedt to 

&ur letters being addressed to the care of the Senior Officer,
10. Par. 8. The report of the accident to the Hornet ift meet 

serious,and the conduct of Pugellie dastardly. It ought to be 

brought very strongly before his owners and the Chilian Govern* 

ment,and a representation from the Government to the latter 

should be asked for,if the Enquiry shows that he was to blame,

e



w

of which according to your report there can be no reasonable 

doubt. We are most thankful to hear of the fortunate escape of 

Mr.Harding and the others on board. You do not mention the most 
important thing in connexion with the disaster,that is whether
the Hornet's side lights were properly burning or not. If they 

were,then the steamier is liable for every penny of damage,and
ought to have been arrested and brought back to Stanley from 

Salvador. If not,although I have not had time to consult any
authority,! believe that each vessel pays her own damages. This 

question of side lights used to give me a good deal of trouble,
and I know that they were frequently neglected,although 

negligence is next door to jtcriminal. You should bring the sub-
such

ject strongly before our Cpatains,and insist in future that the 

exhibition of the side lights should be noted each night in the
log. The Hornet is insured for £600,of which our Underwriting
account takes three,so that supposing that we were in fault as 

regards the side lights we pay half the cost of re-instating 

very serious,Or consume muchher,which we hope will not be
time.

11. Par.9. You do not state if the Serena’s coal was taken,
as suggested,as per Bill of Lading,and we are still without in
formation as to the outturn of the previous cargo,which must be

r> known by now.

12. In going through the accounts this time,the Auditor* 

raised a question as to the amounts added to the value of- some
succeeded in satin* 

understood as a rule that 

is only under special 
reported beforehand,that an 

be made. The better way 

percentage taken off

of the Shipping property for repairs,and I 

fying them this time; but it must be
repairs go to revenue account,and that it
circumstances,which ought to be 

dltlon to- the value or -property can 

to reduce or hold in abeyance the usua! 
thls side for depreciation.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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---------^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. .

G/' < zee/.
fhr Hathor* 

N? 893. • V /-^oyu/onc.    13th • June, __ S(9//v

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 17th ult and I have now to 

acknowledge the receipt of* your no.182 and letter of the 25th

April,which arrived on the 26th ult. Your cable advising 850

.• 9

bales per Lavinla came to hand on the 24th ult.
2. Par.5. I am sorry to*learn that the invoice of the boat 

was Leslie was not enclosed,in consequence of carelessness in 

the office; a duplicate has now been obtained and is enclosed.
The old boat was not built under Captain Dyer's superintend
ence, for the very good reason that he arrived home in 1879 very
ill,took to his bed,and I believe never left it again; at all

events he did not return to London. As I said before,I saw to 

the building of the boat myself,but I did 

it was intended to be

m
not remeber whether

^ c

a knock-abotit boat,or whether it was 4a*
built for the Black Hawk.

3. Par.7. You will have heard soon after writing that we 

as schoolmaster,and he goes out by this 

boat with his wife and infant child. Prom his testimonials X

have engaged Mr.Moir

believe him to be a very superior man,and I hope that his 

gagement will turn out satisfactorily.

4. Par.10. Youi^emarks on the subject of the Enola C. 
ted,and we can only await the vessel's return to Stanley.

5. Par. 14. I send copy of correspondence with Messrs.Ince, 
who are the Solicitors we employ in shipping matters,and 

considered the best in London in that line. Probably,if the 

case has already come off, you will have gleaned the informa-- 

tion they give from some of the Shipping Law manuals you have, 

but X send this in case it may be usefyl. I learn that in. case

en-

are no-

■v

are

A.E.Baillon,Bsq
Manager,

• >

Stanley.
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of collision between a steamer and a sailing vessel the former 

has to prove the sailer very much in fault in order to gain the 

day. This case will hang much on the question of lights,and yu- 

gellie has given himself away somewhat by his remark about the 

Hornet*s red light,while it seems almost incredible that if all 

three lights were burning on the Albatros Ennenga and his crew 

could have failed to observe them.
0. With regard to your letter of the 25th April,the Direct

ors are sorry that you should have put forward requests which 

they do not feel themselves able to grant. In your despatch 54 

you mentioned having put up a rose house without having previ
ously asked leave,and the Board replied in despatch 841-15 that, 

they' would offer no objection on the understanding that it 

your private property,and that the Company were not asked to 

pay for it. They think that you can have hardly remembered 

this,or must have overlooked it for a moment. They do not want 
the rose house,and consider it quite an unnecessary addition to 

the house,seeing that there is another greenhouse attached to 

it. They would much prefer its being taken away,and hope that 

you will be able to find a purchaser for it; but should you be 

unable to do so they would be prepared to give you £25 for it, 

although it is by no means certain that your successor will 
care for the trouble and expense of keeping it up. As regards 

the passage,the Board would be very sorry to think that either 

you or Mrs.Baillon were taking a passage in an unsuitable ves
sel,and Messrs.Browne G-eveke & Co.have been asked as to the ac
commodation on board the Hamburg-Pacific ships. Their reply is 

that they are,with one or two exceptions,as good as the regular 

vessels of the Kosmos line,but that they have been informed 

that the inferior vessels will on no account be allowed to go 

to the palklands. The Board have noted that in no case has any 

Govemof or other Colonial Official,to the best of their know
ledge, taken passages either out or home in any but the Kosaos 

boats,and they cannot therefore see that they are not good en
ough, although of course there is more amusement on board an En
glish ship. All that they are prepared to concede,therefore,is 

that you are at liberty to take credit for £65,the cost of two

was
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Kosmos passages,towards the expense of returning by an English 

boat if you elect to come that way.

7. I forward copies of letters that have passed between Jos
eph Dawson & Sons and myself on the subject of a retail order 

for boots which which Miss Madge Pimm of Stanley has favoured 

them. X send it for the purpose of showing that an improper use 

has evidently been made of Dawson's price list,assuming that we 

are the only people they supply,and I would point out that in 

future wtsiders should not be allowed to see catalogues which 

are forwarded for the information of our office and Storekeep
ers only.

8. Mr.Dean mentions that one of his late lots of wool 

taken direct from the Richard Williams on board the steamer,and 

that we ought to have charged the reduced rate agreed upon.This 

is quite right as far as he is concerned,but there was no note 

on the specification,and we do not know what lot he referred 

to. When this occurs a note should always be made of it.

9. The Admiralty have informed us that they will require 

1600 tons of steam coal sent out for next season,and although I 

intended to wait for a month or two before taking it in hand, 

tonnage is scarce,and there/is a vessel on offer just now,the 

I*angstone,capable of carrying 1100 tons,which I have thought it 

prudent to close with,as she has been beaten down to the extra

ordinary low freight of 20/.and coals are secured at 13/3d.with 

a tendency to rise. I hoped to get two ships of 800 each,but 

there is increasing difficulty in chartering small ships,and we 

must take our chance about the remaining 500 tons.

10. As this will be the last mail that will reach you before 

the one by which you will take your departure,X take the oppor

tunity of saying that it will be necessary for you to hand over 

to Mr.Harding and go over with him a complete inventory of all

the furniture in the Manager's house,and all cash and documents 
being the Company's property

in your possession,for which you will take a receipt,as also
A

any papers or other property belonging to others that may have 

been entrusted to you as the Company's Manager.

T am,i?ir,

was

your obedient servant,

Managing Director..
L
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& /, c^jzcecdtM/ccA' '^/ylee/y.- •

Per Supplementary
mail via Lisbon.

__ /<&? 9VP 893. 1stJuly,

Sir, -
Ult

My last despatch went per Hathor on,the 13th inst.,and 1 

have sitice received your despatch no.1^3,which arrived on the 

16th id.

2. Par.l. You will have since heard that the bags which were 

distinctly seen, at Sandy Point on the 5th of May were at that 

date somewhere between Montevideo and Rio on board the Clyde.

3. Par.4. The silver coin (not specie) asked for will be 

sent,but in the absence of any explanation we fail to see how 

we have any disbursements to make in connexion with the Admir

alty works,and the Cash Book throws no light on the subject.

4. Par.5.No remark has been made as to how the sale of coal 
as ballast to the Serena fell through.

The £5 paid by Patterson has been refunded,and I 

have written a letter of complaint to the Kosmos Co.about the 

miserable accommodation on board the Lavinia.a copy 6f Which i-s 

enclosed. It is clear from what Mr.John Dean says that the Ham

burg-Pacific boats are unfit to carry decent people,and should 

one of them be sent in August I have no doubt the Board would 

agree to your changing at Montevideo. I suppose that the Kosmos 

line proper have been improved by contact with English people, 

and that these other ships which have not had that advantage

5. Par.6.

can hardly be expected to be run in a civilized way just yet, 

6. Same par. Patterson was very persistent as to his right
to a passage from the Company for his wife,but X declined to

entertain the question. He put it on the ground of not having 

had a track allowance at Arrow Harbour,but I told him that such 

a claim should be made on the spot,where it could have been in»

The Manager,

FALKLAND ISI^NDS COMPANY, 
Stanley,



Vesttgatedj besides
UP» “ if he

which the tiro natters could not he p
a track allowance he sho^. fi&kwas entitled to 

asked for it while in the service. I very Such ObjitfV to 

left for dismWiAftany questions of this kind
7. Par.7. We shall 

Albatros has
be more comf ortable

returned to Stanley. & *0 ^
ought to have been followed to Sa****.^

doing t^s lb ^ ^ ^ 

*** **'**» * <***&%

should there be a chance of 

our right to arrest Onthe point of 

will have been

8. Par.8. This is
seen by his letter*

evidently 

a ship is chartered in
written i* **^jm**fi&

Cardiff for-coal Only} Mfffft. 
some timber from there, but

fact that
years ago we had
with coals is unsatisfactory. 

9. Care should be taken that the Auditor's 

last one the 

other respects it

QWWicaS* 1* 

word "pa!4« .was **$*&£,

was not hs olfgr as

properly made out: in the 

for "received”,and in 

former ones have been.

10. I notice that the Gazette speaks of the "late*fc. BOUadj -J 
=ay have overlooked it,but I do not recollect 

anything of his death,
your Mentioning 

or what arrangements hav* been fgj.
a new tenant for the Ship Hotel.

11. I have not seen Mr. Ha Ike tt, but he wrote -thifc ’bb bale 

sell the land Oh the *&i*3r ftM£ 

acres, 1 an not Issm

that bo net «n sfri*
,and 1 was

if the Company would 

to the Naval Reserve,about 270
capacity he wrote,as I take it 

cial position in London 

joking. That land is,of course,exttwasfcr wMftfe
.specially sine. th. Waval Worts sepias MattytiWW <*»»,
Z cannot find a properly marked plan of £*«ml4 Uk» nj#

now all themade and sent home. We have 

elusive,and the fence was shifted when w« got *T ^ «s.|^ Cpv© 

from Messrs.Dean,but 1 cannot recollect how ,f««W WM.yr 

who are the owners of 40 and 41, I rather think t%*t % 

to get them, so as to run a fence straight acroejj.
18. Your two cables about the John R.Kelley an4 %&9 ftVfm



w-

Wakefield arrived o*x the 17th and Wth t fadSWfc

tried without success to find tft* ittrtfc
\\ \

written him as to a credit} btit a% t4te 'dSstp 'f» 

likely to be a total wreck It $fe Sb*t **pr©tfcfcl* t^ftt the 4mw»t 
will make himself responsible t&r *3L4‘ X can £&$

at present is that, If he does 4s«t j&xsyi&lt W«t **£

that you have security for-any t^1 yea have

to take a Bottomry Bond, With regX# tOtfcS %nw IfeHpfiiS^ttlr* 

London agents are David Bruce & ^e.^-aiid $ 3* jiJ-jaetedir in cOSSWa- 

ication with Rosenfelds through "thflWU Jf 4ftOt e-ttthoaf*

ized to accept the mate's draft* JM$C)T£ 28&» 0$JL 4*aT*a,J^ 

shall have a chance of cabling up t* tfe» 3»th p&p, A/tiM te&gfy 

to American ships,you must bear in 4jg*$3gS*&W» *4*9^9 -JliJB* to 

have bills on London rather than bn t3w 'QjPj

13. I enclose copy of correspCndnajpp A an

to the Rev.P.J.O’Grady's eomplatnts.fcpd farther

from them I will advise you. They a#* acd uns^tr

isfactory people to do business with*

I am,Sir,

your obedient «ez^r«att*

A
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Cllln' jfel klmtit 3islands (£mummy.^INCORPORATED by
ROYAL CHARTER 1851 >

r
Fer Itauri.

B94.

fZs c.

V /Zs?'stccon'£c„__N?
--25th July, S8&U-

Sir,

MY last 

despatches 124
was dated the 1st inst and I have since• > received

on, the loth and 21stand 125,which arrived 

respectively,and have been- inst.
seen by the Board, 

are making enquiries about the 

of Uruguay.

2. Par,l. The G.P.O. 

conduct of the Post Office
eccentric

S. Par.3 and 125-6. 
with the

The Board are anything but satisfied 

of the John R.Kelley, in the 

a telegram was sent

proceedings in the matter
f'irst place a credit was cabled for,while
to Lloyd's stating that the vessel was likely to be a total 

cable was received 12 dayswreck. Although another 

word was said
later,not a 

was a wreck or not,which-as to whether the ship
a serious oversightwas fas we understood here that no credit

could possibly be asked for except for the purpose of effecting 

shipping matters ought to knowrepairs. The veriest tyro in 

that owners are not going to make themselves 

expenses in case of wreck,and
responsible for

great care is necessary about ad
vances 1 in such cases,that is to 

ficient to be got out of the ; 
to find that there

say that there is security suf>- 

vessel herself. Practically I used 

no danger in letting the Captain havewas
money for his personal expenses to a moderate amount,as such

came to advancing moh-were always met by the owners,but when it
ey for paying off the crew,I aim 

they- had to take bills 

Government as distressed subjects.

ost. uniformly declined,and 

on the owner, and have recourse to the

Owners are not liable for 

expenses incurred in endeavouring to save a ship from wreck,if 

the endeavours are not successful; you will therefore see how
very careful you must be to see that you are fully secured on

W. A .Harding, Esq 

Manager,
• r

Stanley.



the spot. I have no reply from Mr.Kelley,although I wrote to 

him on the 20th ult.,he is evidently, there fore, waiting to see 

how the cat jumps before committing himself. It is much to be 

regretted that Mr.Baillon went back from his intention- t*0 vtfjT 

the vessel if put up for sale,and more annoying to all than X 

can express to find that we have taken a back seat,and allowed 

Williams to get this valuable property for what Mr.Baillon 

calls the ’•absurdly low price of £200”. London despatches might 
be searched certainly 32 years back without finding any fault 

expressed with the Manager for buying wrecked property accord-*' 
ing to the best of his judgment,even when there has ultimately 

been a loss: it is a risk,but a legitimate one,and we axe pre* 

pared to accept it in all cases. We know little about the posf-? 

tjon of this wreck; but it seems to me that there is a very re
mote chance of her breaking up for a very long time,if at all> 

and that with our two diving sets we ought to have been able to 

make arrangements with divers either in the Colony or the Plate 

to get up a good deal of valuable property. If Williams has ap
plied for the use of our apparatus it is to be hoped that a 

bargain has been made by which we take a percentage of the val
ue in addition to whatever may have been charged for hire. We 

shall be glad to know what fresh representation has been made 

to the Government as to the scandalously inefficient pilot soy- 

vice.

4. Par. 5 and 426- 23. I conclude that nothing has bteen
in the way of sharing the cost of the fence asked for by Sis#-* 

some mails ago,under the mistaken impression that his pro* 

perty adjoined a piece of ours.
5. Par. 10. The Department of State at Washington have askiSt 

through the Consul^-General here that the tombstone fee
to Stanley,and it is on board this boat.

6. Par. 11. Mr.Baillon has failed to follow up the
/

of getting some work done by the Blacksmiths at odayilajett 
the Glengowaii. Whenever you see a chance of selling a 

of her coal as ballast,even at a very' low price,you btiQfct 
to miss it. We do not know whether this vessel is afloat oar 
not.

son

1



7. Par.18. It is satisfactory to learn that ste$8 a3r* bail# 

taken to arrest the Enola C. We have had no further
tion from Ml*.Green.

8. Par.20. It is a question how far we ought to humcfti^iftgr 

clients in the matter of dates to our own inconvenient®*
ine the whole of them fixing the conclusion of theif finauci&i 
years at different dates,and insisting on our giving the* 

accounts up to those dates. We close our hooks on the 31st 
ember,and all accounts ought to be rendered with interest up t$ 

that date,so as to show our exact position,whatever we may do 

in the way of obliging clients with copies of their accounts t{* 

other dates.
9. Par.21. When we get silver coin through our Bankers we 

pay freight and insurance,when from the Mint all charges are 

refunded by that establishment. If' we ask for coin without pro
ducing our authority from the Colonial Government an objection 

is always raised.
10. Par.26. We learn with concern of the disturbance of the 

labour market by the Admiralty works,and will support any memo
rial that may be addressed to the Governor on the subject. Be
ing forewarned we hope that Mr.Mathews will make sufficient 

provision for labour when in the Plate as to render us indepen
dent.

11; Par. 5 desp.125. The want of cargo for the Modestia is 

be regretted,but it is fully explained. Since the Hornet was 

damaged,and,it * is assumed,taken in hand by the carpenters*we 

have not heard a word about the progress of the repairs* X hbpe 

that you will manage to keep us posted a little better as to* 

what is going on from time to time than Mr. Bail Ion has dottej'liot* 

necessarily at great length,but so that we may have &n idea 

what people are doing, and if you say that you are going to jsafce 

a report on this that or the other by next mail^do X&*
12. Par.6. In the case of the Cyrus Wakefield the IKneftg 4K0r<f 
used about obtaining credit,which caused us a let V&Q8G'* 

essary and expensive cabling with Rosenfolds through their Jon- 

don agents. When a reply is not needed the word shei^A be 

"Pothered” not "Federal"* In this case we exchanged

was
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cables only to find out at last from the owners that ship 

had sailed,add of course no reply was needed or could fegttfe b6e*
of any use.

13. Par.8. The coal remaining in Stanley cannot be said to 

belong to the Admiralty,as they have not paid for "it. Having 

got both coal and freight cheaper this time I have 

with the Admiralty that as soon as the langstone arrives the
arranged

price of coals to them is to be reduced to 50/.,and on their
they undertake to receive the old stock per Serena until ■

finished,instead of demanding the new. Adding what is left to
the shipment per Langstone the price of 50/.shows a 

and
fit on cost ef freight of 48^6,which still allows a good margin' 
for expenses of receiving and delivering; it should be our pol
icy Just now to do things for the Admiralty

grpa*

as reasonably as we 

Can,and we shall probably benefit later on; squeezing would be
a fatal mistake. Do not forget to let us know each mail the 

stock of steam coals on hand.

14. Par.9. The Extension of Protest seems all right,and I do 

t&t see how the Albatros could have got out of paying for the 

Sternet's damages; but unfortunately her loss makes it almost 
Certain- that we shall get nothing out of her at all. I enclose 

£8py of a letter from Messrs.Ince,and have written to the Chi
lian Consul here about the law of Chili; but I am much afraid 

1£§&t it will turn out to be the same as in most countries hut- 

side onr own. I suppose that the owner Curtze is not likely tu 

4o anything in atonement for his Captain’s blunder? This case
Shows how necessary it is to act with promptitude and VigoUJ^j 
Sad Mr.Baillon asked for a special Constable to be sent to- S&1- 

•rador to arrest the steamer,she could not have left Colonial 
waters without providing security,which no doubt would have
b©en forthcoming from Williams,and we should have bee* all* 

right. On. what terms are the repairs being done? This net 

been reported: I hope not ship pay,seeing that we stah& "to lose 

a good deal ourselves.
15. The Kosmos Company returned the £10 paid /to the IfeEte of 

the Lavinia for the use of his cabin.
16. On the 8th inst.I cabled "Kelley Chocaria Reda4aeap 

entatze",which you will have understood.

A



survey reports use is frequently m$8 $t $4» *M,
^ % V

lapt-mast" or,,maiji-gallaaxt-4past,l'fwhich ton -$ft Up#*
man,but as the English of- the term is wp$dd be
well if you could get the Surveyors to u«f p^r i&n$y£ge,

18. A press copy of the John R.Kelley's maa^JVjp*, 
raceived* and it would be more interesting and useful PPjF*
legible,which as a matter of fact it is not. please note it 

afelii; documents sent here should be handwritten, and not mer^ jy 

pfesS copies of others which have been sent elsewhere. X am A&«p 

^U&ed to think that you would be all the better for a type
writer in the office*

1£. A to.Albert Crook of Bath has written to ask that a pas- 

£a$P may be provided for Miss Crook of Stanley by a homeward 

bpund boat,and he has been referred to the agents. It will be 

$g&teresting to know what became of her g father*,who was under
stood to be dead.

20. to.Girling goes out by this mail accompanied by his 

Wife,two children,and a Governess,and the Board hope that you 

trlXl find him an efficient assistant in your office,and one 

*ith whom you will have no difficulty in working. He has the 

character of being a hard worker,and of taking great interest 

£$ all‘he does,and we think that we have been rather fortunate 

$$ coming across him.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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®ta4fall;l;iu;i Jslam'is (Lmupitmj.
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O' /, tf/ts/ceo/sric/ ? S/siev/s.

Modestia. c#Per
l.th-September,Zov/arr/i .£. 6L~895.N°

Sir,
Since writing you per Itaurf on the 25 th July,we have re

ceived your despatch no,127 via Sandy Point,which has beenread

by the Board.
2. Par.2. Eight years ago I told MT.Baillon that a second

copy of the Bill of Lading by sailing vessel should always be

sent by the mail following her departure,and time after time I
have had to repeat this. In case you are not acquainted with

the routine I may mention that of the three signed copies one

should go by'the ship,one by the mail,and the third be kept for

reference in your office. The fourth copy;which should be made

out,but I understand from Capt.Thomas has not been,is marked

"Captain's copy",and is not signed,so does not count as one of

the three mentioned on the face. It is a custom to which,I be—
x

lieve,there is no exception whatever,to send the B/L by mail,and 

where it is necessary to give security for advances the want of 

it might be serious. I mention, all this,although it forms part 

of the A.B.C.of commerce,and hope that it will not be forgotten 

in future. Another thing is that wool and sheepskins should not 

be on the same Bill of Lading,as they go to different Brokers; 
this has also been mentioned and acknowledged from the Islands. 

The Thetis has just arrived,and the Bills of Lading for Messrs. 
BailIon and Hoare have been sent on.

3. Par.r . We hope that the bills upon the American owners 

will be met,but I must repeat that in future we must not make 

advances on no security in case of wreck. As to the John R.Kel

ley, the Board are most indignant at the neglect of our inter

ests shown by Mr. Bail Ion in letting her go for a mere song to a 

man whom it is our object to keep out of shipping business as
j:

•'

W.A.Harding,Esq • *

“^ggSamley.



much as possible. It/ almost/ looks as if he had been entirely 

indifferent on the subject,and did not cafe to bestir himself 

out his intention of meeting any emergency that mightto carry
arise during the remainder of his stay in Stanley.

4. Par8. We did not know that R.H.Aldridge had any property

in Stanley; as that was the case the Board wish to know why' 

proceedings were not taken against him for debt before. It is 

hoped that his account has been sent in with interests
f. Par.9. The remarks on Suburban allotments seem to be all 

that was to be said on the subject.

6. Par.12. The Chilian Consul here cannot give me the in

formation I asked for regarding the Chilian law of shipping* As 

Chilian. Consul you had better get it from Santiago. The point 

is whether an owner can be proceeded against for damage caused 

by his own ship; in England according to our law he can; in 

France and most other countries the law is that the ship only- 

can be attacked,and when,as in this case,the ship has gone to 

the bottom,the owner is held harmless. This is explained in- 

Ince,s letter of the 22nd July,of which you have a copy; possi

bly you could get the information earlier by writing to Stuben- 

rauch or someone at Sandy Point confidentially. Until you know 

what the law is you cannot make a claim on Curtze. The case has 

been mismanaged altogether; the law of nations is that any ship 

can be arrested and held for damages caused until she gives se

curity in case of being found in fault,and obviously the right 

think for Mr.BailIon to do would have been to look the law up 

and call upon the Government to arrest the Albatros at Salvad

or. As he did not do so we stand to lose hundreds of pounds; we 

now fall back upon the Underwriters,but as the Hornet is only 

covered at Lloyd’s for £300,and we run the rest ourselves,it is 

our Underwriting account that is the greatest sufferer, If,of 

course,the Chilian law Is similar to our own,you must make a 

claim on Curtze.

7. Par.19. We shall be glad to have all information you can, 

furnish as to the chance of recovering the Enola C.*s account.

7. Par.20. The misfortunes of the small coasting steamer are 

rightly-stated by Mr.Baillon to prove the inadvisability of



•trying to do all our coasting by one steamer,an accident to 

which would cause such wide spread inconvenience.

8. Lloyd’s have informed us that you are appointed their ag

ent, and we hope to hear that you have the German Consulate, in 

getting the others,could you refer the Government to Sir E. 

Wingfield as to your respectability? I remember that there Was

some delay over some of my appointments through my nama having 

to be referred to Stanley.

9. I send you some correspondence with Mr.Craigie-Halkett as 

to the purchase of the land on the other side of the Harbouiytb 

is not stated yet whether he is acting for the Colonial Govern

ment or the Admiralty,nor is it clear why-one of the Depart

ments does not write direct to us,instead of deputing an offi

cial who is on leave. He will be told that the Board are still 

unwilling to part with the land,but are prepared to consider 

any offer that his principals may make. The reference to the

Government’s power of resumption for Imperial purposes is bun

kum,and we are given too much credit for simplicity if it 

intended to frighten us. We want to know more than we do before 

we fix a price.

was

If,for instance,there is to be a garrison of 

several hundred men,we are not going to sell for a trifle the

advantage of planting a store at their gates a mile nearer than 

any competitor can. I say that we are entitled to look upon 

that land as being of equal value to town lots in Stanley,or,

.better still,to the piece in the outskirts which Mr.Halkett, 

fortunately for his clients,has just told the world
un-

was sold to
the Government at the rate of £148 per acre. What we shall
probably aim at will be the sale of the land 

price,stipulating that the Government
at a substantial

are to give us a fenced 

paddock near Stanley sufficient for our requirements,and if we 

can secure from them a plot near the Works,with the exclusive 

right of putting up a Store,we shall do very well. Our Solicitors 

point out that the War Office and Admiralty have to buy' every

foot of ground they require for Imperial purposes in this coun

try, and it will be the same in the Colony. Probably an Ordin

ance will be passed as an Act of Parliament would be here,and 

then the price,if not agreed upon,will be settled by arbitra-



Vo
tion. We do not forget that 

foreshore
when we wanted the few feet of

we have in Stanley the Government 
sMerably,and now the boot'is

bled us pretty 

on the other1 leg. There
con-

can be no 

of land,so as to familiarize theharm in talking up the value 

Government with the necessity of paying a good price; but of

conducted here. It must not be 

land was acquired SO and

course all negotiations will be
forgotten that most of the 

ago,and that more than 

some day selling at a profit.

10.Captain Willis has written, to

40 years
was wanted was bought with the object of

ask if his wife and daught- 

er can have a passage in the Thetis,and the Board have no ob- 

jection to giving them the room,but they must pay for their
provisioning. Not 

ed,and we do not know whether he
a word has been said about him since he land - 

is a man likely to make a good
servant or not. Houses 

ains,on the principle that they have
are never given rent free to our Capt-

on board their re spec —one
tive ships,and 

/A Owing to the late arrival
we cannot start a new precedent.

at Montevideo of the Neko the mail 
has not come by the Pacific boat,and we do not know whethei- to 

expect the tallow this time. The market is good,and we shall be 

on board.disappointed if it is not The probable date of ship
ment ought to have been given; but we have unfortunately <y? 

late had less and less of the kind Qf information we have want
ed.

I am,Sir,1

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

A
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(Eln'J'alldam'i 3klaui»6 Olmiqutuu.
. INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .)o—

' ^iacer/o/lc/i Swfoee£.6?.
No.896. C J#

_25£d. Sept ember.,_/S\^9.^_Per Supplementary• _ 
mail.

o/t//,on .y a..

Sir,

Since writing per Modestia we have received Mr.Baillon's

despatch no.128 per Neko,which came to hand on the 11th inst' • r

Mr.Baillon also arriving by that steamer. Duplicates were re

ceived three days previously'by Italian mail,but no Bills of 

Lading,in fact I did not get these until past twelve o'clock on 

the 11th,when they were personally delivered by the Captain,two 

sets in two envelopes,both with uncancelled English stamps on. 

It is of the greatest importance that we should always,when, 
possible,get Bills of Lading before the arrival of the steamer, 

and therefore even when the steamer is late,and cannot catch 

the Pacific boat,a copy should be sent to be posted by the 

first mail from Montevideo. The want of them causes a request &

for letters of indemnity besides other trouble connected with

the discharge of cargo.

2. Par.5. When I went to the Colony in 1867 Mc.Lauchlen was
landlord of the Stanley Arms under Messrs.Dean,and remained

there for many years,when to the best of my recollection he had 

a fancy for going to sea again,and bought the first Allen Gar

diner from the S.A.M.S. After this he took the First and Last, 

in which he remained as landlord for some years,during part or' 
all of which he was also Government pilot.Fot a short time aft
er this he lived in the Dockyard,and when our Overseer,Hawkes, 

left the Colony'Me.Lauchlen applied for and got his place. I am 

afraid that his record cannot be brought into our pension 

scheme at all,as practically continuous service is necessary to 

qualify for it,and although many years before I went out I be

lieve he ran our schooners Amelia and Fairy for I don't know

V/. A. Hard ing, Esq.

Manager,.
Stanley



how long,he left them for the purpose of bettering himself,' 

which there can be little doubt he did materially;for no one 

could be landlord of two such houses without making a very snug 

sum. Unquestionably he has been a very good servant,but he was 

advanced in life when I first had anything to do with him, and if 

the precedent of granting a pension in such a case as his were 

established,we should have to be very chary about employing 

anyone over 40 years of age. The list of pensioners is already 

fairly long,and may be increased before many years have passed 

to a still greater extent; it is therefore most necessary to ex

ercise care that no case is admitted that does not strictly 

meet the intentions of the Board in establishing the system. I 

have written fully1 on this subject,and you can use your judg

ment as to how much you tell Mc.Lauchlen. No doubt he ought to 

be replaced by someone of fewer years and more energy,and as a 

sensible man he should recognize the fact that there comes a 

time in the life of most men when they' become unequal to the 

burden of work which was easy to them in their prime,and when 

they have to make way for their juniors. Whi»le on this subject 

you should intimate to W.Biggs that although the. Board have al

lowed him to remain longer in the employ,in consideration of 

his long service,than they had intended;when the amalgamation 

took place it was considered that we should only keep one fore

man carpenter in Stanley,and that the time has now arrived,say
when-,

at the end of this year,he should retire upon his well earned
A

pension. This is now more imperatively necessary,since the 

shipping business has dwindled to such small dimensions,and it 

will besides be more convenient in every way to have the wd£k 

in the hands of one foreman only; As he has always been off pay 

at shipwork,there is no difficulty in assessing this pension,, 

which will be £5.8.4 per month,and you may possibly be able to 

add to this at times by giving him a share of the final survey- 

fees'.

5. Par,5. We shall be glad to hear of any offer that Mr. 

Schlottfeldt may be commissioned to make for" the ..Glengowan, 
and although some of the beams according to Blythes report, pan- 

not be straightened,it might be worth while considering whether
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if the builders supplied some of them at a cost that would make 

it worth while it would not be possible to lay a deck suffici
ently strong for hwr use as a hulk. If you could get a photo
graph of her showing the present condition of the beams and 

plates it would be useful.
4. I have also to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 

8th uIt.,memo of the 9th,and Mr.Baillon's letter of the 8th on 

the subject of the Enola C'. We are glad to hear that the trans

fer of the business has passed offwithout trouble.

5. There is no harm in sending the Clients, tallow on the 

Bill of Lading as ours,but you must bear in mind that pro

duce that goes to different Brokers should never be on the 

same; this applies to both steam and sailing vessels,and In 

several instances of late wool and sheepskins ha,ve been put to

gether. When a shipment is made at an outside port you should 

see that this is attended to.
6. The news about the Enola C.is bad,and the only thing to 

be done now is to get as much out of the vessel as we can after 

the Sandy Point people have helped themselves,and then to ob

tain from the Consul whatever documentary evidence you can,pro

perly legalized by Mr.Rowen,of the special agency given him by 

Green,so that we can take action in the U.S. As a rule,you will 

have seen that according to the law of the States a claim on a 

ship can only be enforced against the vessel herself,and that 

if the owner abandons her he is held harmless. But it is quite 

likely that when special directions are given as to credit the 

owner may make himself personally liable,and you ^fould ascer

tain from the Consul if it is so. And as he got us into this 

mess,we rely upon his doing his best to help us out-.

7. You will see by the correspondence enclosed that thefe is 

still a question raised as to whether 488 or 498 bundles of 

shooks were delivered by the Hathor,notwithstanding that it has 

already been reported from Stanley that the former number was 

the actual tally; The North Western Railway have paid for twq 

bundles,and now the Docks have made themselves liable for ten,, 

as they admit having received 498. A certificate signed by the

same



Overseer,or person who tallied the shooks ought to be suffici-'
ent.

8. The Government have sent tor 150 tons of coal,but their 

Brokers are in a difficulty about freight,for we have naturally 

declined to come to their assistance,and I am told that Thomas 

will not take them. It will be amusing if they'cannot get them 

out,and,although you need not be aware of their dilemma,you may 

have an opportunity of contracting with them to deliver 

tity when we send a coal ship at less than the ordinary retail 

price. For years they bought their coal of us,and if it is true

that this order is cut up into small lots for their various
/

ployes,I must, say that it seems rather mean.

9. What arrangement has been made for periodically settling 

the Admiralty Works account,which I see is running into three 

figures? We have not heard about the cash that it was intimated 

we should have to find them.

10. It is not necessary to continue making the annual estim

ate of the Thetis's earnings,which can be got at more precisely 

here from actual figures,but the summary of her coasting log 

may still be sent.

We have received payment of the Gyrus Wakefield's bill, 

but anticipate trouble over that on J.R.Kelley,as to which we 

have authorized Messrs.Brown Shipley & Go.to instruct their 

agents to take proceedings. You will see clearly'that-It is 

tirely wrong to advance money for payment of wages on account of 

a wreck,unless you can be sure of recovering it out of the ship 

If Mr.Baillon had bid for the wreck at least up to or 

over the amount of our advance.,as he should have done,we should 

have been safe,and it is not the least annoying part of this 

deplorably mismanaged business that we not only get no profit 

but are likely to be actual losers,when it might have been so 

very different. In most countries the laws of shipping are less 

favourable to sailors than ours are; for instance,in Italy men 

can only in case of wreck get their wages or part of them out 

of the ship herself or her freight,and this may be the case irx 

so that possibly* Mr.Kelley cannot be legally'be coni-T 

pelled to pay anything. You should ascertain this from the Con-\

a quan-

em-»

11.

en-

herself.

the U.S • y



sul,and in every case bear in mind that the safest course to
take is to put the men as regards wages and their passage away 

from the Islands on the Government or the Consul of whatever 

nation they may belong to.

>

12. I enclose copy of correspondence with the Colonial Of^ 

fice from which you will learn that the monstrous tax on ex-?
ports receives the approval of the Secretary of State. % need
hardly say that we shall fight the matter tooth and nail,as 

this is only the thin end of the wedge,and if such a tax is ap

proved of it will be a wonderfully easy way for the Government 

to raise funds for any extravagance that they- may think fit,in 

the absence of the representation that usually - accompanies tax

ation,to indulge in. A movement ought to be made in the Colony 

on the subject.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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(Lhi'jyhlam'i dimity unu.
— -^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .)o~

0‘J,

C /?
y^O'/Zst/on :£. a______ 17jth_0.c:tQber^____ /Per Neko.

No.897.

Sir,

My last despatch vfas dated the 23rd ult and I have since• y

received your no.129,which arrived on the 6th inst.

2. Par.2. The remark about the circulation of silver is now

understood,and we infer from the fact of your not drawing late

ly in favour of the Government that they are taking more cash
from you.

3. Par.5. We shall be very glad if you can manage to get the 

Glengowan afloat and anchored.

4. Par.5. From what I have already written you will see that 

there is little or no chance of getting anything out of the 

owner of the Albatros for the damage done by her.

5. Par.7. I note that W.Bound is still alive. With reference 

to the Ship Hotel,can you explain the meaning of the advertise

ment in the Magazine in which Lars Berntsen offers for sale the 

srock and goodwill? We can understand the stock,but how is the 

goodwill to be sold over our heads by a man whose name we do 

not know in connexion with the place? Under what arrangement 

does Bound at present hold the place,is it a lease,or an agree

ment, and for how long? I suppose that we retain the right of 

veto as tq the proprietor or Manager?

6. Par.9. I enclose copy of a further letter I have written 

to the C.O.about the Export tax Ordinance. You express the very' 

idea that had occurred to me. If the principle is admitted,we 

shall soon see a tax of ^d.or -|d.on wool to provide the Govern

or’s £20,000 for new Government buildings.

7. Par.11. The news about the sheep is good,and we now only

W.A.Harding,Esq.,

Manager,
Stanley.

A
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await your report of their safe delivery and that of the bull 

to claim the return premium from the Underwriters. I refer to 

their arrival at the outports to which they are insured.
8. Par.13. Your remarks about the Tekoa are noted. I omitted 

to acknowledge the cable about her,but the draft on the N.Z.S. 
Co.will be all right. It is a pity that the Fair Rosamond had 

to go on a wild go.ose chase,as it turns out,news of the boat 

having reached England before the safety of the ship was knovm. 

Under the circumstances,however,you could not have refused to

The Underwriters here are disturbed at the contract 

reported with divers to get her to Montevideo for £4000,which 

they think excessive; they hoped that they had us to deal with', 

and would have proposed an amended tender; I told them that I 

thought our man had failed,and that the contract had probably 

been taken by the men from Montevideo. It is possible that they 

may say that it would have been cheaper to await instructions, 

rather than accept such an offer; but I shall be unable to 

learn anything until the mail comes in. It was certainly better 

not to run the risk of buying the carcasses for Goose Green.

9. The Banda was six days late at Montevideo,and we there

fore expect the advance mail to arrive by the Royal Mail boat 

which sailed three days after her arrival there and is due here 

in about four days. I observe that when the Neko was seen to be 

too late for the Pacific boat you did not send the advance mail

send her.

as usual,to be forwarded by first mailboat; this was a mistake, 

as what with the Royal,French,and Italian mailboats,the chance 

of the Ko.smos boat bringing her mail in before one of these is

very small. We received the few Neko letters that were posted 

in Montevideo by the Italian boat,three days in advance of the
former.

10. The Thetis is loading,and ought to sail about the end of

the month.

11. Your cable,’’Federal Balkamah Blackmoore London cavaron 

geruchloss Banda roteareMarrived on the 27th uIt.meaning that 

credit is wanted for the Balkamah,450 tons House coal to be 

shipped,and that the Banda has 228 bales wool.

12. As to shipping 450 tons of Newcastle coal,that is an im-



£2-

possibility. It rarely happens now that a vessel small enough 

# for such a quantity i's to be got,and the best we have been able 

to do has been to charter the Annie of Stavanger,424 tons,to 

carry not more than 650 tons from the Tyne.Seeing that it is a 

long time since we shipped smithy coals, I do not think that it 

will be a mistake sending 50 tons,so as to lighten the House 

coal somewhat,especially as-you have had a little ship work 

lately; I have enquired about sending beer,iron,and other gen

eral cargo from Newcastle,but find it impracticable,on account 

of the cost of railway carriage so far north'. I enclose corres

pondence with the Crown Agents,from which you will see that I 

have offered coal to the Government over the ship’s side at 

47/6,this they have declined,as they consider the price exces

sive. They have been trying for some time to ship 150 tons to 

Stanley for the Government,but cannot get a ship to take it,and 

as Captain Thomas has decided not to go out again,I question if 

they will. In any case they cannot get freight from Newcastle, 

and therefore whatever coal they do ship will have been handled 

in London,and cannot be as good as what we send direct. Our 

coal will cost with freight and insurance about 35/6 in Stanley 

Harbour,without any labour there,so that if you can get the 

Government to take what they want at their own cost from the 

ship,we should make 12/.a ton,which is not excessive,and you 

might very likely be able to lend them lighters free of charge.

13*. As the Orchid is not going out I am shipping Mr.Felton's 

order by the Thetis,and this time having cargo also for Green- 

shields and some dip for Petaluga,she will have to go to Sal

vador as her first port from Stanley. There is no indent from 

Petaluga,and if it arrives by the mail it will be too late.

14. Mr.Cameron wishes to ship his wool in the Thetis this 

time,so she will be unable to take any from Fox Bay,which is 

all the better,as the bales from that port stowed badly. The 

Thetis has again delivered her cargo without damaging a single 

bale; on. the other hand'there will be a heavy claim on the Or

chid, which is a ship evidently past carrying wool or anything 

perishable. Insurance by her v/ould probably be much higher an~>

other time.

i
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15. On the subject of the Balkamah I enclose correspondence 

0 with Black Moore & Co. You will see that they will accept for 

temporary repairs up to £1800,and as they are considered sub

stantial people,so far we are satisfied. But as they will not 

extend the credit,it vfas thought desirable that I should ask 

our Solicitors what steps we should take in the event of the 

temporary repairs exceeding the sum named. They say that as 

Blacks will not be responsible for more,as their second letter 

is nothing,we must not let the ship leave the harbour until the 

balance is paid or secured,and that you must take steps in the 

Vice-Admiralty Court to have her arrested. Your course there

fore will be to get the draft for £1800,and then move the Court 

to stop her from leaving the harbour. But this is an extreme 

course,to which we hope you will not have to come. It means 

that the Captain will have to cable Black Moore & Co.to extend 

the credit,which they will doubtless do at once,and if you 

foresee during the course of the repairs that they will exceed 

the credit the cable should be despatched in anticipation by 

the first opportunity. I cabled on the 15th inst.,Balkamah 

Cocheais 1800 Black Rebajado,which you have no doubt understood 

The further instructions as to the possible arrest I could not 

get into a cable,and we must run the risk of its being too 

late; but as the repairs must be somewhat heavy we hope this 

will not happen. I think that you might let the Captain know 

that exceeding the credit will cause unpleasantness,and you and 

he can confer together as to keeping within the markThe estim

ate appears to have been given by him,as you say nothing as to 

the probable cost of repairs. These one-ship Companies are 

ticklish things to deal with,as they have no credit,and are of

ten mortgaged up to the hilt; one of the worst losses we had 

was over the Brucklay Castle some eight years ago,which was 

owned in this way.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director..

A
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cfINCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .V

6'/, ^^tacec/^/icJy Swlee/t

( /?
r/<££-iU.3rd.November.,o9ta,on.£.a.^.Per Antics ana.

No.898.

Sir,
Since writing you on the 17th uIt.per Neko we have received 

your despatch no>150 per Banda to Montevideo,which arrived on
the mail being delivered on the 26th. Your letter 

of the 22nd September has also to be acknowledged.

2. Par.2. It is only necessary to remark with regard to the 

John R.Kelley that although the Manager can,if he likes,hear an 

opinion expressed by any of his subordinates,it should not be 

allowed to take the form of advice,and in all cases he should 

form his ovm judgment and act upon it/. Whatever a Consul and 

Captain may say with regard to the disposal of a wreck,you may 

take it as a fact that every authority connected with Insurance 

would say that puttirgup ship and cargo in a lump is a wrong

the 23rd ult • >

course to take,for the simple reason that the Underwriters are 

not the same,and that consequently’the apportionment of the 

proceeds is made infinitely' more difficult. It is positively 

distressing to hear that the caigo winch and boiler were not 

sold separately,and secured by us,as such machinery might be of 

the greatest use to us; even now,as they can be of no value to 

Williams,you might see if he would take a reasonable price for 

them. In the case of wrecked property I think that an upset 

price at all is a new departure. What you have done about the 

purchase of oil from Williams is approved by the Board,as mak
ing the best of a bad job.

3. Par.5. With regard to the Glengowan,we are of opinion 

that if anything is ever to be don,e to her and she is not to be 

abandoned as a total lass,.she must first be floated,and there

fore you would be justified in taking whatever steps may be

W. A. Harding, Esq,,
Manager,Stanley.



necessary' to have the windlass secured and put in, order. I take 

it that this may be accomplished without going to any expense 

in decking,as a rough platform could be laid. If the windlass 

is made practicable,the ship may be pumped out and anchored,and 

then there may be opportunities from time to time of selling a 

portion of the coal as ballast. I merely-throw out the suggest

ion without going into any details; the advantage of taking 

this course is obvious,but it is left to you to carry it out in

your own way.
4. Par.6. You are right in supposing that we do not want 

hand written cdpies of the accounts-current.

5. Par.7. Mr.Hayes looked in for a moment to get a cheque, 

and is to call later. With regard to letting the Admiralty have 

a hulk,it seems rather risky•parting with the Sabino,if she is 

the only one suitable for heated coals; we have not heard any

thing about the hulks lately,and you had better give us a 

statement about them,showing what they are used for and their 

condition. There is so much more steam coal kept now than, in my 

time,that I do not pretend to know where it is all stowed. As 

regards the decks of the Sabina,if theydreeks are so terribly' 

leaky the question naturally arises,why have they not been 

caulked? Surely in deciding what to do in the way of keeping 

the hulks in order,Mr.BailIon has not expected to be instructed 

from London?

6. Par.8. I have passed the Hornet>s accounts to our Insurance 

broker,and had a talk with him about them. He says that the Un

derwriters would have been better pleased with a constructive 

total loss; but I pointed out to him that had she beencrademned 

and sold,we must have bought her,and fitted her out again^and 

I made him see that the course taken was the best to disarm 

suspicion. They are very conscientiously rendered; it would 

have been quite legitimate to make some profit for ourselves on 

the foreman's wages,as they are less than those of his men,and 

I do not see any charge for the use of the Blacksmith's shop 

or even for the coals that must have been expended,unless they 

are wrapped up in the 2/3d.an hour for the Blacksmiths them

selves. Our Underwriting account bears half the loss,but that
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is merely' an incident,'for by taking a share of some of the 

heavy premiums,we have accumulated during the last few years 

over £2000,and we cannot expect to avoid all loss.
7. Par.11. Without looking up the despatch reporting the 

collision,to the best of my recollection there was cornmunicati-
with the Hornet early in the morning after,.and it seemed to 

that had prompt measures been taken for the despatch of a 

constable the Albatros might have been stopped. Any how*it is a 

useful object lesson showing the need of promptitude in such a 

case; had we stopped the steamer this would not have been a 

question for our Underwriters at a 11,as it is,we and they bear 

all the loss.
8. Par. 14. I have already explained that it is next to im

possible to ship so small a quantity of coal from the Tyne as 

you have asked for; but from the enclosed correspondence you 

will see that we have agreed to sell the Government 150 tons at 

45/,,delivered over the side,which will bring down the quantity 

for ourselves by the Annie to your requirements. Vie take credit 

for obliging the Government,and at the same time make 9/6d.per 

ton,which is better than allowing them to start importing for 

themselves. Should they want to borrow lighters and you are 

able to oblige them,you should do it; but you must keep them up 

to taking the required quantity per day. The Annie is loading,.

on

us

and should sail in a few days. 
Par.

16. Originally'Ogilvie went out without any return pas

sage, and it was only after he had been some time in our service 

that the passage v/as conceded. As that clearly meant that he 

would receive it on leaving the Company*s employ,and not be

fore, it does not seem quite prudent to create a new precedent 
by sending a family,or a part or it,while the man still remains

9.

at work. It might open the door to all sorts of requests of a 

similar kind.

10. Par. 17. Vie will find out the best and latest book on 

Shipping and Insurance,and send it out.

11. Par,19. If you take the registered word for an owner’s 

name in future we shall understand it.

12. Par,21. In my last despatch I anticipated all that has

j
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to bo said with reference to the Balkamah,except that the Board 

are pleased to find that you have succeeded,apparently,in pre

venting her condemnation,for it must always be more profitable 

to us to do even temporary repairs than to have to buy' a hulk 

we do not want. With regard to what you say as to buying a con

demned vessel,I can give you most positive instructions. Under 

no circumstances whatever are we disposed to let anyone have a 

hulk in Stanley Harbour,whatever we may have to spend to pre

vent it. At present we are the only people who can pretend to 

be shipping agents and repairers,and we spent a good deal of 

money in getting this position; once let an outsider get a hulk 

of his own,and our position is imperilled. The purchase of a 

hulk must be looked upon as paying a premium to insure our pos

ition, much in the same way as the money laid out on the mechan

ics ’ shops may be regarded in that light. Of course if anyone 

chose to buy a hulk outside the Colony,and bring it to Stanley, 

we could not help it; but we do not suppose that any but the 

Admiralty would think of such a thing. Our policy,therefore,.is 

to stand in the way of condemnations as much as possible,and 

for a double reason.

IS. Par.22. I have not seen anyone connected with the Tekoa 

or the Salvage Association since getting ybur despatch and the 

receipt of the news that she has arrived at Montevideo. You 

will hear all about her,no doubt,from Lloyd’s or the Salvage 

Association.

14. Pars.15 & 25. The drafts on account of the Milverton and 

Sari Derby have been accepted,but there was a hitch about the

* former,as the Captain’s accounts had not arrived when the bill 

was presented. You should see that they are always posted in 

Montevideo,as we want our copies in case of any'trouble. The 

letter of advice might be posted with them,and not sent here,

15. Par.'10. I had overlooked the question about the price of 

coals. You must use your own judgment; if you can coal a ship 

at 55/.through its being known that you can sell at that price, 

it pays us well; but if a steamer puts in short of coal,without 

any'previous arrangement or understanding,and makes a conveni-
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ence of our stock,you are justified in asking the old figure, 

more especially now,as since the Langstone left Welsh coals 

have risen several shillings a ton,and may go higher,so that we 

could not replace them at anything like the price.

16. Par.25. The news about the Panola C.is worse and worse, 

but we have lost no time in getting our shipping lawyers to in

struct Solicitors in Boston to begin an action against Green. 

Our people tell us that it may be possible to make him disclose 

the cable which he sent the Consul; the copy we have is not ev

idence of course,it is not certified by the Consul,nor does the 

fact of its having been sent to him appear,.in fact we are not 

as well provided with evidence as we ought to have been. You 

should ask Mr.Rowen at once for all documentary evidence he can 

give you as to the agency conferred upon him,and the limit of 

credit granted,which we understand vra,s #4000; letters from 

Green will be useful,as well as the original of the telegram, 

and all papers should bear the Consular Certificate. As he has, 

unwittingly,got us into this mess, I think that v>Te ought to rely 

upon his good offices in endeavouring to extricate us,and I un

derstand that he is prepared to do what he can.

17. Par.26. I will approach the Post Office as to the possi

bility of getting a bag made up for us,but I fear that it can

not be done.

18. Par.28. If you will give particulars of Dettleff’s land

and the price he wants,together with your own opinion as to the 

desirability or otherwise of the purchase,the Board will consi

der it. As to getting his lease,it is a matter upon which you 

and Mr.Mathews must form a judgment; I should have thought that 

the land was too poor to fatten sheep for the Butchery. It might 

be tried as an experiment,if you could get a short lease with a 

promise of renewal if found to answer.

19. Par.29. The arrangement about Bond was quite correct;, he 

was a good sort of man in his way,though rather cranky at times.

20. As Captain Jones is dead I fear you will have some dif

ficulty in getting the money he owed us. It is a wonder that he 

lived so long,considering his habits.
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21* l£ele grams! Since last mail left we have received the 

following:-on the 20th ult.brought up by Pacific S.S.probably, 
Acamparse Lawrence Stickney recrecemos nephew raumlich,which 

was translated,and sent to both W..& L.Stickney the 

ing. On the 25rd,Pothered Pengwern Thomas Liverpool Federal
same even-

Prince Arthur Moran Liverpool. On the SOth uIt.Negare,meaning 

that a vessel would leave Montevideo for Stanley today,probably 

the first man of war this season. On the 1st inst.we despatched 

the following:-Arthur desganamos Moran ChevreuiT Giargone,and 

on the second,Ask Stickney raufhandel William dechaumer Iberia
not sailing engage men carry on.

I hope that you will make out the latter message,which 

was almost impossible to code as Mr.Stickney wished it. Rauf

handel means "remain until William arrives" Owing to the delay 

of the Iberia homeward her sailing is missed altogether,and 

ohis mail i-s being carried by the Antisana,a cargo boat,on 

which the P.S.N.Co.absolutely decline to take

22.

passengers on any 

tej.ms,Mr.W.Soickney is therefore compelled to wait until the 

Kosmos boat on the 28th inst.,arriving 29th December.
25. Messrs.W.Thomas & Co.will meet the Captain’s draft on 

account ot the Pengwern,and after some correspondence Moran, 
Galloway & Co.will do the same for the Prince Arthur. They ask
ed our terms for drawing,which I gave as 2-^6,that rate having 

been fixed some years ago,although I see that on some small ac
counts you have lately charged 556.

Mr.Dean is much annoyed at the delay in sending his wool 

ohis year,and I am afraid justly so; we hope that by making ar

rangements beforehand you can utilize the Thetis more than she 

has been 01 late,1 or tne purpose of bringing wool from distant 

ports.

24.

25.John Hoar'e & Co.have put forward a claim for one bale of 

GreenshieIds’wool short delivered by Thetis,and according to 

the B/L we are clearly liable,for there should have been 507 of 

the JG mark,and only 506 were delivered. But as there was one 

bale also addressed to Mr s. Gr eensh die Ids, and the number 506 is 

the highest we can find in the landing account,Captain Thomas

j
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suggest,with some show of reason,/that there wefe 507 bales in 

a11,and that through some carelessness in making out the Bill 

of Lading,the single bale was added into the total,and again 

entered'. Messrs.Hoare have been good enough to let the claim 

remain in suspense until we can hear from you,and a reference 

to G-reenshields should clear the matter up at once. Unfortun

ately he sent no. specificationrso that we cannot tell whether 

the number made up was 506 or 307,but even with this,we could 

not deny our liability.

26. When a credit is asked for on account of a ship,it is 

often necessary to state the amount for which it should be giv

en,and when possible you should give us in the cable some idea 

of this.

27. The Underwriters do not like the claim on the Orchid’s 

wool,which will come to between £200 and £300,and our open pol

icies next year will be on ships of the first class only. It 

has become evident for some time past that the old vessel is 

quite unfit to carry a perishable cargo,and I am not sorry to 

find that if she goes out after all there will be a special 

premium demanded for wool by her. It is a pity that Mr.Felton 

has persisted for so long,against his own interests,in support

ing her; it has done him no good,and heavy claims made by us do 

not improve our position with the Underwriters. I am glad to 

say,on the other hand,that on neither voyage on which she has 

carried wool,has the Thetis damaged a single bale.

I enclose copy of a letter received this morning from 

the Colonial Office,which is not as uncompromisingly hostile as 

many of their communications unfortunately*are. I have reason 

to believe that they are at last alive to the extravagance that 

has been the rule of late years. I have asserted,as you know, 

that heavy expenditure has been incurred not once,buj5 from year 

to year,and that many disbursements have been made for which 

the sanction of the Leg.Council has not been obtained. This is 

self evident from the Supplementary Estimates brought forward 

each February or March to legalize expenditure already underta

ken, and it is impossible to reply-that the Council had always 

or perhaps ever been consulted. But should such an assertion be

28.



put for1,?ard in reply’to the Secretary of State,it would be use

ful to be supplied with a few specific instances of my com

plaint, many of which must be within your knowledge,or that of 

Mr.Felton. The Supplementary votes for Works and Buildings have 

averaged for a long time over £1000 a year,and it cannot be 

said that these were sanctioned beforehand.

I am,Sir,

yOur obedient servant,

~~~ TT*

Managing Director.
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fr> v.'

&'/, rpuicec/ba/icAy P'&ee/y,Per Ammon/
V P SNo. 899'. *

JS'28th November,^o/iKumKp._ic —•*•• .

• •:: t\ »•
.. iv/1!'.':.%Sir^r*'

My last despatch went per Antlsana on the 3rd inst;,and
, . Ay\r.- r.v? ' ■ ' '• ••' ‘ ' : '• •have since received your despatches no.131 on the 13th,132 

tJie 16th,and 133 on the 25 th ih3t.;how the lattercaxoe forward 

Is not stated on the envelope,but as you posted It on the 30th 

ult.lt has been transmitted very quickly; They a.11 contain very 

interesting matter,and we ate glad to find that you are getting 

on so well.

\
\

we
on

.f..

2. 131-1. The hides have now turned out right according to 

the amended specification,but there were sundry errors in the
sheepskins per Banda,of which a statement is encibsed* iome 6f 

these probably arose from the bales being canvassed all over, fro 

that they were mistaken for wool,when this is the case the nuft- 

bers should be given. These errors Shduld be avoided if possi
ble > as the ship is only liable fbr what is signed for,and in 

some cases there was a surplus.
3. Par.2. The tracing of the land is all-I wanted,but at 

present the question of sdlliiig to the Government is in abejfU 1 
ahce,ds they are not disposed ter give the £5000

3

we asked. 'The
unsuitability of the land about Stanley reported by Mr.Mathetfs 

affords an additional reason for not parting with that at Fairy 

Cove,and for asking for a very substantial sum if we are forced
to sell”

4. Par. 3-. I'have never, been able to uhderstand wliy'-the' Sov- 

emment are unable to devote to the purchase of a new pilot 

boat the insurance they recovered on the Hadassah; perhaps it 

has been frittered away. There is no doubt that £600 would 

place on the spot another old yacht quite as suitable as she
i' -i • •r. ;was.

W. ft. Harding ^Esq
Manager, Stanley.

> #
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5* X should add with regard to this questiohT^hat one of the 

economies that might be practised by the Government is the aV 

• olition of the Government pilot's standing pay altogether*re
verting to the old system in force when I went to the Colony* 

Pilots,suitably selected of course for ability to bring a ship 

safely into harbour* - a. qualification that has not been pos
sessed by the Government men at all times - had to go out in 

their own boats,and took the pilotage themseIves,Just as the 

licensed pilots on the coast here do. The system workb& well-* 

but the Government always have a craving to run things them
selves, whether they are capable of doing it or ttoijand in this 

case I believe that in most years the receipts do hot cover tfcfce 

wages and expenses.
6. Par.6. I do not think that much remains to be d&Jd Oto i&e

• • • - • * • •}.•’• • >

subject of the tariff just now; but the Directors are glad that
you and Mr.Felton offered such a firm Opposition to the meas
ure, and nothing shall be left undone on this side towards de* 

feating it even at the eleventh hour* X did not Wish to say 

anything about the means of the farmers,but since it appears 

that the Governor and his followers are openly laying stress on 

their great riches,it is necessary at least pp allude to the 

subject,though perhaps laying their balance sheets before the 

publio is going a little too far. Par. 7. On the subject of Gov-' 
ernment House,as the Governor alluded to us in the discussion,! 

made it plain at the C.O.that as far as we are concerned tre 

offer no objection,and if this has not been reported you might 
give the Governor an assurance on the point. I said that a lot
of money had been wasted on the building in past years,and I 

n
strogly objected to the proposed Offices,in which,although it 

might not be prudent to say so,the Official X saw agreed. Jpt 
must not be supposed for a moment that the Company wish to 

shirk their responsibilty for any rates or taxes that may be 

necessary for carrying on the Government of the Colony, but we 

do wish through the Colonial representatives to have some voice 

in curbing any fancy expenditure that may be proposed* As the 

case stands at present,there is to be a new Government House,
V ...

and the Sheepfanaers are to pay for it,as well aa for the
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of -the last few years. Regardingwastefulness and extravagance 

the Post Office two things occur to me to say: firstly) with 

Colonies does not the Imperial P.O.take upon itself the 

of transmitting mails outwards,the homeward ones being
most
cost
paid for by the other side? If so,why does not the P.M.8eneral 
defray half the cost of the service? Secondly* I think that a
move should be made in favour of a return to the old service 

for which the Colony paid £1800 a year. I cannot see that we
benefited to the extent of £700 by the extra service,aad in 

when finances have got to the present low ebb,It
are
any case,
absurd to say that the money can be spared.

?, Par; 10. Yourremarks about the John R.Kelley er© noted
know that it is not suoh a great plumit is satisfactory to 

at first reported; still,with our better appliabCesi«n& tfefc !%X-
perience that our men ought to have in de&lihg'With WrbOlGSjWe 

should probably have made a better thing Of lb*&nd all ev
ents the profit to Williams will not be Inconsiderable.

8. Par. 13. I will give the further claims on the IjSaola
I hear that there is any ^h^nce dirthe Solicitors as soon as

recovering the first one.
9# Par. 16. I forget if I mentioned that the Board agreed to 

let Mrs.Willis and her daughter go out in the ■'Thetis on payment 
each for their provisioning. At the last moment Mrfs.fttl* 

lis brought down a lot of stuff that could not be looked upon 

as personal luggage for the voyage,and a charge has been mad* 

for it at a reduced rate. Moir's furniture has been taken at 

the same rate,and I hope that he will appreciate the coaoOs^ 

sion. Of course you will understand that both these lots -of- 
goods shut out an equivalent amount Of freight "at *80/ton, 

as we had more than enough to fill the vessel.
10. Par. 17. The Brokers remark that if we could keep otlr 

hides until there is a fairly good parcel^say 1or so*in-

of £5

stead of sending them home by driblets,we should gain consider-
better bear this in mltil. Jhiyers will'ably in price; you had 

not bid for small lots*.especialiy when they are further suWiv—
ided under a lot of different marks.



11. Par.20. It Is very unfortunate about Burnett,and I have 

agreed with our agents to have all candidates medically exam
ined in future. Messrs.Fleming & Haxton 

which he was engaged*which I
sent me the papers on 

pass on to Mr.Mathews5 they show 

incidentally that a good deal of care is exercised in select
ing men for us.

12. 132-1. The Directors fully 

by yourself and Mr.Felton.
13. Par.5.

approve of the Memorial sent

The draft on account of the Alexandre 

paid,but it would be better in future
has been 

to take a safe rate of
exchange and make such drafts in the

Par.7. The owners of the Prince Arthur
currency of the country.

have agreed to 

- I allude to Moran Galloway & Co.r

14.

accept the Captain's draft, 

who are practically the 

tion,so no doubt repairs will be carried 

tion coal is not thought much of,and I doubt if- 

would care to take it.

15. Captain Ford has not quite played the

owners. They do not suggest condemns-

out. North's Naviga- 

men of war

game with regard 

to his accounts,for as yet he has not sent them from Montevi
deo, and as the Tekoa's underwriters have expressed a desire to
see the details,the draft at the present moment remains unac
cepted,though before I close this I hope to report that the

matter has been put right. This shows how important it is to 

send us the full accounts by the first chance,and I think that 

if possible some pressure ought to be put upon the Captain to 

wait until everything-is ready.
16. 133 - 3. The Hornet's accounts have come too late,as we 

could Wait no longer and had to present our claim some little

time ago. The statement works out rather badly for us,as you 

will see when you look at it. I think that as the schooner has 

been written down so low the best way of treating the amount Of 

expenses in excess of what has been recovered will be to write 

up her value to that extent,and the sum at which she will then 

stand will be still much below her real value in fcer repaired 

state. It is one of the rules of insurance that the wages of 
the crew cannot be carried to the average; if,however,they are



rstride kept to work connected with the repairs,and would have
if? safe to do so,

been paid off and taken on as labourers for the time,it would 

not be very irregular to enter their pay as labourers*,though 

put as they are in the account they would never be passed,
17. Paragraphs 5 to 12 refer to the ships that you have on 

your hands,and call for little special comment; but general!#.
I may say that the Directors are very much pleased to find that 

at last we are having an innings. I think that the present' time 

is a record; I can only remember one other when ships came pour 

ing in day after day,and that I think was in 1874,Just 25 years 

ago. It was just as well that you did not touch the Doris Brod- 

ersen’s coal,as the small price realized may be of use to us 

some day when asked to buy-a cargo. As regards danger from dam
aged coal,my experience has been that after it has been die-* 

charged and turned over there is no chance whatever of1 spontan
eous combustion; see for instance the case of a German vessel 
which was pumped full of water in Sparrow Cove, and aftex^r&s 

discharged into a hulk; I forget her name,but someone will re-* 

collect the one that was beached at the etern of the SnowsqualX 

to have some rivets put in I think; I |ot the Captain 'to take 

the whole on,and was thanked by the underwriters for the course 

I took. With regard to canvas,I thought it better to increase 

the quantity asked for,both because it is a thing that does not 

deteriorate by keeping,and because we were able to buy just at 

the bottom of the market,a rise being imminent; since then it 

has gone up Id.a yard. I remark on this purchase elsewhere.
Your cable reporting these casualties duly arrived,and I will 
detail the arrangements made for credit later on. It Would be 

desirable not to charge more than a fair price for the supply 

of canvas and other materials to these shlps^as thelarge number 

of vessels is sure to be commented on,and if the owners all 
think themselves salted,it may be bad for us in the future. The 

Old Kensington did us a lot of harm. X note that your supply of 

boats is becoming short,and should like to know what you would 

think of our buying a few second hand ones of a size suitable 

for ships,and sending them as opportunities occur.

18. Par.23. If your reply from the Chilian Government con-
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firms what Stubenrauch says as regards the freight earned and. 
the insurance money being liable for damage done by a Chilian, 

vessel,it seems that we still,after all,assuming that the ad
journed Court of Enquiry when it meets again finds the Albatros 

to have been in fault,have a chance of recovering all damages 

from the owner,as 1 happen to know that he was insured at 

Lloyd's,and that the money has been paid, Not being sure of my 

ground,I did not think it politic to mention the matter to Mr. 
Curtze when he called here yesterday,but you may perhaps have 

an opportunity of saying a word,and may find that he is prepar
ed to admit our claim. You have not said anything,nor did Mr* 

Baillon as to the further sitting of the Court I think,but as 

we have paid for a part heard Enquiry,which if it is not fin
ished will have been practically abortive as far as substanti- 

ating a claim goes,I think that you should see that we have a 

run for our money,and ask to have it concluded. Was it held at 

our request,or at the joint request of both parties,and'if the 

latter have the other side paid half the expenses? X do hot 

know what the Board of Trade regulations are now as regards En* 

quiries,but I can remember some cases in which they were held 

on the initiative of the Board,and the Court made no order as 

to costs,which means that the B.of T.paid them. Before taking 

on the Company any serious expense you ought to ascertain if 

the Court at Punta Arenas would recognize the finding of a 

British Court of Enquiry,or whether they would require to have 

all witnesses before them,or their evidence received on commis— 

sion,and you might also find out whether justice is to be got 

there or not,as it is rather a scarce commodity in some South 

American countries. If all seems cleaf,and we can make good our 

claim,we should be very glad to be able to return to the Under-? 

writers the money we have got from them on the supposition that 

there is no hope of touching the owner.
19. With regard to the credits asked for by 

lowing arrangements have been made:- the owner of the Doris 

Brodersen has applied to Knohr & Burchardt of Hamburg,who have 

instructed their agent Mr.Hugo Schlottfeldt to provide the mOfc-*



ey; how I do not know,as I doubt if he keeps a. stock in his 

safe,but I suppose he will draw on them,which will be all 

right; Weir of Glasgow and Potter Bros.of London will accept 
their Captains’ drafts for the Beechbank and Blackbraes respec
tively, and they are good enough; Craig,nominal owner of the 

Jeanie Woodside,is a man of straw,being Manager of the Spencer 

Shipping Co.and not financially strong,and as we found on in
specting the register at the Custom House that the ship is 

mortgaged to Workman & Clark of Belfast,we had to get their 

guarantee that the draft on the Spencer Shipping bo.(not Oraig) 

would be met,this they have given,and it will be quite safe? 

Mr.Grefstad of the Premier wanted us to take drafts on himself 

at Grimstad,which we did not approve of,and he has opened a 

credit with the Deutsche Bank(Berlin),London,for £500,the draft 

to be marked and advised aB issued under their letter of credit 

no.2933 of 13th November; should this not reach you in time I 

shall have to prove that it relates to the same;and finally for 

the Wilhelmine Mr.Schmidt has authorised us to draw upon the 

International Bank of London here up to £g000,and they have 

confirmed it. At first he gabe Sloman of Hamburg as the firm to 

be drawn on,and a second cable had to be sent. The messages 

which left here on the 11th inst.were as follows:-Fictionist 

Beechbank Blackbraes Woodside(that is take Captain’s draft on 

owners)Cocheaba Wilhelmine Sloman Hamburg Doris Schlottfeldt
Premier Marxearon Aplacavel London,and secondly,Cocheaba Wil-

Maslcote
helmine Aplastar Leaden,both of which were doubtless under
stood. You will see that in the case of the Banks a sum had to 

be named,and we are quite in the dark as to whether the amounts 

opened are sufficient or not; should they not be cable at once, 
and I will have them extended. As we are often asked what prob
able expenses are likely to be incurred it would be well in fu
ture to name a sum in each case that is not likely to be ex
ceeded. Should either of these ships exceed' the sum opened,you 

should draw for the full amount in one billjand then a secud 

for the balance,reporting by cable so that I can make arrange-
» • t u • • •? ^. •

meirts to have it met. This is different from the fiallcamah^ia



which case I specially pointed out that if the amount happened 

to be exceeded delay might arise. It w$s fortunate that yre got 

all these credits arranged,as we had only five clear days to do 

it in.
20. I should like to know whether you would approve Of our 

sending out Captain Rees to take Mc.Lauchlen's place. For some 

years in the seventies we had Captain Dyer,an old Captain we 

knew well*from his having made several voyages for Us,as Marin© 

Superintendent,and the advantage of such a man on the staff Is. 
that the Manager has at hand a man who knows all the ways of 

shipmasters and sailors,and,if he knows his work,a good grip of 

everything connected with shipping matters. Rees I Consider a 

better man than Dyer as regards intelligence and education,and 

I think that he is willing^ to go out. He would be handy for 

surveys,which would add to his income,and by using some influ
ence we might get him made Lloyd's Surveyor,a post that has ne
ver yet been held in the Islands. If you approye,and think'it 

urgent,cable his name,and I shall understand.
21. I ought to have reported last mail that the Thetis sail

ed on the 26th ult.,and I have now to advise the Annie's de-> 

parture from the Tyne on the 13th inst.
22. Lately Spearing & Waldron asked us to quote for 15 tons 

House coal to be delivered at Port Howard. I replied that the 

sale of coal in the Islands was in your hands.
23. Perhaps it is scarcely necessary to remind you that you 

should see that the Storekeepers give the Store credit for all' 
goods sold to shdips up to the 31st December, even although the 

ships may still be in hand. I mention it because it was a point 

I used to have to see to myself; the Storekeepers used to have 

a way of keeping a rough account of things as they went out, 
which they entered the last day or two,the risk of which was 

that the goods neither went down as stock taken nor as sales.
;24. The Kosmos Co.have agreed to make a rebate of 10# off 

the labourer*'passages from Montevideo,and to return for 

each man not availing himself of the return ticket.
25. As it is possible that the Glengowan may be sold next 

year her account should not be transferred to London,and then

i



1 ^

the profit will be made at the Islands'. Prom an analysis of hef 

account lately made here it seems that at present the ship 

stands at $172.15.4 and the cargo at £100*these should be dis
entangled from the account as it stands,and a separate one op
ened for each,
26.In case any of the clients remark on the prices of goods per
Thetis,it is as well to mention that in every trade ifc England 

. : * < 1 
the rise is phenomenal,and ■ that there, has never "been a time
of such general prosperity; Whether you turn to iron, wood, cloth-
ing*coal,or whatever you like to name,it, is the samej as an in
stance I may mention that if we had npt contracted when we -did 

our bagging would now be costing us l^d .per yard more,and again
steam coal has risen 6/.since the Langstone left,though there.

• • ■ ■ > l

has been a drop of 3/. I point this out,because th^re is a fix
ed belief among some people that prices never vary.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

Since closing this despatch I have received a letter from
a copy of which I enclose,as alsothe New Zealand Shipping Co 

one of my reply. ^- <7%
• *

• . ...

';

<
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SX9 9.Per Ammon. 29th November ,.
No.900.

Sir,

The Ammon, being delayed by having to take a heavy cargo al

lows me to supplement my despatch posted yesterday.

2. The New Zealand Shipping Co.have at last accepted the 

draft on account of the Tekoa upon the undertaking I gave them 

in my letter of yesterday; but it is an unpleasant business,and 

points to two things necessary to be looked to,firstly that you 

must,if you can^bring pressure to bear on the Captain to induce 

him to post his copy of’ the -accounts by the mail that carries

the draft,and secondly,that you must take almost exaggerated 

precautions to have all vouchers and the subsidiary accounts 

signed at* initialled by him,as well as the general one.. Hither

to with a few exceptions we have been fortunate with ships* 

counts,but we must not run the risk of' going wrong with any,es

pecially as the Islands are dreaded by shipowners and underwri

ters, perhaps with some reason,more perhaps than any place in 

the world. The drafts on account of the Pengwem and the Bianca 

have been accepted,and that for the A.G.Ropes paid;, but W.Thom

as & Co.say: that they have not received any vouchers yet,and 

that they trust that if there is anything not in order we will

ac-

rectify' lt;.

3. Prom the Brokers’ circulars enclosed you will see that 

the wool .sales opened last night with an advance in coarse

cross-breds stated variously at anything between 10 and 20

which is very cheering. The Banda wool will be sold on the-Bth, 

our Brokers*last day,and I am hoping against hope that the Her- 

odot may turn up by the 2nd prox in which case we shall get• 9

W.A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.



her lot in.

4.1 saw Mr.Geveke yesterday,and had a talk with him about

the possibility of making arrangements with the Kosmos Company

to land in our lighters,at a rate to be fixed,all cargo from

the steamers,either directly in the lighters,or by receiving
and

the whole on board the Great Britain »a distributing it after- 

wards. It would enormously facilitate the despatch or the boats 

and it ought to pay us; in every other port cargoes are landed 

by arrangement with the owners,but jealousy and the man with 

the dinghy,who goes for one case,would probably stand in the 

way of its being carried out.

5. In case any of the farmers would like to see that we are 

looking after their interests in the matter of the tax,I send a 

dozen copies of my letter to the Colonial Office.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

%

Managing Director.
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Cocv/o//.cf;Per Supplementary 
Mail. -16th December,

No.901.

Sir,

My last despatches went per Ammon,which was delayed at Til
bury, and there has not since been a mail from the Islands.

2. We notice that you have raised the commission on ships*
bills t-o 5<f, in most cases. Some time ago,in consequence of corn-

owners about charges at Stanley,the Board 

decided to reduce this commission to 2■§$; but on reconsidering 

the question it has been decided that 5$ may be adopted 

ture for bills payable in London,but that when domiciled else
where it should be more. In the case of the Prince Arthur we

plaints received from

in fu~

told the owners that it would be 2|$,an examination of several 
ships* accounts showing that that rate had been charged. You
will have to make the best arrangements you can with the other 

ships in hand,as the masters may hear from the Prince Arthut
man that the lower rate has been agreed upon.

S. Messrs.Street & Co.of Comhill have asked 

advertisement inserted for
us to get an 

a client in the Gazette and Maga
zine,and will pay the cost when you report it.

4* I heard a few days ago that the coals we shipped per 

Ifi,ngstone have risen to 2Q/6d.per ton,a fact that you should Tbe 

made aware of in case 6f any outside steamer wanting a supply* 

5. X observe that you employed Schlottfeldt and a carpenter
to survey the Doris Brodersen*s cargo; it will- be of advantage

to you to know that that was a merchant*s survey,and in such

one of the Mr.Deans and I always did it. If you were not 

going to buy you could hold it yourself' as Lloyd*s Agent,but it 

would probably save any question being raised if you associated

cases

W.A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.



to

with yourself youn£ Williams,"or even Mr.‘FeltoaV&s having had a 

mercantile position at one-time'. With yourself as one of the 

surveyors no certificate need be appended,and you should never 

charge less than three guineas. I tell you this for your own 

benefit.

6. I enclose copy of a letter received by Messrs.Ince from 

their correspondence in Boston,from which it appears that we 

may,after all,get something out of Green; you will of course 

let Mr.Rowen know all about what is being done,and you have al

ready rpobabiy* got evidence from him of a conclusive nature as 

to his agency* Perhaps he can give us a lift by mentioning the 

subject officially,and you had better ask him what he can do.We 

feel sure that he will-give us all the help he

7. The Sweetmeat Automatic Co.have sent us some new springs 

for the machines,and written- a letter which may be of use to 

you. The sales were apparently so much better that we thought 

the right thing had been done in putting the machines out,and 

if the remedy they suggest is efficacious,it is a pity that we 

were not informed about the robberies before.

8. If it comes in in time,your Fidelity Bond will be enclos
ed,and you should return it at once with the signatures of 

yourself and Mr.Felton.

A specification has arrived of five bales of wool’*from Walk

er Creek,but without the wool*,which will now go into next 

yeat's sales. This is very unfortunate,as the whole of our clip 

should have been here within the year,and it is further to be 

regretted as I had made up the year's returns,getting out the 

usual’statistics off prices and averages for the table that has 

been kept without interruption for just 25 years. I am writing 

to Mr.Mathews about this,but I mention it in case these five 

bales are destined to be shipped by the steamer that brings 

this,so that you may warn me if it is the case,and I can then 

get them kept separate in the sales*.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

i

can.

Managing Director.

k.
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(Lbr.jfalkhutii
-----------^^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.V-

' <L^uiceo/y//U'/y

9th. January* laoOu^^iL.Per - Itauri. o/uZ/m a-1___.
No.902,

Sir,

Since writing via Sandy Point I have received your despatch 

no,134 with contents in order,which arrived on the 27th ult,

2. Par.2. The Board have considered your remarks on the sub

ject of Mc.I»auchlen,and will he glad to show their appreciation 

of his services by giving him a gratuity of £50 upon his re

tirement.

3. Par.3. With regard to Biggs,the Board do not wish to 

stand in the way of his earning money at his trade notwith

standing that he will be drawing his pension; the idea is that 

until all the Carpenters are' under the control of one foreman 

it cannot be said that the fusion of'the two firms has been 

completed,and that therefore his retirement from his present 

position should no longer be delayed. It must be of advantage 

to you to have all the work in the East shop,close under your 

eye,and it occurs to me as possible that the greater the dis

tance between the shop and the Stanley Arms the better it will 

be for us,but that is only a personal opinion. We leave all de

tails of the arrangement in your hand*; but we wish to treat 

the old man as tenderly as possible,and you may see your way,in 

case of an unusual press of- ship work,to giving him temporary 

charge of a job at times'. If so,you should let Johnson know,al

though he could hardly wish to try to control more than he 

could manage.

4. Par.4. Your report about the Glengowan filling seems to 

me to be favourable in one way,that is it shows that she is

W.A,Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley''.



2.

tight; and,Although she fills with the spray when lying broad

side on., if floated and lightened this would no longer be the 

case,and it is the first step to be taken,as I have said be

fore,in the way of utilizing or selling her. Of course I am as

suming that she is broadside on,for we have never seen a photo

graph or her as she lies,

5. Par.6. We have not received any payment from the Admir

alty,nor have we any details to go on. I suppose that you refer

to the sura of £221,5.1 standing in the Store books,about which"

I enquired,as the ledger account seems to have been settled,

The Admiralty are bad payers,and are not likely to offer the

money until we ask for it. If I can see or communicate with Mr.
Hayes I will do so.

6. Par.8. My idea in sending the copies of my letter to the 

C.O.was,like yours,to show our clients that we were not ne

glecting their interests on this side. With regard to a remark 

in a private letter,is the one from Governor Kerr to which you 

allude the one of 7th January, 1893? If so,I think that it 

communicated to Mr.Melville,but not to the 0,0.

- !
was

l'-

7. Par,10. Whenever live stock are shipped out we insure to 

the final port of destination in the Islands,and therefore 

ought to have immediate notice of their arrival,if there has 

been no loss,to enable us to recover the return premium,21/#.

8. Par.11. I am in communication with the Salvage Associa

tion about the Samoa,which is pre-eminently a case in which' ev

ery- effort to save both ship and cargo should be exhausted be

fore a sale should be thought of ,even" if the vessel is allowed 

to lie on the beach for six months. According to several

dents any premature sale would be liable to be upset,and we do
into

not want to get inet a mess over it. If the Captain is an hon

est manhe will keep his hatches on,and his cargo intact,until 

means have been devised for saving the property-.

I am afraid that I have misled you if I reported 

\ that the Admiralty wanted 1$00 tons of coal this year; I have 

looked up their letter,and find 1200 mentioned,which

prece-

9, Par.12.
/■

we may
consider that we have more than supplied,in fact there ought to 

be some for sale outside.



}z

10, Par,13, Your remarks- on "the various ships shows only too 

clearly that the feeling against the Falkland Islands shown by 

shipowners and underwriters is coming to a head,and it is very 

serious to learn that whenever possible ships are to be sent 

away from the Islands to ports where work can be done' less ex

travagantly; Had it not been that the majority of the vessels 

were deprived of motive power by the want of sails we might 

have seen a general exodus upon orders received by cable, 

case of the Prince Arthur is one upon which you ought to preach 

a sermon to the carpenters. I told the foremen for years before 

I left that the ruinous wages and slow work done would

The

sooner
or later ruin the ship repairing busine^,and my words are coni- 

ing true at last. You may fairly say that we have done all 

can,as we have reduced our prices and commissions,and 

less they wish to see work-taken absolutely out of their hands, 

they should come forward and say that they are prepared at last 

to work for less money than 16/8d,per day,and to do more for 

the money. It will take years for the Colony to recover its 

character,if it ever had one,but the men should be wise enough 

to see that a strong effort should be made. I do not know that 

any better plan could be devised than to make a few reasonable 

contracts,not those which under any circumstances are certain

we

now,un

to return them double wages,but such as will give them a fair 

return for their labour. Big and long jobs,such as we have had, 

although yielding an immediate profit are disastrous in the

You might see whether there is any way of lightening the 

shop charges without showing an actual loss. If we and the men 

work together something may be done; but you should tell them 

that if we see many cases of repairs being taken to the Plate, 

we shall seriously consider the propriety of dismantling the 

Blacksmiths* shop,selling the machinery for what it will-fetch:', 

and only undertaking such repairs as the Smith with his hammer 

and anvil can carry out. The complaint^tonstantly1 hear from 

owners are most annoying. As regards the Prince Arthur,having 

made a promise to the owners that the commission, should not 

ceed 2^6,we must be bound by it,and if you have charged 

must for the sake of our reputation refund it.

end.

ex-

more,we

A



4~

11. Same par. In the case of the Doris Brodersen Mr.Schlott- 

feldt has at last done us a good turn,and we are glad to recog

nize it. If' the Prince Arthur sold coal,we hope that you bought 

it,if you did,at a knock-out price,and you may then be able' to 

sell it to some of the foreign men of war at a good profit. The 

coal is not on the Admiralty list,but I am told that it has a 

better character than formerly.

12. Par,16. The certified copy of letter from Green has been 

passed on to our Solicitors. The Boston lawyers do hot think 

that any good can be done at present by putting forward Mr.H. 

Waldron*s claim,especially as it is uncertified by the Consul.

Par.17. Your remarks on the Tekoa are noted; we have 

heard no more from the Salvage Association about the case,but I 

was informed indirectly that the New Zealand Shipping Company 

had said that the Falkland Islands were bad enough,but that the 

charges in Montevideo were infinitely worse.

14. Par,18. If the reduction in the price of house coal sold 

by retail was reported I had forgotten it.

Do you know if the proceeds of the sale of the Enola C. 

at Sandy Point exceeded the claims on her,and if so,whether we 

can attach the balance?

13.

15.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant*

Managing Director.

A, f*
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(Lln'Jj'alkkuiii JtalamH (Cmnjutny.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

G/,
Supplementary
mail.
903.

Hr (/9 /

^^O/UJ.o/7, E. a__HTth- January, SJS&QV?

Sir,

Since writing you per Itauri on the 9th inst.I have received 

your despatches 135 and 136,which arrived on the 11th and 15th 

inst. respectively, also cablegram on 12th inst.as follows ^Prem

ier cocarde Maronita*1. **

2. 135-2. That Mr.BailIon should have recognized that the 

tenant of the Ship Hotel possessed any goodwill of the business 

comes as a surprise to the- Board,who desire that you will repu

diate its existence at once. When Bound had a lease of agree

ment, he was entitled to claim the goodwill up to the end of the 

term,whatever it was,and for what it was worth it was a sale

able property for just that time and not a day longer. Having 

come to the end of the term it is astonishing that Mr.Baillon 

should have listened for a moment to such a pretension. The po

sition is that we are,as the Messrs.Dean were before us,the 

owners of the two hotels,the Stanley Arms and the Ship,and that 

for our own convenience and profit we let those houses to two 

individuals,who are exactly in the position of - the tenants of' 

tied houses in this country,bound to buy their supplies from 

us,and to conduct the houses in a respectable manner. We may 

give them leases for a long term or a short,as we may think 

proper,but in doing that we in no way put it into their hands 

to have a voice in the appointment of their successors. The 

lease I drew up,to the best of my recollection,followed the 

lines of’ the one held under Messrs.Dean; whatever it may have 

been,please send a copy of it,and do not enter'into a further 

agreement until the Board have sent you out an approved form.

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
•»

Stanley-.
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I may mention that if any goodwill had existed Mr.Hallet,when 

he gave up the Stanley Arms,would certainly have sold it,in

stead of simply giving me notice that he wished to retire. The 

Board do not wish to disturb the Bounds in their occupation of 

the house; but they insist upon being free to deal with their 

own property as they may think proper.

3. Par.3. The Board must leave it to you to deal with the 

landing question as best you can. If the rate of 4/.per ton 

does not pay,why should it not be raised? There is certainly 

the difficulty you mention about the delay of our own, goods; 

but could you not point out to the Governor the damage it does 

us,and explain that if you continue to land the GoventnflDbkt 

goods to oblige them,it will be only fair that our own cargo 

should have precedence,and that on that condition only you can 

continue the arrangement,much as you and the Board wish to ob

lige them? I think that where there are a number of small cases 

all of which have to be handled separately and tallied,you 

might fix a tariff at so much a case. I quite enter into your 

difficulty,and I know that it is hard to buy their goodwill ex

cept at too high a price.

4. You will see by the papers what a price coal is now; had 

we not sent the Annie when we did we should have had to pay 

much more,and the Government share the advantage with Us,

5. Par.7. We see by telegrams to Lloyd's that the Balkaaaah 

has sailed and the Thetis arrived,byt do not know yet how the 

news came to Montevideo.

6. Par.8. There was not much time at the last Board,with the 

pressure of other business,to discuss the question of"Williams' 
pension; hurt the Board decided that if you thought that £20 to 

£25 per annum would be a sufficient allowance you might con- 

elude it on their behalf. We should like to know his age,and 

whether he would be able to do a day's work on his own account; 

for although the Directors wish to do something for all old 

servants who are past earning their own livelihood,the pension 

list is becoming a somewhat long one,and'in the (ConEpanyf's in—



terest we must carefully guard ourselves against granting any 

allowances that are excessive,or not thoroughly deserved.

7. Par,9. The report about Willis is disquieting,and rather 

points to his term of service with us being a short one. He as
sured me that his doctor told him that he need not fear a re

turn of his complaint,which had been caused by want of vegeta

bles mainly. If Thomas has a mate who would care for stopping 

on the coast,and he could both recommend and spare him,perhaps 

you could arrange to take him in one of the schooners when the 

Thetis sails for England; of would you like us to look out a 

promising young man accustomed to coasting here?

8. Par.10, On the subject of the future management of the 

Stores,it is only necessary to say that the Directors have read 

with interest your proposals,and quite approve of them; they 

are very glad that you have taken up the subject so energetic-? 

ally.

9. Par.11, We have had to undertake to return the excess

commission charged on the Prince Arthur’s account.
o

10. Par.12. If A Me.Lean came seend class it must have been
A

for some exceptional reason,as it has not been granted as a 

rule. You must get Mr.Schlottfeldt to do the best for him; were 

he travelling on his own account no doubt he would go third.

11. Par.13. I have written at length privately my views ab

out Johnson,and being pressed for time today,can only say that 

you should make the best terns you can with him on the lines 

suggested.

12. Par.15. The telegram about the Premier reads:^Premier 

require a credit upon £40",which I und erstand to mean that she 

has exceeded the £500 by the sum mentioned; but if so the word 

"Cocearon",meaning "Credit opened is insufficient,increase it 

to -"would have been better. I have arranged with the Deutsche 

Bank for an increase of - £40,

13. Paf.J6. I have seen the Salvage Association several 

times about the Samoa,but learn now that the matter has been 

referred to the agent of the Hamburg Underwriters at Montevid-

eo,and that it is understood that a sale has taken place.
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If,as we suppose,you have bought ItTbouM -you not -wfrffh

the Government, in consideration of the long time the ssalt^a®B 

will last,to make some reduction In the charge of ID/, per dfeay 

for the Customs officer,say at so much a month,seeing that tbs 

fixed charge was originally meant to apply to the few days can 

officer is engaged on cargoes coming into Stanley,although it 

was afterwards extended to ships going round the vCOa-s&IP TEi© 

probability is that the hull of the ship is insured with (Other 

underwriters,and all Salvage agents axe strong on the undesira

bility of the two interests being mixed, in this ease,in fact 

in a 11, the re should be a condition that the purchasers of the 

hull are to give sufficient time for the removal of the cargo,

14. 136 - 4. The report of deaths in the Camp is most (dis

heartening, but we can only say that we cannot struggle against 

the weather,and that we hope that the losses will not he as 

great as Mr.Mathews fears,though in any case the deaths of so 

many young rams is sufficiently' serious*

15. The wool per Modestia was in- time to be sold tm the 24th 

and considering the mixed lot fair prices were realized*

16. I send a copy of a letter from Biggs,who is apparently 

unaware that at his age we cannot expect to get as good work 

from him as when he was in his prime. As before remarked,we 

wish to treat him with all possible consideration,but it is im

perative that the consolidation of all carpentering woilk under 

one head should no longer be delayed.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

inst • 7

Managing Director.
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©H'J'itlkktuit SslauAs (£ 01141 ami.
- < INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER l85lv'o----------

■^'utcsc/uA c//y64. <
Modestia,Jbr c/> /^^07Z</on;£. £_ vm..aOtihJ&flbru^^V? 904.

Sir,

Since writing you per Supplementary mail we have received 

your despatches 137 on the 5th inst 

yesterday,also your cable on. the 13th,"Lavinia spedente(sic) 

Darwin spossedere Northarm soupiraiI"Walker rolheiro besldee*..

If this message means that there are 1657 bales to our 0on.si$pfr* 

ment per Lavinia it should have been expressed in two words,as 

it was unnecessary to express the number of our own. The cost 

of the additional words was 31/6d. I had "Spedente" repeated,btft 

it came back the same,so must have been wrongly transmitted.

2. 137-3. With regard to Johnson's pay,it appears to us that 

statistics based on the time spen t on ships during the last 

ten years is hardly a fair basis on which to found a calcula

tion, since it is manifest that the shipping entering the port 

has during the last few years declined at a much greater rate 

than previously,and,unless there is a radical alteration in the 

work done and the wages demanded,there is no hope of a revivals 

It is clear that several of the ships that lately put in would 

not have been seen,if they had had sails to take them to the 

Plate,and the days of heavy repairs to hulls we fear are ovet*, 

especially as underwriters and owners alike are determined to 

move their ships away,even after they have come in,if they can. 

possibly' manage it. The calculation should,we think,be taken on 

the last three years,not more. Rather than give Johnson £*2S0 a 

year,it would be better to keep him on on the old terms,at 

which he would make more money through having all the Ilk-*

stead of half. We hope to employ fewer man when we erf© rtfnfti&g 

only- one shop, and doubt if the extra trouble and responsibility

It must be left to you to arrange

138 on the 13th,and 18&• *

will amount to much.

W.A.Harding,Esq • i
Stanley*.

.. a
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best terms possible,T^ut I may suggest to you that you could

point out the possibility of ‘ giving the Stanley Arms to ’someone

else,if he finds thathis duties are so much increased as to

quire a great addition to his pay,and then again,no doubt** il* b©
keeps the Stanley* Arms and resigns the foremanship no doubt

Biggs would be only-too glad to keep his place as sole foreman

on the old terms. Another consideration is that the pay of' £2

per day is an undoubtedly sore point with those concerned in

the ships,and it is one of the charges that ought to be reduced
as soon as any^ Perhaps you are not aware that it used to be

16/8d.only>and when I first went out the foreman only got l£/0,

the balance of 4/2 going to the employer. And- it must not be

forgotten that there are plenty of shipwrights in the world

just as capable of- carrying on our work as those who are in, the

Islands now. Altogether,with the Stanley Arms and the foreman-

ship Johnson has got a very soft thing,and he had better not be

too greedy,or he may lose both,

3, Par.4. I believe that the £100 a year drawn by Canon As-
pinall is an allowance towards the fund for visiting the Camp

and holding services,which,in the basence of a Presbyterian at
21

Darwin,who used to draw it,has been temporarily granted to the 

Dean for the Church; it is in no sense a personal allowance, 

though for convenience the Canon has been allowed to draw it.

4, Par.5, Not a word has reached me about accidents to

schooners,but it was quite right to report them,for I hate get
ting news from outside.

5. Par.7. No doubt,as having brought Bumetfe to the Colony^ 

we were primarily responsible for his expenses; but we were 

certainly not bound to lodge,nurse,or bury him,and any money in 

his possession should be claimed. It would not do to establish 

an inconvenient precedent in this case,or indeed in any,end t 

am inclined to remark that it was a pity as things have 

out that we replaced the clothes and effects of the fev&r pat

ients at Goose Greenland that any further claims of the kind, 

since the disease has spread,should be resisted.

0, Pars.8 to 11. All the drafts on account of ships
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been accepted,and. are very welcome. Had you not cabled foi* an 

extra credit for the Premier the Deutsche Bank would not have

met a bill a penny over the credit. Regarding the Doris BtOdei*^ 

sen you are somewhat in error as to the commission,which is a 

charge made not solely for finding the money,but for doing the 

ship's business as well,that is attending to the Captain and 

generally making all arrangements fdr repairs. The Board in

structed you,but unfortunately too late to act upon,that when 

cash is paid half commission may be charged; this you should 

arrange in future,and I hope the case of the Doris Brodersen 

will not form an awkward precedent,

7. Par. 12'. Your action in the matter of'' the Samoa meets with 

the unhesitating approval of the Board,and iVib particularlyj 

gratifying to the Directors to find,on-the first occasion on 

which an important step has had to be taken on your own, respon

sibility, that they have not overrated your pluck,judgment,and 

good sense. Moreover it is the general opinion on the reports 

received that the wreck is dirt cheap,and it is most fortunate 

that there was more competition than usual,as there might have 

been trouble otherwise. Had you yourself advised the sale of" 

the vessel and cargo,you would have imperilled your position* as 

Lloyd's agent,so that we congratulate ourselves still further 

on the step having been taken by direction of another agent.

The Board are much pleased with Sedgwick's report,which shows 

him to be a man of education and energy; his anxiety about ex-
C'penses is natural,but we are not disposed to be too cheespafing 

provided the main object,the safety of ship and cargo can be at

tained. We have cabled twice as follows:-on the 5th inst.in 

code,MSamoa has our approval,do not sacrifice cargo (in) Stan-

ley,we recommend you to try the Valparaiso marked,obtain quotas 
tions7and latef,on
ttflpnnHynnrt receiving Sedgwick's report,on the 15th,

"Spare no expense (on) Samoa,if-you can get towed,do so (fo£ a) 

lump sum after delivery,avoid salvage". This we hope you #0^24 

understand to mean that we do not grudge expense,and that ^as we 

gathef* that there is a chance of getting the ship off,,WO ehouid 

like you to arrange,if there is a chance,such as one of the
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Sandy Point steamers being over for sheep/for the towage or the 

vessel to Stanley,payable in so many hundred pounds on deliver 

fy,but not to take the form of salvage,as that means a percent

age on the property saved,and would at once increase the ex** 

pense,and raise difficulties or all kinds. Of course you know 

that such an arrangement should be in writing,to prevent a sub

sequent claim for salvage being put in,. X have got some partic

ulars from Vorwerks of* the insured value of1 some of the cargo, 

which I send,and they are trying to get more,but the shippers 

will give no information,and the agents remark that they prob

ably hope to pick the things up cheap at auction if sent to 

Valparaiso, We cannot give- you any instructions at this dis

tance, but rely-upon your turning the property to the best ad

vantage, Look out for robbery,and do not let cases be opened on 

the spot,in fact treat it as the transshipment of a sound car

go, You will observe that the pianos are insured for about £35 

each; you may be able to sell these in Stanley*, If you think 

desirable,you might let Sedgwick give the men an allowance of 

liquor,but he must put down with a strong hand any attempt to 

rifle the cargo,a thing that too often happens at wrecks,es

pecially when worked on a percentage. If by good luck the ship 

were got into a safe harbour,we should 

tunity of insuring her for the trip to Stanley. In case of any- 

interesting news do not spare the cable.

8. Par, 13, I complained to Mr.Pepper about the delay of ou 

wool,and send his reply,which seems to show that it could not 

have been avoided,unfortunate as it is.

9. 138 - 1. The J.R.Kelley boiler could be retubed,and if 

the machinery is not absolutely smashed to pieces and you can 

get it cheap you should do so,of course after taking Hoble^s 

opinion on it.

10. Par,2. Quite a small sum per ton for the GlengowaH*8 

coal would pay us handsomely,as it only co^st £100,so you could, 

sell it to Curtze at a price which would insure him a good iwro- 

fit also. We should like to hear of this vessel being pumped 

out and floated. Would the rigging of a windmill pump be %&+

like to have an oppor-
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possible?

11. Par.3. The idea at first about the Sabino was that an

other hulk was not needed at Stanley,and that she could either 

be sailed home and sold,or sent round as a depot hulk at Hbrth 

Arm. But the increased deajrmds for coal by the Admiralty

us to use more hulks dor its storage,and it seems that the 

ino might very well be fitted up for the reception of cargoes 

from distressed vessels,so that the Great Britain may not be 

diverted from her proper use as a depot for cargoes by mail 
steamers. It is annoying to hear that property under the very 

eyes of the Manager is allowed to rot for want of instructions 

from London, in this no reflection is intended upon yourself,as 

you have so lately taken charge; but I cannot too strongly- em

phasize the fact that work and improvements ought to be initi
ated on the spot and not from here. If the Sabino is in the 

condition now reported it should have been brought to the no

tice of the Board years ago. By all means,when there is time,do 

what is necessary.

12. As the Hornet's claim has been settled,I need watte no 

time in commenting on the subject.

13. Par.5. The Government ought at least to be made to see 

that our consideration in the matter of the coals has saved 

them a large sum,for soon after the Annie left prices advanced 

by leaps and bounds.

14. Par.6, Our idea of Ogilvie has been that he was an in

different servant,a good deal given to drink,and keeping him

self in debt to avoid discharge,therefore not a man to be con

sidered, If this is not the case,it is possible that when he 

has freed himself from debt his case might be reconsidered, 

though we are chary about giving concessions in the matter of 

passages that are not strictly due,

15. Par.7. The Board consider that the piece of land adjoin

ing our paddock might be purchased,if not much over the upast 
price of town land.

16. Par.9. It is one thing for clients to ask for schodfc&ffc, 

but another for you to send them,if not fitting in with yew
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arrangements.. Mr.Mathews» 

17. Par.10. 

entered out,as is the 

not think that there is

remark is to the point.
not loading for Stanley,but

custom,at the time
. *

a chance of ft&r going.

The Orchid 'is
was

she was reported. I do

18. Par.21. You are 

not/ put* in, unless 

pairs were

perfectly right in saying that ships do
"khey are obliged; they would not do so if tq +

as cheap as in England. But when they do put in,thework done and the despatch should be suoh that they would not
necessary-, and this' is 

I am afraid that 

some risk to get to

hesitate to call' 
what the

again should repairs be
carpenters ought to be 

“any-of them,as things now are, 
the Plate.

made bo see.
would run

19, Par.23. You are no doubt right about Rees; we only knowhim here as a man who takes good 

satisfactorily-,as we do not see him
care of his ship,and sails he£

carrying on- work. Sedgwick
has created a good impression by his letter about the Samoa,and 

can be got, though-' it is a 

knowledge of shipping matters

probably he is as good a foreman as
pl"hy that he has not the 

shipmaster only
that a

can be expected to possess.
20. Par.26. Why it was necessary to take the schooners 

proper work in order to assist
away

from their people who sent out 
our clients is not clear,and we should like 

see the best way would have 

manage as wellas they could for

cargo for others not

to understand it. As far as we can
been to let the consignees 

themselves,or wait until' it was convenient to oblige them. At 
all events we must guard against advantage being taken of us in

I am doubtful now whether we ought to 

try to manage the discharge of cargo fof the public generally-,

this way another time.

go on obliging the Government, if they do not appreciate 

it, and do such things as getting out bricks and mate rials, which 

they could probably buy cheaper from us. You will have to Con

or even

sider this question.

21. ' Par.27. The Board quite approve of the gratuity given to 

Mr.Gorton,and are glad to hear that he is so useful;

22. Par.28. Black Moore & Co.accepted the extra draft on, ac-fc

count of the Balkamah.
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23, Par,29, I have not had time to enquire about the Employ
ers ' Liability Act,but will do so as soon as I can. It may be a 

question whether Pleuret was working for us or the ship,prob
ably for us,as an apprentice,but in the case of men who take 

their pay direct from the ship and are only-paid by us on the 

ship's behalf,I think that there is room for safeguarding our
selves.

24. Par.34, In future we should like all our wool' sent well
within the year; the 5 bales will be treated in the accounts as 

belonging to last year if possible,though it will-be too late 

to get them into your books.

25. Par.37, We are willing to adopt your suggestion as to 

increasing the amount of the Crown Agents' drafts,and might ev

en say that they could remain at £450 between March and August, 

and £600 for the rest of the year. But we do not like the idea 

of making a payment of £2000 in December,just at the time when 

we are most pushed for money. I mention for your information,, 

though not necessarily to be used as an argument with the Gov

ernment, that owing to the bulk of the produce coming in early 

in the year,after the end of November we usually•begin to bor

row, and before the realization, of the first wool frequently 

have taken up on loan over £20,000,while in the middle of the 

year we have sometimes not known what to do with our money,This 

you probably know,if you have thought over the matter at all, 

but it came as a surprise to Mr.Baillon when I told him,as he 

seemed to share the prevalent belief that we are seated here oh

the top of unlimited bags of gold. It follows from what I have 

said that if we pay £2000 in December we shall have to borrow 

every penny of it. It is a convenience to the Government to be 

able to send their money home by our drafts,and the question i*s 

whether it Is as great or a greater convenience to us to be 

able to get money" in this way. They should remember that we let 

them have it at par,charging no exchange,which'they would have 

to pay anywhere else. If any alteration Is made,! think you 

should try to couple with it the issue of our drafts at the
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customary 30 days1 usanceT^hort enough when you consider that 

bills in Chili and the Plate are uniformly-at 90 days' sight.
I am inclined to think that it is not on the whole bad that the 

Government should be wigged for overdrawing the Crown Agents' 

account,for it may force them to spend more money in the Colo

ny, instead of making nearly all their purchases in England.

26. 139 - 6. I hope that you have made sure that if the mas

ter of the Rosa Baker gives a bill for her account he has au

thority to draw; we do not want another Enola C.
27. If your instructions authorize it I hope that you will 

always cable the departure of ships that have been under re

pair; we have had several enquiries about some of those lately 

in,which had no doubt sailed,but advice had not reached Lloydsl

28. On the subject of the Ship Hotel,it occurs to me to sug

gest to you that if Bound does not come out you might take the 

bull by the horns and let the place to Whitman. When it was re

ported that Bound had gone home,and put In a manager,we had no 

idea that he was going to settle here permanently.

29). Our only passenger is a man named Alexander Williamson, 

the agents could not find a suitable married man in time.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

■•N

Managing Director.
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cEltr Jal khut& (Citingaim.
6‘/, ^^{.acec/v/Ac/C' Swle&£

' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851., -

/#/• Supplementary mail.
_jm>JL7_th_ March,; E. Cl_V? 905.

Sir,
and I have now toMy last despatch was dated the 20th ult 

acknowledge receipt of your nos,140,141,and 142,the first on 

and the last two on the 12th inst.

• 9

the 28th ult
2. 140-1, When you say that you have arranged to discharge 

the 150 tons of coal for the Government I hope that you mean 

that you have lent her to them,all labour and expenses being 

for their account,as the coal was to be delivered over ship’s

• 9

side in the harbour.
3. Par,2. It seems extraordinary that R.Aldridge should have 

been able to contract such debts in Stanley,not only with ou'r- 

selves,that £500 for his house will only give Us 13/.in tte £.

4. Par,4, You are quite right to look after our own inter

ests first in the matter of shipping wool.

5. Par,5. The price charged to the Cristoforo Colombo was 

moderate,considering that since we bought the Langstone’s coals 

the market has risen here enormously; I am afraid I misled you 

through my mistake about the quantity the Admiralty required;if 

you had known it was 1200 tons you need not have asked the Com-* 

modore’s perniission at all. I am afraid that we shall be left 

this season with a large quantity on hand,though being laid 

down cheap it does not matter much.
6. 141-1. It is satisfactory to hear that the Naval

has been renewed. I hardly see,however,how anyone could h&Vd 

run us upon whom we could not have put the screw.

7* Par.2. We have had to pay for Greenshields* visaing 'bal'd

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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f of wool pef Thetis. There must have been carelessness

this for which Capt.Thomas will have to account,and you'tekd 

try to get at the bottom of the matter. You a±e 

believe,that the ship turned out one bale of- wool,*© und*** > 

triangle,for which there was no Bill of Lading; is it po**£b$* 

that this was taken in error for JG 307,and that the latter 

still somewhere about? It is absurd to suppose that it has ev** 

aporated.
8. Par.4. I wrote lately to Spearing & Waldron,complaining 

of their having sprung the Port Howard cargo on us without no~ 

tice,and Mr.Spearing came to see me on the subject. His explan 

ation is that Mr.H.Waldron had revoked the former arrangement 

by which their goods were consigned to Williams,and had asked 

him to consign themgeeds to the Company*so he assumed that you 

were fully cognizant of the shipment. I told him that Hoares 

had sent goods for others without warning by the same steamer, 

that the Government had added their lot,that two lighters were 

hors de combat,and that to crown all the Kosmos had failed to 

send for the first wool at the proper time,rendering the stow

age on the Great Britain difficult. Mr.Spearing expressed re

gret,and promised to let me know next time,in fact it was owing 

to an oversight that he did not do so when the Ammon went out. 

Your surmise as to his charter is very wide of the mark,as the 

dates will show. She was chartered on the 5th October at a very' 

fair rate as freights were ruling then,and it was not until the 

17th November that he took her up homewards,after ascertaining 

that we did not want her ourselves. Further,he has suggested 

himself that in future,when we want a ship out,we should 

him know,as he may possibly fix her homewards,and get 

tage for both.

9. With regard to shifting a ship once moored, I tsfe&t

it can be required,but we have to pay the fee for l **0

certainly have no right to require her to lie

difficulty usually yields to palm oil,and I always t© giVe

an extaia gratuity of- £5 or so for coming alongside***#! 

that the practice had been continued.

better
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10. Par.5. As alrady pointed out it is unnecessary to cable 

particulars of marks of wool*: catalogued are only made out aft- 

e? the wool has been classed and valued. It id useful to the 

Brokers to know the number available for the next sales as soon 

as they can be got,and to us,for financial'reasons,the inform

ation is important and soothing.

11. Same par. It is very annoying about the shearers,as the 

expenses will be something hideous; we can only console our

selves with the knowledge that we are buying experience,and 

shall know in future how to avoid pitfalls.

12. Par.0, Messrs.Potter Bros, have accepted the draft for

the Blackbrae's expenses,but seem to be incensed with their

Captain,as to whom they asked me to write you privately last

mail. All the ships* accounts have now been, met,which'is very

satisfactory,and now we want to see what effect they have had

on the Store profits,
142.

13. Par.4, The Naval Works account has been paid,but had you 

advised us of it we might have got it in earlier.

14. Par.6. Nothing could be better than your letter to the 

Captain of the Samoa,as it puts us completely on the right side 

in the event of any question being hereafter raised. I am glad 

also that I pointed out to the Salvage Association, that some

thing ought to be done,proving,as it does in conjunction with 

your letter,that it was not an underhand sale,

15. Par.10. The Green telegrams will be sent to Boston.

10, It is a pity that a formal report was not sent on. Capt. 

Willis's goods,or any letter obtained from Mr.Schlottfeldt. 

There is nothing to go on in making a claim on the Kosmos,ex

cept your remarks and his letter,which can hardly*be taken as 

evidence,and then again,should this claim fail,the goods,as all 

perishable articles are,were insured against all risks,and 

there is an undoubted claim in one way or anothef.

17. The G.P.O.say that they do not make up private bags for

" abroad.

18. Slack & Co.of Chesterfield say that penguin oil is worth



^ £14 per ton,and would like a few sample casks sent over. Years 

ago there was a large quantity made at New Island,and Cull 
might be inclined to take up the manufacture* The process was 

a crude one,and the oil was often burned; if' it could be steam

ed down like tallow the result would probably' be very good*

Id. The Pacific Co.are sending this steamer a week late,one 

tyt their boats having been taken up for South Africa* The P.0, 

inform us that arrangements have beenmade with the Kosmos Co.to 

delay their boat at Sandy Point.
20. Bound called here lately,and I told him that we could

not recognize any goodwill as belonging to him in connexion
e

with the Ship Hotel,at which he seemd surprised,and began to 

talk about stock,so that I had to explain that we of course 

laid no claim to that or to tenant's fixtures. He is not very 

intelligent,but quite honest,I think. He talks of going out

shortly.

21. Laidlaw Mackill & Co.lim.of Glasgow have asked us whe
ther
there is any opening for tobacco extract and powdeT for sheep

washing. I enclose a copy of their letter.

22. Many years ago the Company were engaged in a disastrous 

lawsuit over some gunpowder which had been put into one of our 

cutters from a distressed ship,and was ruined through the boat 

sinking in a gale of wind. I mention this by way of showing 

that there is a certain risk attending the lighterage,and that 

unless there is great profit attached it is better to get it 

into the Magazine. We lost the case absolutely.

23. Referring again to the subject of commissions on ships' 

business,I may point out that in 1383 I charged the full 7-|9& on 

the accounts of the Emil Julius,notwithstanding that underwrit

ers sent down £3000 in gold to cover disbursements.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director*
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P.S. I was forgetting to acknowledge your cable received Bth'- 

inst.as follows:-••Cease sending paraffin Garland here in dis
tress arrange credit with owner Walker Antofagasta Ammon has 

640 bales«•• I have used every endeavour to find out who are 

Walker Pohle & Co's agents here or in Hamburg,but without suc

cess . Knohf & Burchard used to act for them,and referred us to 

Burchard & Co,of Eastcheap; they say they cannot give any guar

antee, blit suggested the Bank of Tarapaca & London. The Manager 

says they are a highly respectable firm,and he would be very 

glad to advance them £5000' if he had instructions. Being so 

many thousand miles nearer them than we are it would have been
and allbetter to approach them direct or through Vorwerk & Co

I can do is to cable you as follows:-MAfacer Garland Acecinare
Garland,

Walker" ReclamareM,i,e.You must make arrangement (with) Walked, 

cannot find out who is agent for Walker,the person you mention-

• 9

ed is considered highly respectable. It is not as good a mes

sage as I could wish,but seems intelligible,and is the best our

code allows.

The Lavinia has arrived.
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(kin'Jhtlkktuii 3fslants (C mujuntu.
tyfazc&cA/j/tcAs S$lee/7

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

G/.
fkr Neko.

V? 906. 3r&__ApriX, sm.:£.C—

Sir,

My last despatch' was dated the 17th ult and I received on 

the 31st id.your nos.143 and 144 by Pacific boat,also your let—
• 9

ter of 3rd.

2. Having only had them in hand a day we cannot say much 

about the accounts. The despatches were before the Board yes

terday, and on the face of them the figures seem to be satisfac

tory. The increased expenses on the Paim are not a pleasant it

em, but we hope that they are only temporary. We have never 

heard what was the cost of" sending Frazer over to the Coast,and 

the Journal gives no clue; these should figure as travelling 

expenses,and I am afraid that the amount may be high. The am
ount of Mr.Mathews’s commission works out practically right, 

though for the want of the a/sales of the last five bales the 

precise weight of wool was not at your disposal. The increase 

in consumption stores is not satisfactory,and you should go in

to the matter with Mr.Mathews. As there is an increased profit 

on this account,notwithstanding the drawbacks named,the Direct

ors will let it pass without alteration; but they think that -in 

future we need not pay for all renewals out of revenue,seeing 

that all Plant has been carefully depreciated 1 0# every year.We 

have always erred on the right side in ruthlessly writing down 

the Company’s property,and we have the satisfaction of knowing 

that it is worth much more than the book value. In.the case of 

the renewals for shearing machinery we know that they do not 

last ten years,and therefore 10# is not a sufficient deprecia

tion on these special items; but on the other hand we must not 

forget that they go into the general account,or should*called

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager, 
Stanley.

• 9
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Plant & Utensils,and that this account also comprises 

of considerable value that has disappeared from the books for 

years. For instance,the old Goose Green boiler went out ill *

1876,and was in use until 1897 or 8,having been obliterated aS 

an item of property 11 or 12 years previously; again,nearly*. al X 

the Smithy machinery was set up in 1889,and has now gone the 

same Y*ay,although it has probably many years of life yet. Tak

ing the average,therefore,it would seem fair to charge plant 

with some of these less lasting additions,and the account will 

still be a perfectly fair one. It is not a very comforting sug

gestion of yours that there has been a failure in past years to 

give the Store credit for goods delivered,of course we assume 

that you have taken steps to prevent any careless ness of the 

kind. The profit on the Store is good,but one or two seem to 

think that the ships might have made it still better. .1 think 

however that we ought to take the accounts as a whole,and note 

that ships benefit not only the Store,but the Shipping and Com

mission accounts as well. I have often been asked the question 
profit

what actual.the Store derives from ships,but I say that the 

sales are so much mixed up with other retail deliveries that I 

do not see how we can put the profit at an exact figure. Some 

ships take more stores than- others,and the profit we get from 

them is proportionately greater. What would you say is the pet 

centage of profit on the kind of Stores that ships take? We 

know from the accounts the amount we charge each vessel,and 

might get at what is wanted that way. As to the rest of the ac

counts I cannot say more today at such short notice; but I may" 

mention that the reduction, in the Stanley wages is a favourable 

feature,although we know,of course,that it is partly due to the 

ships having absorbed all the labour for the time being.

3. 144-2. We hope that the estimate of £400 for putting the 

Glengowan into condition for anchoring her afloat is an 

sive one,and suggest that whatever you can save by making 

rangements of a temporary nature should be considered. But 

Board consider that this property,if it is to be turned a&y**

• 7-
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thing at all must be floated as a preliminary step7hnd that any 

expense that is actually necessary* to carry this out must be 

incurred. It has been suggested to me that perhaps when she £s 

afloat she will leak so badly as to be of no service; I say 

that I think not,as the Tact that she has filled with spray and 

remains full is in her favour. But you will,of course,take the 

precaution of seeing if there is any rise and fall of water in

side, and^should iher^be,ascertain whether it comes through the 

plugged up holes,or whether there is a more serious undiscover
ed leak due to straining. This,as she is a new ship,and is un

derstood to be on a smooth bottom, is hardly likely; Once afloat 

and pumped out,there will be more than ontr way of turning her 

to account we hope.

4. Par.3. I am glad that we are in accord as to the term 

,,good-wri>llM as applied to the public houses. The Board think 

that the tenants ought to have leases,and are willing to grant 

them for 7 or 14 years,terminable at the end of the first per

iod by desire of either party,but in consideration of the length

ened term think that you might get better rents,especially as

we think that considerable sums have been spent in repairs and 

improvements. Probably we shall send you out a form of lease, 

but you can suggest these terms.

5. Details about landing goods for the Government must nat

urally be left to you to settle,but I would suggest that you 

might faily say that as 4/,a ton does not pay you must,if you 

continue it,charge more,and also have it understood that you 

will not bind yourself to deliver until you have got what you 

want of our own goods into the Stores. It seems the height of 

absurdity to put our own business on one side to do things foi* 

the Government at an unremunerative rate. I shall take an op

portunity of saying something to Mr.Anderson, about their im

porting bricks and such things as we could sell them,probably' 

as cheap as they can import,and then calling uopn us to lafcd 

them.

6. Par.6. In the event of our ever having a tug,probably'the 

underwriters would make some stipulation about the man Tfho is
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to command her,and this raises some misgiving as to ou5r fore** 

man not having any kind of certificate.
7. Par.7. On the subject of the Samoa I was rather struck by 

a remark lately made by Mr.Blake from Patagonia,to the fcff^ect 

that they were delayed in getting their wool away through a 

wreck in the Straits,the steamers naturally finding that kind 

of work more remunerative; ■ if that is the case where there is 

so much competition,how much more so it ought to be with us* I 

hope that when the rush is past you will be able to send, the 

Pair Rosamond as suggested.
8. Par,9. It is very satisfactory about the rummaging of*the 

Thetis in Stanley,and our thanks are due to the Government.

9. Par.ir. I hope to raise a storm about the insolent letter 

from the U.S.Consul about the Cyrus Wakefield,and have already 

shown the correspondence to the owners’ agents,and sent a copy 

of it to the Kosmos Co. It charges Us with having stolen £70, 

and the demand for restitution in unaccompanied by any request 

for an explanation. I cannot believe that Rosenfelds can have 

suggested such an outrage.

10. Par.12. You have not said that the Government have sent

a requisition to the Crown Agents for the silver,and,as I shall 

show presently,I cannot ask for it.

11. Par.13. Both Capt.Hansen and Mr,Schlottfeldt are wrong 

about the commission,as I have already explained; if you can 

you should look up the Emil Julius’s account,and show the lat

ter that there is a precedent,and make him understand that in
a

future the commission on ship’s account when cash is provided
A

will be half the usual rate.

12. The Board would like you to have a type-writer,and one 

will be sent next mail. The one in use here is a Yost,and is 

very easily managed; I do not like what I have seen of either 

the Remington or the Barlock,but I am going to look into the 

merits of the Smith Premier,which has been recommended.

13. Par. 17.As soon as convenient we want to have an 

account of all expenses connected with the shearers.

14. Par. 18. I have seen Mr.Andrews,who has given mb sotte



• valuable advice on the subject of' Fleuret^s eytiu M

considered that we were liable,but X have since reserved A note 

from him with a decision in a Scotch Court about a softewhat 

similar accident,which’ rather goes to show that we wot. At 

all events,whether we afe responsible or not,the Director swill 

do all they can for the lad* At the suggestion of Mf.AnrilT^irs X 

sending you what he considers the best treatise on the newam

law.
15. I have already’ told you that we can do nothing about the 

Garland here; it seems rather strange that the Captain did not 

suggest any European agent to whom we could apply;
16. Our wood Brokers say that the value of the Bertha's car

go if in fair condition should be about £3000*

17. I send some correspondence with the Crown Agents about 

money,which serves to show how hard the Government try to pull 

their own way. The Board yesterday approved of my letters,and 

agreed to take £12,000 per annum from the Government. I shall 

therefore write to suggest that after taking up £450 as usual 
for next mail,which will be due in Stanley on the 25th of May, 

we should pay them £550 on the 31st of that month,to be met by 

a simultaneous payment to you of the same sum,making £1000 for 

May,and that on the last day of every succeeding month we 

should pay them £1000,you receiving the same sum on the same 

day. In this way no question of interest can arise,and I think 

that it is the fairest plan that can be suggested. As an alter

native I shall offer to take their drafts as before but with ah

exchange of ^6,that is to say buying their £1000 bills for £995. 

We are not disposed to put up with any high handed nonsensef&V~ 

en if it costs us more to maintain our independence* While 

matter is pending,you will see that I cannot ask the Proton 

ents to do us the favour of sanctioning the issue of siXvei: 

from the Mint.

18. I wrote to Browne Geveke & Co,about CaptsWOlX#'* ClaiA# 

and heard from them that the Kosmos Co .had .

ScMottfeldt to settle with him. In any case the

wefe not sufficient to substantiate it.
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only moderate prices,the market having
sales are enclosed,and tafctfA"- 

in. weight this year the prospect is not

19, Ouf wool sold at
back again-. Copies of account

with the falling off
gone

very bright.
1 am,Sir,

your obedient sefvant,

Managing Director*
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I NCORPORATEOiByw ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ;--------

6‘ A '^/u/cec///y/c/s tjwle&ty

Jbr Supplementary 
mail,

. VP 907.
C /? /-^Zo//y/o/y ;£. a. - .._ JSftfchL April sm.

Sir,
My last despatch went on the 3rd inst.,and your despatches 

and 146 have since arrived on, the 11th and 25th inst re spec-*145

tively.
2. 145-It We rely'on. your getting information about the Chi

lian law from the Government at Santiago, You are aware that we 

have consulted our Solicitors and also written the Chilian Con

sulate here without being able to learn anything. There seems 

to be no doubt that if the vessel in fault is lost her owners

abandon herfand then cannot be made liable personally; but 

the point to be followed up is whether,if the vessel is insur

ed,and the owners have recovered the insurance after total 

loss,the aggrieved party can attach that insurance as repres

enting the vessel'*which,if afloat,would have been liable,and 

this you should sift thoroughly,as it means some hundreds of 

pounds to us and the underwriters of the Hornet.
3. Par.2. The Garland apparently will be a long time in 

Stanley,and will enable you to make arrangements for credit 

with the owners. If no security is to be obtained we assume 

that you will have taken bottomry.
4. Par.3. I send a letter from our Solicitors about FleUret, 

whose eyesight,I am afraid,is gone. We shall not admit liabili

ty, but the Board will'do what they can for him. In reporting a
like this,you should give all■information needed to enable 

an opinion to be formed here; for instance,the date of the ac
cident,and the time,if any,that was allowed to elapse before he 

took advice,might be material,and the suggestion by Dr.Hamilton

can

case

W.A.Harding* Esq 

Manager,
♦ 9

Stanley.
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that the lad had been drinking might have been followed up',land 

the truth ascertained,as I 'HBed. not point out that a mere as

sertion, that he had been reported to have been intemperate is

not evidence. .From what I hear I Judge that if he had had skil

led advice at once the sight of one eye at least would have 

been saved,and it has beerr suggested also that he would have 

had a better chance if he had gone to a hospital in the Plate 

instead of taking the voyage- to England. I cannot find a copy 

of the Ordinance extending-the Imperial Act to the Colony; 

please send one.
5. 146-1. It is probably Just as well th&t you have put Wir-

"i

Hams on a pension,as }ie never in my time got on as well with 

customers as he might. That our pensioners are some of them 

working cannot be helped,in fact it is not altogether bad for 

to have it understood that our pensions are not intended to 

keep the recipients altogether. What we have to look at is whe

ther, if we keep men who are more or less unfit to do a day’s 

work,we benefit by their services,and in nearly all'the cases 

at present I think that we can say that it pays us better to be 

rid of them.
6. I did not know that we had so many houses let. When you 

speak of the foreman Carpenter’s house,I suppose you mean the

W.Biggs used to occupy,but the one to the eastward or'this 

if I recollect rightly was Chaplin’s,and I wonder that it is 

not occupied by one of our own people,as a huge sum was spent 

on it some years ago. I may be wrong though,as possibly Chap

linas was a new one entirely. You had better send a list of the 

rented property,with the names of the occupiers,and the rents 

they pay. If Williams has the house for £20 per annum,it is 

cheap,as it cost quite £500 without the land; how do the rents 

we charge compare with those of other houses in the town? Prob

ably,as I shall-show later,we shall have to resume possession 

of onb or two of our own bifrfore long.

7. I think that upon your explanation as to the lighters the 

Baord will approve of youf having bought the Rosa Baker. The

us

one
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discovery that the Tilton,*bwing to her burnt beams,is not 

strong enough for a lighter,is rather a belated one,as I think 

that she was burnt about 2© years ago,and was useful as a ligh

ter to the Deans long before- we got her. Probably if the leak 

could be found she would be of service for many years yet. But 

lighters are useful things',and we cannot have too many of them 

in reason,especially as ours-1 are all getting old. The only cri
ticism that I see reason for passing about the sale is that the 

Rosa Baker was surveyed and condemned by our foreman and our 

late one,without anyone else associated with them,and then bou^it 

by us; this might give rise to a suggestion of a "put-up job*,’ 

which should always be avoided.
8. I have looked at the latest Yost type-writer and the 

Smith Premier,and with a natural predilection for the former,as 

I have used it so long,I see so many advantages in the other, 

that I have got one for you.
9. We have just bought the tug "Samson" for Island service,

and I hope she will leave in less than a month. Since looking

at her afloat,and therefore rather superficially,a month or so

ago,she has been placed in dock and opened out for inspection,

and she turned out so well,that the last Board decided to bug?'

her,believing that sooner or later she will give a good account

of herself. She is just what is wanted for the service,96 tons

gross,60 horse power,triple engines and therefore economical,

and has the very useful and important addition of salvage and

fire pumps,capable of delivering 100 tons per hour. The pur—
d

chase was only concluded yesteray,and I can therefore not say 

much as to arrangements; but you may take it for certain that 

shall send with her an Engineer who will be attached to the 

Stanley staff,for service afloat or ashore,and therefore re

quiring one of our spare houses. This will relieve Noble of*

we

trips to Stanley, and probably with the machinery that we have
occasion the new man's

scattered about you will find time to occupy his time faifiy

well. Although some people seem to think that we are getting 

stale,I think that we may congratulate ourselves on showing 

that there is still some enterprise left in our Company.

L
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10, I send correspondence with the Crown Age&ts about remit

tances to and from the Colony',and you will see that the quest

ion is referred to the Governor. Unless he is absolutely tied 

up in red tape,as the Crown Agents are,you should have no dif

ficulty with him. It is a matter of credit,it seems,the crown 

Agents fear that some of the bills the Government buy in the 

Colony may be dishonoured,and it is nothing to them that if 

such an impossible contingency should arise the Government 
could at once seize fpopefty of* ours in the Colony of many times 

the amount of the default. And yet there is a good deal of in

consistency about their attitude,for they'have been in the hab

it for years of running this risk without complaining of it.

The proposal of the Crown Agents that we should in all cases 

buy their paper war*Id mean, a loss in interest to us of some

thing like £60 per annum,and so far our counter proposal that 

this loss should be divided has not met with their approval. My 

proposal that simultaneous payments of certain sums to be ar

ranged in London and Stanley seems to be absolutely fair. The 

only risk to the Government would be that we might make default 

some day here while the Government made the usual payment on 

your side. Practically,putting red tape on one side,is this a 

conceivable danger? If it is really one that they are bound to 

take into account,you should point out to the Governor that the 

Crown Agents hold from us something over £10,000 at the present 

time against land purchase,for which we have nothing but their 

receipt,and that it would be the simplest thing in the world 

for them to withhold the delivery of the Crown Grant for our 

freehold land until any default was made good. I hope that the 

Governor will be amenable to reason.
11. I have today seen Mr.Anderson,who wired to ask me to

call about the new amil service. He showed me a letter from the
2. /

G.P.O.stating that the P.S.N.Co.were willing to take the ser

vice at £5000 a year,half of which the Treasury would charge to 

the Colony,sending a steamer once a month each way,and by means 

of a service via Sandy Point giving fortnightly mails. The Com

pany would hold themselves free to charge their tariff rates

I

4
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I both for cargo and paseanger&rbut would make certain reductions 

0 to the Government. illr«Anderson asked if I thought that the Kos- 

mos Co.would still’ruft; I $aid that I hoped so,as it would ere-
ate a little healthy competition,and I asked him to safeguard

as they"us against being wholly in*the hands of the P.S.N 

might charge us most prohibitive rates. We agreed that if they 

continued the Kosmos should *b© made free of pilotage and har-

• t

bour dues,and he expressed' himself* much in favour of abolishing 

the Government pilotage,and going in for the system of licences 

to outsiders. I said that the time of the Pacific steamers* stay 

in harbour,6 hours,would be prohibitive of their taking wool,or 

doing much in the way of cargo outwards. If we can manage to 

keep one running against the other we ought not to suffer,and I 

told him that I thought that the Ko.smos,on the whole,had treat
ed us very fairly, considering that they had the monopoly,and 

that we could hardly depend on the P.S.N.being as considerate. 
There is one thing that you may, I think,reckon on as certain', 

and that is that the Pacific will not send out a special agent, 
and you will have to see whether the old Government prejudice 

against our holding the mailboat agency is still string. I do 

not at this moment quite see how we can take it up,and at the 

same time send our wool by the Kosmos; but it seems of para
mount importance that one should run against the other to pre~ 

vent the Colony from being crushed. Rates by all the lines to 

and from Sandy Point are in favour of the shippers,and this 

naturally results from the competition of the several lines 

passing through'. Mr.Anderson gave me leave to send this inforsf** 

ation to you,and saw no objection to my sounding the P.S.N.at 
once as to their intentions.

12. I have received from Mr.Mathews an interesting latter 

dated 9th March,but as it is uncertain whether he will have 

left or not before this mail gets out ? do not reP*y to it.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

V-_.
Managing Director..
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P.S. I am pursuing the subject of the tov^age of the Cyrus 

Wakefield,and have elicited from Mr.Pepper the fact that the 

Kosmos Co.have only'received credit for £80? see enclosed copy 

of letter. This is not unlikely to lead to some trouble I rath
er think.

)

j
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Sir,

I wrote to you yesterday on- information supplied by the G.P,
0*that the mail would be made up this morning,and I now find on 

enquiry that the Pacific boat has been detained two days longer
and that this despatch will be in time,though the chance of" the
Kosmos boat waiting seems to me to be lessened. I am able to

acknowledge receipt of your despatch 147,which arrived this 

morning.

2. Par.1,(should be 2). I must communicate with Mrs.Bonner 

about the state of the jetty at San Carlos.

3. Par.2. Considering the low price of'the coal,and on the 

other side,the disadvantage to the men of war of having it bro
ken up,it seems to me that we ought not to be put to the ex

pense of transshipping 250 tons from one hulk to another. In 

delivering it from the J.P.Smith we should be fulfilling the 

terms of the contract,which do not specify the size or height 

from the water of the hulk; but you may probably be able to ex

plain the operation. To me it seems that the cost of warping a 

large hulk alongside and back to her moorings must be much less 

than turning over such a large quantity of coal.

4. Par.3. We have several separate accounts of expenses in 

connexion with the shearing,but shall be glad to see them all 
put together,which I understand the latter part of this para
graph to mean.

5. Par.5. The information about the Samoa so far is good,and 

the delay is quite understood; but the Directors are naturally

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• f

Stanley.
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anxious for the time when progress can be made. It is a pity 

that there has been pillage; but I never heard of a wreck where 

it did not take place. The Customs arrangement may act as a 

safeguard in future; of course you will avoid paying duty oiv 

short quantitfes. Sedgwick seems to be both active and persever

ing. What you say about the usefulness of a small steamer on 

the spot will be considered gratifying by the Board,as confirm

ing their judgment in buying’ the Samson.
6. Par.6. I conclude that* if anything had happened to the 

Pair Rosamond you would have cabled. I am afraid that Willis 

was an unfortunate selection; I warned him when he was engaged 

that the Missionary style of working would not suit us,and if 

you find that you cannot get him to drive as you wish,you must 

after giving him due warning get rid of him.
7. Your cable announcing-the Herodotus wool arrived last ev

ening, a week late. '
8. Regarding Bonner's wool,you must be sure to get him to 

give the numbers of the repacked bales so that we can recover 

from the Underwriters. There was a bale of Mr,Packers wool re

ported as wet some time since,but we have heard no more of it.

9. Sedgwick is evidently well up to the usual work of an Ov

erseer, and you can probably do no better in the Islands than 

employ him; but there may be a difficulty abcbut the Samson,for 

which we naturally do not want to keep a master always on 

board,with no other duties to look after.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Sir,

Since writing on the 27th ult* 

S.Flora has

2. Par.1, You will have

your despatch no.148 per H*M, 
on the 8th iiist.come to hand,having arrived

seen that wool cannot be catalogued
until after the inspection of samples.

3. Par.2. We were under the impression 

raising the question of
that Johnson had been

more pay,based on your remark in 135-13
that "he looks for some increase of wages on taking full charge? 

average time on ships was more in the lastThe fact that the 

three years than in the last ten is 

has apparently fallen off
a surprise to me,as shipping 

so much; no doubt the number lately 

in have affected the figures. If you do not think that the pre
sent arrangement works satisfactorily,the Directors 

ready to consider any change you may suggest.
wilT'be

4, Par. 3. What X meant to convey with regard to Burnett 
that we were not bound to board him &c.at 

that therefore you caald stop out of his effects

was
our own expense,and

as far as they
went the cost of- looking after him. But while we were under no 

legal obligation I agree with you that we were morally bound to
ab

do what we did,in the basence of any provision made for the 

purpose by the Government.

5. Par.4. The Board decided that the commission tobe charged 

to ships should be 2J to 5$,according to circumstanced. Thid 

meant that if cash was paid the charge should be the first,and 

if the acccunnt was drawn for,the seoond; this I do $K>t 
have communicated as I thought that I had done.

W« A • Harding, Esq 

Manager,
• 4

Stanley.
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6. Par.11* YoUr full* explanation about the cargo muddle 1b 

^ satisfactory. There was a combination of* circumstance* agalxrab
you,and one of the worst was the delay of the Antisana** ®ail* 

which would have warned you of what was coming,add given you 

time to prepare. The moral'of it all is that you should at-all 
times have your lighters and hulks in good older and ready fttf 

any eventuality,especially now in view of the approaching 0&X3tS 

of the Pacific steamers. The steps you are now taking are Evi
dently in the right direction. With regard to the qUOstiqxi fcb-* 

out an iron lighter,while I ^regret that the subject was over
looked,! think that you ought to have noticed that in answering 

the despatch referred to I*'said that I was writing in a great 

hurry,the mail having arrived the day beforehand that I was 

just clearing up for my departure north. The next despatch was 

not written by me,and the question did not crop up afterwards. 

If a question is not answered you may be sure that it is 

through inadvertence,and the best course is to repaeat it,not 

leave it alone for nearly ^hree years. The construction of the
z

Wasp after being framed in England gave us such a shock,that I 

am sure that the Board would be shy about another venture of 

the sort,in addition to which my opinion is that such a light
er, owing to the possibility of* getting ashore and knocking a 

hole in her bottom,would be a most unsuitable one,and lastly* 

the price of iron and all iron work would now and for a long 

time hence probably,be absolutely prohibitive of anything of 

the kind being entertained. My reference to the Wasp will're
mind you that owing to the heavy labour bill she actually stood 

in our Balance Sheet one year at £4006.10.8,and would haVfc 

dear at £1500.
7. Par. 12. I do not remember what gave rise to ifty Tpttmtfk ab*

out £2000 in December; it was either from something yo|) h&d 

written,from Mr.Hill’s remark that he would like mpref
which would include the £800 increase you mentioned, or wlb'0 X 

was thinking of the £1000 we pay already on the 1st Of Jamualy. 
However,it does not matter,the fact remains that the fqwet 

drafts there are on Us at the end of the yaar,the bettW^Jt
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suits uk.

8. Par.14. The accident'to the Fair Rosamond is annoying,and 

we should like to know if It was in any way Willis's fault. If 

he is incompetent to manage hef,the sooner the fact is recog** 

nized the better. If we get a good mate for the Samson's voyage 

out,you might get him into one of the schooners with an eye 14Sf 

advancing him as soon as he knows the coast. Whatever we can do 

in the way of supplying you with a better set or Captains shal1 

have our attention,if you will^send us suggestions. I can ap

preciate youf difficulties' caused by the want of trustworthy

men.
9. Paf.16. I am concerned to see that the stock of steam

coal has run so low,and steps willbe taken at once to get a 

supply. I have already written the Admiralty about a contract, 

and our Brokers are looking-for a ship. It may be serious if 

you are unable to nurse the small quantity you have for the 

Samson, before the new lot can reach you. Unfortunately-we shall 

have to pay over 20/.a ton,and there seems to be no prospect of 

a drop. Touching house coals,I have made it my business to en

quire what we should have to pay for a cargo like the Annie's, 

and am quoted 19/.to 19/6d.per ton. On this I think that you 

ought to raise the price at once to 60/ 

of replacing the present stock at anything like the price of 

of the last. In fact,seeing that there is no competition,! can

not but think that it was bad judgment ever to reduce it below 

the price that had ruled to my personal knowledge for more than 

30 years. Would it be absolutely out of the question to mix a 

certain proportion of the Glengowan's coal with what we have 

left of the Welsh?
10. Our appliances are,as you say,defective,but I do hot 

think that the fact has been brought forcibly before iis •

now. Your report on the hulks is most complete and iatereeti##* 

and just the sort of thing we like to have. I have already mad# 

enquiries about an old iron vessel,but am not encouraged by 

what I hear,as such ships are now selling freely at twice 

three times the money they fetched a few months ago. I tbittfc

as there is no chance• f
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that we should have a better chance with an old wooden shipV&ft4 

seeing that the Vicar of Bray,which is now 59 years old,fan fbv 

us till"she was about forty,and has been until recent years a 

fairly useful old hulk,there is a good deal of life in thefte 

old ships,and one would last long after you or I wouid have to 

trouble about her,especially if we metalled hefhighef than 

al,'so as to cheat the worms when she was light. According to
r

the report on the J.f,Smith,it looks as if a good caulking of 

the top sides would right her for a time. As to the Vicar of 

Bray,she is absolutely played out,and,owing to out rigorous 

system of writing down,she absolutely disappeared as an asset 

some years ago,so her condemnation would be no loss. If you 

could sell-her to some enterprising man to be broken Up it 

would be about the best thing you could do; Hallet once broke 

up one of the Deanes hulks,and made his money in firewood and 

fencing posts; perhaps old Biggs would like the speculation.

The same may be said of the Capricorn.;- she was considered of so 

little value that we paid Messrs.Dean nothing for her,and it 

was only through discovering that it was possible to do some

thing to her temporarily that she was re-instated as a hulk. 

Both she and the Vicar would be well -out of the way. Is it not 

possible that the Praecis might be made fairly tight if the 

worst of her leaks,which must be in the topsides could be dis

covered and stopped?

You will remember that all the hulks,with the exception of 

the Vicar,were condemned as unseaworthy, so the way they have 

lasted has been surprising. This rather points to the fact that 

a fairly sound old vessel would still have aaftpeaes* many years 

of life as a hulk. If the Samoa is got off very likely she 

would be an excellent one; but as she is so highly valued IStopl 

has youth on her side,and may besides have lost some mst&l* 

which would render her liable to attack by worms,perhaps it 

would be both extravagant and injudicious to condemn.her. 

remains the Glengowan,and the possibility of fitting hetf Up as 

a coal hulk; her size is against her,but with the Samson to 

move her this difficulty might not be of so much consequeh^iV
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The subject is an important one',and calls for action in the 

near future,unless the Government or rather the Admiralty cease 

coaling through us shortly?-on this point I will endeavour to 

get some information. When' I think of the Margaret,the Actaeon, 
the Egeria,the Charles Cooper,the Cosmopolite,and others I 

think,all of which were afloat and fairly serviceable hulks in 

my day,I see very clearly that all such vessels must sooner qt 

later be unfit for service,and must be replaced by others. Xar 
parting with them you would of course reserve the anchors and 

chains,andrefefence to these' reminds me that I hope that a per

iodical inspection is made of their ground tackle and swivelfc, 

as neglect of them,in the case of the Deans* hulks,was often 

the cause of dragging ashore. I am glad to say that while I was 

in Stanley none of our hulks went adrift.

11". Par. 17. The photograph of the acid drum is a curiosity;

I saw Mr.Lowry about it,and he told me he had never known such 

a case. Referring to 147-4,it seems a pity that you did not 

communicate with the owners by the Modestia,as they would have 

got the letter much sooner than through Montevideo. Perhaps you 

did,but as you said you would discuss the subject with the Cap

tain after the steamer had left it seems likely that you did 

not manage it. If no definite credit is arranged you must rem

ember that we have a lien on the cargo as well as the ship for 

the expenses,and if it should have to be forwarded in another 

bottom,it ought to be secured to us by respondentia bond.

12. Par.20. The news about the Samoa is so far good,and we 

are glad to hear that you were going out yourself. The code you 

have drawn up covers all that we want to hear,and we shall anx

iously await a cable.12.
13. I have had a call'from Mr.Alcock of the P.S.N.Co.,and 

have heard from him that the mail contract is practically 

ranged,and that they have nominated us as their agents at Stajv- 

ley. According to the table he gave me,which I enclose,the 

first boat'is to be the Iberia on the 2.8th prox. ,but I have 

pointed out to Mr.Anderson that the arrangement is altogether



unsatisfactoryVas it gives-a’ long interval’ between this mail'

£ and their first sailing,provides for the departure or the home

ward boat from Stanley one day only before the arrival of the 

outward mail,and in the event of the first being delayed creates 

for us the impossible situation of having to deal with two huge 

steamers on the same day* I am to see Mr.Buxton Forman of the 

P.0.,and shall try to go there this afternoon,, when I shall 'sug

gest that they should start the first boat on the 14th,giving 

you an interval of about a fortnight between each boat. Workiiig 

out the Sandy Point mails I see that they will be of no use to 

us,so we shall really be reduced to 12 mails a year,which we 

can bear with equanimity. It is true that writing by the out

ward boat would bring letters home a fortnight earlier,but what 

would you have to say only-one day after you have despatched 

the homeward one? This means therefore that it will be only of 

use for duplicates. I send a copy of the letter offering the 

agency,from which you will see that the boats are only allowed 

six hours in Stanley; all'the lighterage is to be done by us,as 

is the custom with all "their agent's,and this will have to be 

carefully arranged. I have also seen Mr.Ward,one of the Mana

gers,and he is quite ready to take wool on the old terms,but 

whether they can go alongside the Great Britain or not remains 

to be decided by the Captains,and I fear that if they do not,we 

shall not be able to make much use of them. If all four light

ers were loaded up with wool ready,the quantity would be incon

siderable in the season,and it is fortunate that you will have 

got the bulk of the wool away this year,as that will give time 

to make arrangements. Iiightering the wool will'add to the ex

pense,and I do not see how we can do it on the old terms, it is 

a most difficult position for us; as agents the greater part of 

our earnings would be in commission on the wool freights,and we 

should be morally bound to put all in their way we could. I 

have also seen Mr.Pepper,who called yesterday with Mr.Geveke, 

and talked for an hour and twenty minutes. He is naturally put 

out at the seeming discourtesy on the part of the C.O.in not 

giving him an inkling of the change after the Kosmos Co.had run
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the mails for 20 years. Naturally' 
pick up the small 

less than 800 bales at 

not/ fix. But he is st/ill *

he will not send 

quantity still remaining,probably 

any time,but the actual

♦ a steamer tp
not for

quantity he did
open for a contract for 

and this matter will be fully discussed
next season, 

at the next Board, I 

the change with great misgiv-must say that I look forward' to 

ing,as I foresee all* sorts of difficulties. All we can do at 

present is to provide for the shipment in the best way possible 

to make arrangements forof the remaining wool,and take time 

the future. The one bright spot X 

heaval is the enforced retirement
see at present in this up-
of Mr.Sch1ottfeldt,who I as

sume will have to take his departure.
of

14. On the subject the floating property in the harbour,! 

see that the subject of the Wasp has been 

lute silence,and X will hasten to repair the 

wretched thing has been

passed over in abso-

deficiency. This
a red rag to the Board for years,and I 

sure that they would be only too delighted to get £150 for 

her,and never hear of her again. As she has been written down

am

to £50,her sale would be a gain,and I am sure that it would be 

much better than spending 246 upon her. Her machinery might be 

of some use if sent home,and the pump for supplying water might 

be turned to account,but I think that sending the boiler would 

be a waste of money.

15, All I can say today about the Samson is that she is fit
ting out,and will be despatched at the earliest possible date.
I have a wire from IjLees this morning that he will take her out, 

and he goes to Hull tomorrow to lotek after his preparations,

16. later, I have seen Mr.Buxton Forman,who was quite pre

pared to adopt my suggestions,and will arrange that the first 

boat out will leave on the 14th instead of the 28th prox. you 

can apply this alteration to the table all through. We were 

agreed that there would be practically no advantage writing via 

Sandy Point either way,and speaking for ourselves both here and 

on your side,I said that a mail every 28 days would suit us 

perfectly. There will be about a fortnight's interval between 

the two steamers,giving you nice time to answer the outward

despatches.

j



despatches. I hope that the ■ Government will not try to upset 
this,by striving for the impossible mail once a fortnight,but 

you will,of course,not say anything about my having had any in-, 

fiuence. To prepare you I am cabling today as per enclosed copir. 
jjy writing to Stubenrauch,or to his care,anything of supreme 

importance by the outward steamer,! daresay that he could often 

get it up to Montevideo by a Kosmos or a Lamport & Holt} it 

will be well-to make a note of this,and,if you can,get from h&m 

a table of the sailings of thibse two lines.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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W/sto/ts

Samson*lb'
/w<3>.£ a_ ___ .151stJMay.,910.V?

Sit,

Sine© writing per Ammon on the 15th inst.your despatches 149 

and 150 and letter of 21st ult.have arrived,the originals on 

the 18th inst.,the Herodot delivering the mail on the 28th'.

2. 149 - 2. It seems odd that after we have succeeded in re

ducing the Kosmos freight from first to last from 40/.to 25/*

Mr,Bertrand should write that it is high. Looking at the low 

ocean rate and the pittance eafned by our schooners it is clear 

to any man of intelligence that a reduction would not provide a 

living profit to anyone; it is time,therefore,that we put our 

foot down. The sheepfarmers do not understand the sacrifices we 

have continually’made to keep them all' together,nor can they 

appreciate the advantages we give them in facilities for travel

ling round the Islands,and in acting as their Bankers and ag

ents at Stanley. There is a point below which we cannot go,and 

as the P.S.N.Co.have taken the contract for 10 years the bug

bear of possibly being thrown back to a schooner mail has pas

sed away. I think that your best course with grumblers is to 

say politely but firmly that everything is cut down to the low

est, and that if we do not give satisfaction perhaps someone

else will. But we must do all their businnss or none; it Is on-
u

ly fey uniting the varios small profits that makes it worthA
while keeping it on at all;consequently we .shall discoutirittS 

finding cash,no schooners will visit their portis,and th&re Will 

be no shipments by Thetis. The shipment of goods at 2^ fS 

trivial,and gives much trouble here,so we could 1th

without a murmur. As regards shipping wool by Thebi

W.A.Harding,Esq • f

Manager,
Stanley.
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beai?- in mind that in the first place we offered bfr* lad

our clients all-round before approaching Cameron & 

about it,and that not one of our friends would 6ntd9$pjj} tfe* 

idea,excepting at some ridiculous freight,that then 

at my personal request agreed to help me over the 

when,therefore,you say that he is making a convenience of isS$Q 

sailing vessel' I cannot agree with you'. Now that our friends 

find that the Thetis has made three voyages without damaging a 

single bale of- wool,they are mean enough to wish to take advan

tage of her,and I do not wish to turn off the others,who al

though not clients were of help to us at a difficult time. With 

regard to the insurance question,surely it must be a matter of 

common knowledge that our open policies which are in force from 

the beginning of the wool season cover ali risks from the 

sheep's back to the London'Docks. X may further add that it is 

part of our duty as consignees to see that the produce is in

sured, and that if we did not do so we should be liable in case 

of loss. The fire policy taken out by the Brokers covers risk 

in the warehouse up to the prompt. I agree with you as to the 

want of grace in Mr .Bertrand's remarks,and he ought not to for

get that it was only through my* writing a letter and getting a 

snap decision from the G.O.before Goldsworthy could interfere 

that he managed to secure his freehold at all7

3. 150 - 3. We are on the point of signing a charter for 800 

tons of coal by the Talisman, at 23/.,she is a large vessel,'and 

will ‘lighten by this quantity and go on with her remaining car
go.

4. Par.8. I am told that penguin skins are of no value.

5. Par. 11-, We have heard nothing about a credit for the Oak
land. If arranged to draw on Antofagasta Vorwerks will*be t$p9 

best people to collect the bill'; I assume that a letter tot* CK#** 

dit from the owners would supersede the Chilian law*under

we know to our cost the loss of a vessel 'holds the 0wner& 

from liability. If therefore you have drawn without a**

thority and we hear of it in time we shall 'ins'ttra ttafef

6. I cannot tell you much' yet about the

_A



out,except that they' have four rates depending on 

goods shipped. The highest,for fine goods,is 40/, 4* 

primage,and adding 12/6d.from London to Liverpool'tnr3#£$4-1$ 

more than £l"over what we paid the Kosmos,which is most 

isfactory. I am making enquiries about suppliers in Liverpool 

and Manchester,and we may eventually get in touch with a new 

set,but all this will take time. X have also approached Morton's 

and others in London,but cannot get them to deliver in Liver

pool on the old terms. I wrote the P.S.N.Co.suggesting that 

they ought to give us the same discount on passages as the Gov

ernment, but they only reply that if the business turns out fav

orably they will do what they can to meet us,and vfith regard to 

freights,on which I have also suggested a reduction no reply 

is yet to hand,as I have only just written. The Captain of the 

first boat,the Orellana,is to talk with you about the Great 

Britain,and see what can be done in the way of taking wool dir

ect from her. They can take into a number of hatches at once, 

and have many more men than the Kosmos, it seems to me,there

fore, that it may be possible to cut new gangways in the Great 

Britain,both fore and aft,so as to discharge from three- at 

once. X contemplate the possibility,in case of their being too 

stiff and unyielding,of having to show them our teeth,and flirt 

with the Kosmos; the latter are ready to contract for wool as 

usual';and if we can give them sufficient inducement would put a 

ship on for outward cargo as well. I must say that I do not re-, 

lish the outlook,but we must be guided entirely by circumstances. 

I will keep back copies of correspondence's the Orellana may 

be out before this.

7. The Samson left Hull yesterday and passed Dungenesft at 

9.15 this morning. She has coaling letters for 7 ports on ttt# 

way,but will not call* at all of them. On arrival you' must 

you think best with the crew,who are shipped for & Of && 

to be discharged in an English port, so if they do not 

ployment at Stanley we are bound to send them hop** 

ever,that most if not all will find employmentlift that 

we shall be saved the expense of returning them. 

that it would be wise to bargain with them for a $$

j
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lieu of passage,as if they want to stop they will do 

and then,having the issue of tickets in your hands^you 

easily arrange with the mail steamer purser that if any tafcilfjjf 

tickets for Liverpool should leave and get employment in Mont&— 

video we s&ould pay only as far as that port. If- you want bar 

at the Samoa you will of course keep them on; she is insured 

for a month after arrival,so we shall-want information before 

we take out the next policy. As regards Rees,if you think it 

prudent to keep him to drill the man who will' run. her,do so for 

a short time,but as his pay is £17 per month,with £10 on the 

voyage home,he will be rather an expensive luxury; The Chief 

Engineer,T.H.Atherton has been strongly recommended,and I like 

what I have seen of him; he is a man who will look after his 

own work I think. One of the crew is son of the Secretary' of 

Earle's Company,who called here yesterday,and told me that the 

youth had an idea of stopping in the Islands if he liked the 

look of- the place; he has been at sea for some years,and you 

might find him a job with a chance of promotion in one of the 

schooners if he is any good,and that you can learn from Rees,

Of course you will keep her ready for going outside at short 

notice,but spend as little on her as possible consistently with 

not letting her run down. I forward herewith her Lloyd's Certi

ficates both as to hull-and machinery,and tests of the anchors 

and chains. There are many things that were necessary for the 

voyage that can be taken out of her as soon as she gets out.

I camtfot tell-you her exact cost yet,but it will be well on for 

£4000 by the time everything is paid. If she does not pay the 

first year or two a time must come when she will-do so hand

somely; in case of a wreck her salvage pumps may be turned to 

good account,these I wanted to see at work,but there was no op

portunity, she has been longer getting away than I hoped at fi#st»i 
but she ought now to make a good passage.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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04.
Supplementary mail.Jbr

__15th.June.,_i£.C—. V? 911V

sir,
Confirming my' despatch per Samson',which sailed from Palmouth

2 . 
on the Slid inst.and was at Madeira on the 8th,I have now to ac

knowledge the receipt of your cable:-"Impatriare nails Modestia 

stahlharte,f,i.e. "Cancel the part of indent relating to nails, 

Modestia has 1200 bales". The first part of this must relate to 

an indent expected by the next Pacific boat,which is late.

2. I forward some copies of invoices relating to the outfit 

of the Samson,as there are many things that you will-have to 

take ashore when she arrives,such as the spare propeller and
in fact everything not necessaryshaft,chronometer,charts,&c 

for the working of the ship as a harbour tug. Probably you will
• 9

be able to give the engineer a locker somewhere for his stores. 

You will use your judgment as to taking over into the Store any 

things left over; provisions of course would be better out of 

her,and the more she can get credit for the better. Prom the 

experience gained of Rees while fitting out this boat X can 

quite understand your objection to him as a man in charge of 

work,for a poorer#,more chicken hearted creatufe it never has 

been iny misfortune to meet. He is too old to go into steam,and 

we shall feel more comfortable when the voyage is over. He also 

showed a singular want of forethought and method while at Hull>. 
On the other hand,the engineer,though a rough Yorkshiremah,gave 

the impression of being up to his work,and a man of resource* 

however you will1 see how he turns out. I think that he under

stands that the vessel has to be run as economically as possi

ble. His wife will have a passage,2nd class,by the Oropesa in

me

★ .A.Harding, Esq • f

Manager,
Stanley.
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August.
3. I was at Liverppo1'yesterday,and spent a long time on 

board the Orellana with Mr.Ward,one of the P.S.N.Managers,and 

Captain Archer. I told the latter all I could about the harbour 

and Stanley generally',and asked him to go carefully into, the 

question of the Great Britain and shipping wool,and as you will 

not have to answer this at once,I hope that you will be able to 

give him a fair amount of time. The question of shipping,both 

out and home,exercises us very much,as it is a most difficult 

thing to deal with. The Kosmos Co.are willing to continue fun

ning to Stanley,if they can get sufficient encouragement,and 

having,on the whole,treated us well,we do not want to give them 

the cold shoulder altogether. Mr,Pepper asked me what we could 

do for the remainder of the season,and in reply I wrote to as

certain the jminimum number of bales for which he could send a 

boat to Stanley,telling him that we considered ourselves virtu

ally pledged to give them the rest of the 1900 wool'if they 

could take it. But as this minimum is 1000 bales,it means that 

you will'have to get the rest forward by the Pacific the best 

way you can,and make arrangements accordingly with the Manager 

at Valparaiso.. As to outward cargo,the shipment this time is 

very small',so we had nothing to offer the Kosmos; but their ag

ents called lately to ask what we could do,telling me that 

there were a number of small shippers who disliked the altera

tion to Liverpool, but whom they cotild not accommodate unless 

they got our assistance; this amused me not a little. Then 

there are a lot of passengers with return tickets,and how to 

deal with thewe is a problem they will'have to solve for them-
n

selves. Possibly if many of our own people have these tickets 

we can manage to give the Kosmos a cargo if the indents are 

large enough some time in the autumn,but this remains to be 

seen. The P.S.N.have met us very fairly,! think; they have giv

en us an all-round rate of 32/.& 5$ from Liverpool,which I pro

mised should not be divulged by Us,and it was arranged that it 

was not to appear in the B/L,but I see that it has been entered

A



nevertheless. The change will'effect a revolution in our list 

or suppliers,for the freight rrom London to Liverpool i3 12/6 

& 5$,and 1 am now making ,«nquiries about shippers in Liverpool 
and Manchester,intending,if I can,to substitute houses there 

for such of the London suppliers who will'not deliver as cheap

ly in Liverpool. I called on Eills & Co yesterday; they are the 

Mortons of Liverpool,and the next indents for the latter*s 

goods will go to them instead. There will'be trouble about soft

but theregoods as supplied at present by C ope fetakes, Cottles,&c 

must be people in Manchester who will*do things as weli^and en
quiries are already being made. The difficulty will probably be

• 9

to get them accustomed to the retail'nature of our orders,which 

from long experience the London people understand and do not 

mind. Indents should at present be framed in such terms as will'

be understood by strangers,and when we get in touch with some

of them we can send out patterns and samples. To return to the

subject of wool; we must not have any delay in shipping the 

first two or three lots in the season; on the one hand,as agents 

for the Pacific we are not only bound to give them all the sup

port we can,but as the principal profit of the agency will' con

sist in commission on freights,it will'be to our interest to 

make this as high as possible; but on the other,it seems hardly 

fair to cut the Kosmos altogether,although on their freight we 

get no commission at all,and if we proposed it it would he a 

virtual infraction of the agreement as regards the agency. Pos

sibly the difficulty may be got over by inducing the Pacific to 

send one or two of their cargo steamers,which will1not be so 

much bound to time,and we may as well see our way to offer the 

Kosmos two lots of 1000 each. It will be interesting,however^to 

get your ideas,after talking the matter over with one or more 

of the Captains on the spot. What will become of Mr.Schlott- 

feldt? There is a report here that he is going to establish a 

Store in Stanley,and if he relies on getting a supply of German 

goods it will not be easy for us to throw anything in the way 

or the Kosmos as an inducement to call'jwithout cutting out* own 

throats.

4. I spoke to Mr.Wafd about the charges for landing cargo,



and asked if he could give me Stubenrauch's tariff”,which would 

% be a guide. He did not know what it was,and said that you would 

probably have some trouble at first,but the system of having 

cargo landed by agents exclusively is an universal one,and the 

only thing to do is to establish a reasonable' tariff of rated, 1 
so much a ton for quantities,and a minimum for small packages, 

which I hope you will be able to do. I think that you should 

avoid doing gratuitous work as much as you can,either with car
go or passengers; you should get some profit out of the employ

ment of the Samson and the Sissie,as they will'not be run for 

nothing. Probably there will be relays of passengers coming 

ashore,for whose accommodation you may be able to keep the Sis- 

sie at work at a rate per head,in other ports the ship,as you 

know,is surrounded by boatmen plying for hire,which is hardly 

likely to be the case in Stanley. However you will be able to $ 

judge about all these things better than we can. Perhaps Stu- 

benrauch will let you know what his tariff is.

5. The only passenger for us is a shepherd named Alexander, 
whom I saw on board yesterday,and commended to the attention of 

the steward,who was told by one of the officials not to put him 

with the Portuguese and Brazilians. A married man was engaged, 

but was unable to be ready for this boat; shepherds are hard to

get now.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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,on//on; e. a.. _iatii July,

Sit,
Since writing to you per Orellana we have received your des

patches nos. 151 and 152,on the 21st ult'.and 4th inst.respect

ively*.
151 - 2. The error in the Store profit cannot be recti

fied now,though it i*s to be regretted. The present year is han

dicapped to that extent of course,and you will'have to make

at the end of the year that such an oversight is not re

peated. There is another item that looks irregular,£62.1.4 in 

the West Store list for automatic machines,although it was re

ported that these were charged to Plant some time since.

5. Par.3. The case of the Garland is unfortunate. If the 

frames are eaten right through it is questionable whether she 

can be safely trusted to hold a cargo of coals without breaking 

out leaky,and yet they must be very bad for that to happen in 

still water. I have been enquiring about the cost or a vessel

2.

sure

of her size to send out to replace the Vicar as a coal hulk,1 

knowing that smaller iron- ones were hopelessly scarce,and it 

may be very convenient for us to buy her,and condemn- the Vicar- 

altogether. At any rate there will be very little risk in buy

ing her,which of course you will do,as there- is such a demand 

for hulks at Sandy Point,that we ought to be able to dispose of 

her there if unsuitable for ourselves; that is,assuming that 

she could be towed across light. The Salvage Association asked 

us to make a bid for the coals and coke,but I said that we had 

had no report from you as to their value,and we should be buy

ing a pig in a poke. It strikes me that although the Smithy

W.A.Harding,Esq •»

Manager,*
Stanley.
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coals,as such,are largely in excess of out requirements,they 

might be sold as house coals if we could get them cheap. I sug- 

• gested a sporting offer of' 10/.per ton,which they did not se6 

their way to accept. Coals are at a very high price now in Eng

land. It is a good thing that the onus of condemnation has been' 

thrown on the owners,as a question will arise later on. as to 

the Underwriters * liability for loss caused by the improper 

stowage of acid in drums below deck.
4. Par.l (152). I am sorry that owing to a combination of 

circumstances I have not yet found time to sit down, to the ac

counts, long as they have been here; but I mean to give them at

tention as soon as I can. I do not think that there is much to 

criticize.

6. Par.2. It does not matter now about the Fair Hosamondf*s 

trip,but had we known that it would have taken so long,or that 

Frazer was likely to behave as badly as he did,we should not 

have done what we did for him. I think that I mentioned that 

Mr.Blake said that Willis loafed terribly* at San Julian,and that 

eventually' he drive him out.

6. Par.3. Your remarks about the Store are quite correct,and 

I fully- understand them.

7. Par.4. The permanent reduction in the Stanley wages fore

shadowed will be satisfactory if you are able to carry them 

out.

8. Par.5. I continue to receive enquiries from would-be pub- 

chasers when the Glengowan will be floated,so you may depend up

on it that the wotk now being done will not be thrown away.

9. Par.6. Your remarks on publicans are noted.

10. Par. 7. I amawaiting with interest the development of the. 
£70 robbery affair,and so are others here. It is good that the 

U,S.Consul is so well-disposed towards us; these people abe us

ually such swine that they naturally drift away from any one 

who is respectable.

11;' Par.8. You will'have seen that the supply of coin was 

notdelayed at all,as the Crown Agents sent us a requisition on. 
the Mint.

**■2, You had better keep the question of Fleuret#s passage
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open,"as the Board have not seen the despatch now under reply 

% yet. It was decided to make him an offer-of a gratuity of £$00 

in consideration of the misfortune he suffered while in oW 

service,hut coupled with a denial of liability,as recosa*£od<3d 

by our Solicitors, This,greatly owing,I think,to the good M> 

fices of Mr,Edward Packe,the Fleurets have accepted,and'it 

only remains to pay the money when the lad comes of age a raw 

months hence. Some of the Directors are interesting themselves 

in the case,and hope to get him into an asylum,where he can 

learn a trade.

13. Par. 12, I am going to speak to Mr.G-oodhart about the 

consignment of the Port Howard wool,telling him that we must do 

their business wholly on the present terms,or if they cut down 

a portion of’our emoluments we must put them on the same foot

ing as Baillon & Stickney*'. What we get out of the farmers now 

is so small,that it is questionable whether it pays .us to go on 

doing their business and accommodating them as we do.

14. Par.13. My remarks in the despatch per Samson on the 

subject of wool per Thetis ought to be a sufficient answer to 

Mr.Bernard Stickney,even if yours is insufficient,which it 

ought not to be.

15. Par.14, I am sure that it will‘interest the Board to 

learn that such a handsome sum has been collected for the War 

Fund. It is less pleasant to hear that the Governor is using 

this fact to emphasize his ridiculous crotchet about the mil

lionaire sheepfarmers,as it seems to show a singular want of' 
grace.

16.Par.ift. The passage question is an intricate one,and I 

cannot answer you until I have spoken to the Board about it,. It 

is rather absurd that an arrangement made years ago to prevent 

our time-expired servants from being thrown on the Colony with

out means of support should be used for the purpose of giving 

pleasure trips to individual members of1 a family,who intend to 

return to the Colony in a few months; but it would be most dif

ficult to make imperfectly educated people understand this,and 

it will not do to create a grievance.
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17. Par.16. No doubt the structural alterations at the West 

Store were badly wanted,as the place was altogether out of 

• date. The expense will probably be repaid in increased sald'B*

18'. Par. 18 (177). The account of your trip will please the 

Board X am sure,as they will see what a very good thing we 

have in the Samoa,and they want cheering while the wool marked 

is so much depressed. All goods for which there is a rea4y 

in Stanley should be got rid of there naturally,but you ■nilT'jio 

doubt find later on that some goods are inexcesBjand then you 

will have to exercise your judgment as to whaeh whether to send 

them to Montevideo,Sandy Point,or Valparaiso. If you could get 

the salt rebagged,surely it would last you in Stanley for some 

time; this is a thing that you could hardly ship away. I think 

that under the circumstances you have done well -to defer trying 

to get her out until the arrival of the Samson,and have not 

made any contract with a steamier; we were afraid that owing to 

delays here the Samson would be too late to be of use,but it 

will"be good if her first performance is the towage of the Sam

oa to Stanley in triumph. But it is hardly seemly to crow yet.

As regards salvage,! think that you will-find in all^the law
Courts

books that it has been decided in the ©eupsfc that anything over

5O96 is illegal,and cannot be enforced,and even then there must 

be such a combination, of skill;danger,and all’the rest,that 

very seldom happens in one case.

19, I think that on one or two occasions lately you have om

itted to acknowledge the receipt of cablegrams; please do not 

neglect this in future,as occasionally they are mutilated in 

delivery,besides which we like to know that they have reached 

you at the proper time.

20. Owing to the short course of post between Stanley and 

Valparaiso,that route now becomes practicable for telegrams,ilk- 

fact it is the safest way of sending them by an outward bound 

steamer,while it will* afford us a chance of cabling to cat>ch

the outward one. I have therefore registered the addirefeby^Fleet- 

wing,Valparaiso",and arranged with the Eastern Telegraph Co-* 

that messages so addressed will be posted to you direct fnpm 

the receiving office in that place,which is,X think,an improve*
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on the plan of transmitting through agents’." They have suggested 

that you should send your messages for Europe direct to the Ca

ble Co.at Valparaiso,but as there is the question of payment I 

think it will be better at-first to send them to Vorwerks,and 

afterwards if we find that they delay them I will 'fix it up 

somehow here that the payment is to be made in London. When the 

shipping via Liverpool is in full'swing,it will be useful to 

you to know how many tons of cargo you have to provide lighter

age for; I therefore intend to cable you each mail,as soon as I 

have particulars from the P.S.N.,a number which will represent 

the tonnage. This can be sent some days after the departure of 

the steamer,and still -be in plenty of time at Valparaiso. I do 

not intend to do it this time,as,judging from our own cargo, 

there is nothing that you will not be able to cope with easily.

21. - It was annoying not to receive by the mail before last 

Mr.Mathews's returns,which were stated to have been enclosed in' 

his letter,and ought to have been. These are among the most in

teresting returns we get,and you will of course take care that 

they' are not delayed again. In your absences from Stanley your 

locum tenens should be extra careful.

22. The P.S.N.Co.have written to their agent at Valparaiso 

with reference to the freight on tallow,which was not settled 

with the rest. As they have met us on all other points I do not 

anticipate any objection to the Kosmos rate. Should you,howev

er,have a chance of shipping by Kosmos it would be wise to do 

so. We have heard indirectly that the Lavinia was in Stanley, 

but can get no information from the agents here.

23.The Crown Agents have notified us that the Governor agrees 

to the proposed system of simultaneous payments,the first of 

which of £1000 is to be made on the 31st August. I think that 

we are indebted to him for ending the controversy, and I hope 

you have also suitably acknowledged his action in the matter of 

the Customs officer.

24 Turning over some of my late despatches I have come 

across an absurdity. On the subject of hulks I suggested cop

pering high up to cheat the worms when light; of course the re

verse was intended; it should have been when deep loaded.



25, The Admiralty asked-us to tender for 1300 tons coal for 

next season,and I suggested sending out 650 now and the balance 

before the end of December,naming 65/.per ton* To this they 

have agreed,and as the Talisman,which reached Cardiff this 

morning,will;carry 800,you will‘have 150 tons to play with,, 

which will*make you easy as regards the Samson and Sissie,

26. We heard of the arrival of the Samson at Montevideo last
36 days from Falmouth,and although the 

has been somewhat uneven,we think that she has
Sunday,the 8th inst.,or

rate of progress
done very well"; The slowest portions of the voyage were between 

St.Vincent and Pernambuco,and from the latter place to Rio,but 

probably the engineer was husbanding coal on the long stretch,

and the Brazilian currents had something to do with the latter

portion*
27. In continuation of Remarks on Stores written yesterday,I 

regret to report that the case of Gramophones arrived at Liver

pool too late,and that a case of Morton’s,Rizine I. believe,was 

also shut out. Our new agents at Liverpool,Wm.Lowden & Co 

very attentive.

seem• y

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

I should have added that Mr.Mathews arrived by Liguria,and

is to see the Board on Monday.
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Sir,
My last despatch went per Supplementary mail on the 13th

and I am now writing in anticipation of the next one,as I 

shall not be in London when the Orissa leaves. We received on 

the 24th inst.your despatch 153 per Ammon via Sandy Point.

2. I am now able to give you the Board's decision, as to the 

passage of Finlayson's daughter. They consider that the occa- 

sion for asking for it has no£ arisen yet,as he himself is not 

leaving the service,and admits that he is taking her back with 

him. I think that I have explained before that the homeward 

passage,in the first instance,was given,not as a gratuity or 

indulgence,but as a precaution against any of the people im

ported by us being left destitute for want of employment after 

leaving the service. Looked at in this light,the idea that any 

individual members of the family* of a man entitled to passages 

can take one pleasure trip at the Company's expense/ at any 

time convenient to him or her becomes an absurdity. The Board 

say that when Finlayson leaves the service all the members of 

his family residing with and dependent on him are entitled to 

be sent home with him at the expense of the Company. It is true 

that he himself has had a passage,and that as far as he is con

cerned the passage is exhausted; but it is not considered that 

this affects the question,or if it does,it might be used to 

show that as he did not claim to take his family home with him 

then,the privilege had expired. But this the Board would not be 

at all likely to put forward.

2. 153-2.(should be 3.) The figures relating to the Rosa Ba-

inst • y

1

W.A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.
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leer are very satisfactoryjassuming that her outfit has been 

taken over at safe prices. I should have been inclined to think 

that the casks are fully valued,considering how they will have 

to be cut down'to make them of a suitable size for tallow. I 

shall be able to tell you more about this when I hear what the 

Brokers have to say about the large one you are sending home 

experimenta1ly.
3. Par. 3. The figures about the profits on ships will be in

teresting to the Board.
4. Par.4. Immediately on receipt of this despatch I enquired 

as to whether it was too late to ship the bricks,but I find 

that we must defer sending them until the second ship,to arrive 

about the end of the year. Very good bricks,especially'the fire 

ones,can be got in Cardiff. These blunders about the Stocktak

ing are really most annoying,and it is to be hoped that you 

will use every endeavour to prevent their recurrence. They* 

throw a doubt on the whole return,for if such large items are 

returned incorrectly,who knows that other goods are not over

looked altogether? It points to great laxity on the part of the 

Storekeepers,and gives us still greater reason for satisfaction 

at the change you have carried out.

5. Par.9. You had better see if Vorwerks can throw any light 

on the Chilian law of shipping. When insurance money has been 

recovered on account of a vessel in fault,it would' seem only 

right that it should be liable to be attached,just as the ves

sel herself would be if she were afloat.

6.. Par. 10. Your account of the steps taken to deal with the 

injury to FleureVs eye shows that therewas such negligence,, 

probably through ignorance,as to give good grounds fof resist
ing the claim had it been preferred. But you know already that 

the matter has been settled by the grant of a gratuity. The 

Board decided,with reference to a question that was left open,, 

that they will not raise any objection to giving him the pas

sage, as they wish him to receive the £200 in full;

7. Par.12. With regard to the houses,you are not forgetting, 

I suppose,that Mc.Lauchlen's will'be vacant when he leaves the 

service. Do not make any arrangement for letting it to him.

/A
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8. Par.IS. Probably the fact that the U/S.Consul'acted en
tirely on his own judgment as to the Rosa Baker would relieve 

us from any suspicion of unfair dealing; but I have remarked 

before that selling a condemned vessel as she stands is not the 

correct procedure.
9. Par. 15. The Captain of the Orellana was determined when 

he left Liverpool to go into the inner harbour,and I shall be 

much surprised if you will have to discharge cargoes in Port 

William. Should this be the case,I think that another l/.per 

ton lighterage should be charged,say 5/. inside and 6/.outside 

the harbour.
10. Par.16. Your arrangements with the Government as to pay

ments are noted. I do not think that any idea of defaulting 

would arise on your side,unless the Crown Agents suggested it 

to the Governor in their usual red-tape way.

llV Par. 17. I hope that you will not find the new mail ser

vice as overwhelming as you think. The great thing is that as h 

the despatches by the outward boats will not have to be answer

ed while they are waiting you will be able to give your full 

time to the ship's business,and again,as the homeward boat will 

not bring a mail,if you have your despatch ready before she ar

rives there will be no trouble on that score. As to the measure-* 

ments,you will probably find them on the Bills of Lading,or-if 

not,the Purser will be able to give you the information, I do 

not think that it would be a part of your duty to make Customs 

entries for importers; if you do you should charge a fee.I will 

write the Pacific Co.on these points,and also as to the Customs 

Officers, The copy of my letter in reply to the offer of the 

agency was,through some oversight,delayed a mail,or you would 

have seen that the cash question fead not escaped my attention;
As regards any objections the Government might have,it is our 

part to be quiescdnt in the matter,and I do not anticipate any 

trouble. You should continue to employ Vorwerks as our agents; 

the P.S.N.man is not a merchant I believe. If you find that the 

work calls for an extra clerk,you will only have to say so aft

er you have dealt with a few steamers,and I have no doubt that 

the Board will-favourably consider your request.

X

V
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12* 31st July. The foregoing was read at yesterday's Board, 

and is confirmed. I now reply to certain paragraphs as to which 

I wished to refer to the Directors.
13. Far.l. The Board are vexed to hear about Bender's ac

count, and cannot understand Mr.BailIon's not having mentioned 

it. He has never got his head above water,and it was a great 

mistake to make him further advances. Now that the thing is 

done you can only watch the account,and prevent an increase of 

his debt. I do not think that any report was made of our having 

a mortgage on this property; in such a case the Board should 

always be informed.

14. Par.5. I shall do all'I can to prevent the home made 

bricks from being used on Government House,as they could never 

stand the climate. I hear that you can pick them to pieces with 

a knife. The comer bricks on your house are sufficient to show 

how the weather treats bricks that are supposed to be hard en

ough in England; how are these going on now? Can you send a 

sample or two of the new ones? I might take one to the C.O.

15. Par.6. The Board do not take a serious view of the risk 

of being liable for pauper immigration,as the men we send out 

are now selected after medical examination, in addition to hav

ing to provide certificates of good character. I can remember 

no case in which we should have been losers,excepting perhaps 

that of Burnett,and that is unlikely to happen again.

16. Par.7. The Board will not sell talbw on the spot at 23/. 

or entertain any offer of the kind unless the advan

tage can be shown to be enormous.

17. Par.16. I propose to discontinue from now the purchase 

of bill’s,that is to say X will not buy one for this mail,as you 

say that the Government have not too much money at this time of* 

year. We will pay the Crown Agents £1000 on the 31st August,and 

as you will receive it on the same day you will get it sooner 

than you would the bill.

18. Dean Brandon has sent a circular asking for a continua

tion of the payment of £100 per annum for the second Clergyman', 

and the Board assent to it from year to year at their pleasure.

/
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19. I am afraid that I did not advise you of the despatch of 

the shepherd Stilling,who went per Liguria,but you would receive 

his agreement among the enclosures to the despatch.
20. I have suggested to the P.S.N.Co.that they might take

mutton at Stanley,and they say that they will get a few carcas-
no

trial. As they carryAlive stock and the whole of their 

meat is refrigerated this might turn out to be an important 

business. There is no fear of scab or any other of the diseases 

prevalent on the Continent of South America.
21. Evidently-the steamer due at Montevideo from Stanley’is 

late,which is annoying,as we are anxiously awaiting news of'the 

Samson. If we hear that she has arrived,Mrs.Atherton will'go 

out by this mail to join her husband.

22. I send a copy of a letter from the Board of Agriculture 

to Mr.Elliott of Liverpool,in which the astounding statement is 

made that importations from the Falklands might be prohibited 

equally with those from Punta Arenas or Chili,if there were any 

likelihood of their being attempted. Copy of a letter I wrote 

the Board is also enclosed,and I think that you ought to get 

the Governor to take the matter up at once in the interests of 

the Colony,as,although I have heard nothing as yet about any 

shipments being proposed,it might be very serious if any obsta

cle were put in the way,

23. The P.S.N.Co.will not at present make us any concessions 

on our own passenger^,and I fear that they are going to be ra

ther stiff people to deal with. Let me know what fares you have 

been authorised to charge from Montevideo and Sandy Point pre

vious to their taking up the contract,both single and return;It 

seems to me that they are now enormously raised,and while they 

give Government people abatements ranging from 10 to 25# and 

nothing whatever to us we shall never be satisfied,and I am go-1? 

ing to tell them so. We must decide before long how we are go

ing to get next year's wool home,as the question will not adml-t 

of delay,blit I should like'if possible to hear what the Captain 

of the Orellana thought about the Great Britain before deciding 

finally. Anyhow,we cannot submit to getting the early lots in

/
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driblets by the mail boats7and 1 am much inclined to make a con

tract with the Kosmos to lift 3000 bale's from January to March", 

The Pacific agency is no great catch,and I think that we may 

have to ask for better tefms; but we must first of all make 

ourselves useful to them,and let them grasp the idea that we bn- 

are the only people capable of handling the agency. If it ne

cessitates sending out a second clerk,I do not see how the pre

sent arrangement can pay at air,■’especially if we deprive our
selves of commission- on. a lot of wool. Unless you have managed 

to get some away by the mail steamer and can give more to the 

next,I am afraid that there will "be complaints on the part of 

the shippers; in consequence of the depressed state of the mar

ket there is to be only one series of sales,in October,before 

next year. Then there is the tallow,as to which the P.S.N.Co. 

say they have written their West Coast Manager; I asked them 

for a rate,but they have to refer to him. I told them what we 

had been paying the Kosmos. The latter want us to make a ship

ment out,as they have a number of passengers on hand,and I 

quite think that we shall have to show our teeth a bit,if the 

P.S.N.do not become more pliable. If we arrange with the Kosmos 

for a portion of the wool next year, I shall guard against their 

boats being in Stanley at mail times.

24. We have heard nothing lately about the retirement of ■ Me. 

Lauchlen,but suppose that it will not be long delayed. Now that 

we have the mail agency to deal with as well "as the Samson- to 

handle,it seems more than ever necessary that we should have itt- 

our service a Marine Superintendent or ships' husband to take 

charge of outside affairs,instead of employing only a promoted 

labourer,however intelligent he may b.e. We are about to insure 

the Samson for £4000,and shall take a quarter of the risk our

selves. Are you prepared to $ake the responsibility of suggest

ing that she should be handled by a man who has not had any ex

perience in steam,or passed an examination? There are plenty 

of retired merchant Captains who would be fit for the job,and 

my experience of those who have held the position in times past 

tells me that a man of that class is the kind fitted for the 

berth'. With the increase of work caused by the mailboats,it
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strikes me that there would be room for a sub-overseer to look 

after a portion;',and for that a local man, would be fitted. A man 

who has himself had experience iq, cases of average,and is pret

ty well up in matters of insurance,would be of the greatest 

value in more ways than one; • he would,for instance, serve as a 

buffer between you and the merchant skippers,who would consort 

with and take the advice of such a man when they would' be too 

big to deal with one of a different class. This question re^ 

quires your careful consideration.
25. With the present mail service,especially if the homeward 

steamer is late,there will be very little time for getting or

ders executed by the next outward one,especially in the case of 

London goods or those that have to be made; but all will be 

taken in hand promptly-,and we shall do our best to get as much' 

as possible away*.

/
■

’

v

I am,Sir,.

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Sir,

My last despatch went per Supplementary mail on the 11th 

and I have now to acknowledge receipt of your no.154,whichult • 9

arrived on the 27th ult.
2. Par.2. Probably with the Garland as a coal hulk and the 

Samson available for towing the expensive trans-shipment of 

coal from one hulk to another will be unnecessary in future,

3. Par.3. We will try to trace Mr.Packed bale,but if it was 

the one damaged in April,1899,there may be a difficulty owing 

to the length of time that has elapsed and the fact that the

Brokers have stated that there was no damaged bale in the Hero- 

dot’s shipment this year belonging to Mr.Pack©. The specifica

tions are at once sent to the Brokers for their use,and we do

not look into them. In future I think that when a dried and re

packed bale has been shipped you had better send with it the 

report of survey or Captain’s certificate,and specially note it 

in the specification; this will be safer than letting the 

certificate precede the damaged wool by many months. In the 

case of the bale per Modestia the opposite course has been' tak

en, as the certificate has arrived more than a month after the 

sale. We will see the Brokers,and endeavour to put both matters 

in ordef.

4. Par.5. It is well that you have raised the price of house 

coal,and perhaps you had better keep it at 56/ 

you quite understand that prices of all kinds have advanced by 

leaps and bounds,and that Holywell Wallsend is worth today ab

out 20/,per ton:,while freights are up several shillings. The 

Talisman sailed on the 15th ult.with 798 tons Steam coal from

but I hope that• >

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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Cardiff at 23/9d.',we contracted for this over a month previous 

£ to shipment,and learn that at the time she sailed the same coal" 

V. had advanced to 27/6d. A further rise is probable,and we shall 

■N- have to raise our price to the Admiralty for the second halfi of 

their requirements. Nothing like the present state or'things has
Vi
c* probably ever been known, in the coal market,at all events for 

years. You will of course economize the consumption of the Sam- 

' son as much as you can,.and. not charter hef without taking full 

account of the price of coal.
5. Par.6. In connexion with the remarks on the Samoa,I have 

to acknowledge receipt of your cable of 28th August from Monte

video announcing that the ship has been towed safely to Stanleys. 

There has been no Board for six weeks,but the Directors have 

been severally informed and are delighted at the news. I cannot 

say what the Board will decide as to her disposal; but I think 

that if she is seaworthy and her decks can be made tight it is 

quite possible that we may have her home with a cargo of wool ■ 

as soon as she can be loaded,and if I had been back from Scot

land in time I would have cabled you to retain Rees for the 

present at allevents. As it is I shall send the message via 

Valparaiso. With regard to the cargo,if you find that any por

tions would command a good price at Sandy Point,Valparaiso,or 

Montevideo,the best course would be to ship away what is not 

immediately saleable in Stanley; but it would not do to send it 

on speculation as a wrecked cargo,as it would probably be sold 

by auction at knock-out prices. I believe that you have sent 

some samples away already,and may know more by now than we do

as to values. Would not the liquors go well at Sandy Point,and 

perhaps the barbed wire also? If the former are shipped I think 

that the cases that show any signs of having been tampered with 

should be made good as to quantity,and neatly repacked. Some of 

the Directors I believe would be inclined to reship much of the 

cargo to Hamburg. It is a great pity that the shippers would 

not part with the invoices,or give any information.

6. Same par. Enquiries are so often made about the Glengowarj 

here,that I do not anticipate much difficulty in selling her
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for Sandy Poiiit as soon as she is afloatjand found to be tight 

in the bottom. The buyers would deck het themselves,probably 

before trying to tow her across. To enable us to quote a price 

you. had better let me know exactly what she has cost,including 

the repairs and other outlay,but deducting the value of* the ma

terials taken out of her. This,however,I believe we can get 

from the Stanley accounts. I note what you say as to the cost 

of ballast,which I will communicate to our shipbrokers, 

turning to the subject of' the Samoa,since writing the last par
agraph Mr.Langridge has told me that he has seen a Norwegian” 

here who knows all about her,and says that if in good order 

she is unquestionably worth £5000 here today.

7. Par.8. The decision to recommence the Naval Works at a 

time when labour will be wanted may be disastrous to the inter

ests of the farmers.

8. Par.12. I will ask the people who engaged Eyan about the 

promise said to have been made,and inany case I do not think 

that there will be much difficulty in getting him out by the 

Thetis.

9. Pars.13,14,& 17. I am sure that the Directors will*read 

with gre&t interest all your remarks on the new mail service, 

and will be glad that you have expressed your opinions so fully 

and freely. It would not be desirable for you to keep back any

thing that you think ought to be said,fof the sake of brevity.

As regards discharge of cargo,the Governor has been so reason

able on so many points as to which we were formerly obstructed, 

that I hope that you will be able to convince him that it is 

unfair to us and the public to insist on cargo being discharged 

at a jetty to which our lighters cannot get access at less than 

half tide. We should make no extra charge for the use of either 

of ours,and I imagine that the Customs Officers who would be 

present would be better sheltered at either the East or West 

than at the Government jetty. There is an outcry already I heaf 

about the stipulation that we,as agents,are to discharge all 
the cargo. The public should be made to know that for the sake 

of despatch it is the univefwal custom with all lines to have 

goods discharged by their agents,in every part of the world but

Re-
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our little Colony,simply because they 

time,or incur penalties fof- 

often regretted that they had allowed the

cannot afford to waste
unpunctuality5 the Kosmos people 

system under which
they worked to take hold,and the P.S.N.Co.are wise to be stiff 

at the outset. Williams* 

for him to send his
s agents have already asked permission

own lighters alongside,and have been 

with a firm refusal, I enclose copy of a
met

letter I lately wrote 

you have carefully calcu- 

else would leave us a de- 

no harm in making a reduction,but it

to Liverpool on the subject; ir,when 

lated the cost,you see that anything 

cent profit,there would be
must be left to you to judge, 

also be well to publish the fact that
To prevent misconception,it would 

we had nothing to do with 

was arranged between the
al

the iateration of the service,which 

G.P.O.and the Pacific,and also that we neither applied for the
agency nor for the privilege of doing the lighterage, 

have to go to Liverpool shortly,and will 
the questions you raise.

I may
discuss when there all

As regards Bills or Lading,it is

on the same,or consignments
not

desirable to have wool and sheepskins

at different rates of freight,and there 

required for consignees other than ourselves.
are the separate ones

But if there is a
great press,you might specify in the margin the 

on the different marks of wool,and 

though,as I have said,it is not desirable, 

ever,that as you will have no mail to answer or 

will have more time to

rates of freight 

even include sheepskins,al- 

I would suggest,how- 

even read,you
spare than you have hitherto had,and

that you may lighten the work on the day immensely by having
your sets of Bills of Lading prepared beforehand as far as pos
sible,that is,filling in the name ofi the ship,the consignees * 

and then at the last

to be done
but inserting the quantities,for even the marks may be entered

names,the description of- the produce,&c 

moment when you have the tallies nothing will remain
• 9

befbrehand in most cases. X hope that when you get into the 

routine you will not find it as irksome as it appears at first 

sight. The copy of the letter to Stubenrauch which was not en
closed. is now forwarded.

10. Pars.22 and 23. The owners of the two American ships 

have agreed to accept their Masters* drafts; I should have pre-
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ferred credits on London,"as saving time and trouble ,~but the 

bills will be safe enough. I hope that you will have drawn in 

U.S,currency.

rived which was not on the list nor mentioned by you,and 

woman who called brought to the office a cock and bull story 

about £600 having been asked for towage,which the Captain

MT.Stickney reported another ship as having afr-

some

re
fused to entertain,and got in without assistance; this,however, 
I put down as a Stanley yam.

11, 26, You have done very well over the purchase of* the 

Gar land, though the price is rather stiff*; but it was 

to buy her,and she ought to be a lasting hulk. You will be able
necessary

to report later whether it would be possible at no great ex

pense to strengthen the frames that have been attacked by the 

acid,so that if we wished to send her home or to Sandy PbinVit 

could be done. You do not mention if she was sold as she stood 

or with masts,sails,and rigging stripped; if the former her 

cost as a hulk will be much lessened after you have taken over 

her inventory into the Store. You will hear from the Salvage 

Association probably that you ought to have remitted the pro
ceeds to them,and not to the owners. The size of the old iron

ships I was asking about was precisely that of the Garland. The 

coke it may pay to ship on by the Talisman,but I will let you
know more of this after enquiry. Regarding condemnations,there 

have certainly been enough of late years,and you should do all

you can to prevent them. It pays us better to repair ships than 

to buy them,and we cannot go on accumulating hulks indefinite

ly, though there is an outlet for them at Sandy Point now,which 

did not exist before.

12. Par.27. The arrival of the Samson relieves us of 

anxiety,and she has already done good work. Can you find out 
what any of the Sandy Point steamers would have done the job 

for,as a guide to what we ought to give her? Regarding the 

crew,no doubt it was better to get rid of them; but I do not 

think that they could have refused to do any work required of 

them,or that they were any more justified in asking for extra 

pay for taking in coals,than the crew of an ordinary ship wolild 

be in refusing to work cargo.

some
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137 I have to acknowledge receipt of your further despatch 

no.155,which arrived with the othef.
Par.1; I will arrange about the fenders,and write to the P. 

S.N.about Bills of Lading.
14. The remainder of the cablegram from you wasr-^Rees ofen- 

schifm take home kabeltan brandon pausback morris chassos wa- 

genburg pallisaden canon laminoso”. I translate it,though there

-is some doubt about the Canon's message:-Rees has offered to 

take home (Samoa) shall I keep (him) ? Brandon would prefer 

Morris if he can come,can wait as long as you please,please 

give second class free passage to (him),Canon will leave imme

diately”. On the 13th ult.we cabled you via Valparaiso:-”Des- 

ganamos Blanchard and Failing”,and on the 15th "Orissa Stril- 

lare”,i.e.Orissa has 84 tons cargo.

15, I send this via Liverpool,and if there is anything to 

add will write by Supplementary mail.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,.

tonaging Director.
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Jkr Supplementary, 
mail via Lisbon, 
916.

r /? /o/u/ssna__ Jbh _S_eptember, :AQ0SVP

Sir,

My last despatch went yesterday via Liverpool,and I have now 

to add a few lines.
2. The P.S.N.report this morning that there are 13 tons 

weight and 208 measurement on board the 0ravia,221 will be ca'br- 

led out to catch the homeward boat. After this I will not pre-4 

fix the name of the ship,but the first word in the message will 

mean the tonnage of the cargo just shipped. They mention that 

there are some heavy logs as much as 28 ft.long for the Govern

ment,and hope that you will be able to get them out without de

lay. On the subject of weights generally,they ask what facili

ties we have for discharging heavy ones,and I have replied that 

I must refer the question to you,but that we have at times had 

out heavy boilers of our own,and that I do not think that there 

should be any difficulty,at the same time it should be arranged 

that an extra charge is payable on any exceeding a certain 

weight,as to which I should like your opinion. In the Docks 

this is fixed I think at 2 tons,but we might make it less.

3. The P.S.N. ask us not to send any more packages of papers 

in charge of the Captains,as they are contravening their postal 

contract in carrying them. I shall endeavour to get them to re

consider this decision when I have explained the matter,
4. I shall be glad if you will- find out from Atherton whe

ther he thinks it desirable to have any kind of boiler fluid 

for use,and whether he has a proper supply of zinc plates,these 

being for the prevention of scale and corrosion respectively-,

5. Fof your information I ihay mention that I was told by

r\
iS'n

W.A,Harding,Esq 

Managed,
• 9

Stanley-.
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Earle's people at Hull that the number of* crew all told they 

put on board the Samson for towing was 7. We have had to pay 

£10.10/.per annum insurance on her,which seems excessive,but we 

tried the Companies and Lloyd's hard without getting it done at 

less. Of this we run one quarter ourselves. There is a return 

for each 30 days she is laid up in harbour; this probably means 

with fires out,and doing nothing in the harbour at all; but you 

should keep us posted as to the number of times she goes out
side the heads,as it is quite possible that if she runs the 

first year without accident,and we can prove to the Underwri
ters that the risk fcas been exaggerated,we may do better next 

yeaf. '
6. The orders for Stores are becoming noticeably smaller and 

smaller: no doubt you know-what you are about,but is there no 

risk of running out of some of the principal necessaries?

7. The Kosmos Co.would have put the Neko on for the return 

passengers in a week's time,but they cannot get an answer from 

the C.O.as to the remission of the Harbour dues,theexcuse being 

that nothing has been heard from the Governor,which seems mere 

red tape,as surely Mr.Chamberlain could order it to be done.The 

agents have an exaggerated idea of these dues,which they think 

amount to £20- or £30-; I tell them that to the best of my belief 

they are onljr 6/.per foot in and 3/.out,and I have written to 

say that as the detention of Finlayson and our men is most in

convenient to us and to them,the Company will guarantee payment 

of these dues should the Government not allow the ship in free. 

I hear today'that it is now too late to arrange for the Neko, 

but that another boat may go towards the end of the month.

8. Thecable to Valparaiso will be sent tomorrow,as follows: - 

Oravia Travoltare Kabelweise Rees Pazzia,that is,the Oravia has 

221 tons,you may keep Rees for the present. I think that as the 

pay given to Rees was for a special and somewhat risky job,you 

should arrange with him for a lower rate if you keep him.

9. I find that there was some unnecessary expense over Mrs, 

Atherton's embarcation,as will be seen by the account forward

ed, As a matter of fact,she could have left Hull at 9.30 on the

day of sailing,and gone straight on board,but as she was told
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from here to be in Liverpool early/without the time of sailing 

being mentioned,it was probably not her fault that she went 

the previous day; But she took with her her mother and a sister 

we11,and their united expenses were paid by our agents. As 

we are only responsible for herself and child the expenses of 

the relatives must be borne by her husband.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

as

Managing Director.
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Sir,

The last despatches went per Oravia,and I have now to ac

knowledge receipt or your nos.156 and 157,which arrived per Ib

eria on the 20th ult. I hav also to own receipt of" your cable
as follows:-Trinkfest pound tins frys cocoa 

bound deshelamos marzeado federal kate thomasson(sic)liverpool 

lUsitania rostlinos,which I understand to mean,#tShip 960 1 lb.tins 

pry*s Cocoa,W.H.Bound may draw up to £450,arrange credit with 

Owners of Kate Thomas of Liverpool,Lusitania has 208 bales Wool?

2. Referring to remarks in your despatches per Oravia,Ithink 

that you are a little in error in saying that the Directors had 

had doubts about cutting extra ports in the Great Britain. If I 

am not mistaken,the proposal made by Mr.Baillon either direct 

or through Captain Rees was that a port should be cut below the 

line of the 'tween decks,and that was considered objectionable; 

but now,if making extra ones in the 'tween decks on either side 

would lead to extra despatch in loading steamers,it ought to be 

done when time allows. When the Eosmos Co.took wool,to the best 

of my recollection we could always give it through the one port 

more quickly than they could stow it,.so that there was no ob

ject in going to the expense. As regards giving coal to the Pa

cific boats,it seems hardly-a practicable thing,as they would 

expect it to be put on board for them as at other ports,and 

while coal remains at the present price they would hardly take 

it from us,and we could not lay it down unless they' asked us to 

do so. We have just chartered the Athene at 23/.for the balance 

of the Admiralty coal with a few hundred tons over for ourselves, 

the coal is to cost 29/.,insurance l/4d.,and I have quoted 72/6

on the 1st inst • y

W, A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• >

Stanley.
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to the Admiralty,a high price,but showing only the usual pef-
i

4 centage over the cost. I am going to see the Iberia off, and 

have a talk with the Pacific people,so the question may'crop

up.
3. The Directors do not see any objection to granting a pas

sage to the Coopers son.

4. 156 - 6-. It was a slip cabling July for June. Par.7. The
arrangement about payment fbr messages by Vorwerk & Co.is sat

isfactory.
5. Same par. We have agreed to continue MT.Morton-as our ag

ent, at present through his son.

6. I will speak to the P.S.N.Co.about tallying. Bills of 

Lading they have already .sent you. As regards delively>it seems 

good wotk to put out 140 tons in 7 hours,the Kosmos under their 

system of sorting at the gangway'would have taken much longer.

7. Par.14. The Directors regret to hear of the murder. It is 

rather singular that in the only similar case during the last 

30 years I was summoned and sat as sin assessor under Mf.Kefr.

8. Par.15. Eather than run the slightest risk of an accident 

I am sure that the Directors would prefer sending out a new 

boiler for the Great Britain. You speak lightly- of a pressure

but the terrible explosion at Goose Green that kil

led Miller and severely injured several others occurred with 

less,and the digester was carried bodily through the roof and 

landed about 50 yards of more off. How about the John R.Kelley- 

boiler? Would it be worth while treating for it? Of course Ath

erton will always be available now to give an opinion,should 

there be any doubt about any of our machinery; We bought the 

Great Britain in 1886,and the boiler was not new then,so'it has' 
had a good long life.

9. Paf.16. The Directors have no hesitation in giving you 

authority to sell the Wasp fof £200,and consider it a good 

price. They do not think that she can hurt ouf carrying trade 

much'*.

of 40 lbs • 9

10. Paf.17. The owners of the Kathlnka have accepted the

draft.
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H. It is satisfactory to hear that the repairs of the P.N.

% Blanchard were carried out so quickly'and well. Rosenfeld's ag

ents here gave us a cheque for the account,and we reduced the 

commission from 10$ to 5,the usual change on ships' accounts 

payable in England. This was much better than sending the draft 

across to San Francisco for acceptance and return,and we shall 

do the same with the Henry Failing's.
12. I hope that the work on Navy Point will be done by out

siders, without disturbing the local supply of labour.
13. We should like to have the Pacific accounts every mail.

14. 157 - 1. The Directors agree with your remarks on Mr. 
produce,and would be willing,as long as his Store

account is so good,to give him as good terms in the matter of 

fheight as our other clients. 15. Par.3. It would be better to 

make out drafts on the Continent in the currency of the country- 

where they are payable.

16. Par.5. It is evident that nothing can be done in the way 

of getting damages for the collision between the Albatros and 

the Hornet.

Waldron's

17. Par.7. The Board have read with great interest and plea

sure the account of the proceedings that resulted in the safe 

arrival of the Samoa in Stanley-,and wish to express their appre

ciation of the skill and judgment shown by all concerned,in

which they include yourself for the excellent arrangements made 

for carrying out the enterprise. They'desire to reward sub
stantially ‘those whose conduct in any way'was of material ser

vice in bringing the venture to a successful conclusion,and 

would like to have from you a list of those who are in youf op

inion entitled to reward. Among these they think that the 

ond Engineer should be included for his plucky conduct in going 

down with considerable risk to himself to lift the safety-valve 

on board the tug. The amount to be awarded must to a consider-

sec-

able extent depend on the value of the property saved,and on 

that subject you may be able to give us more’information than

we have at present. We believe that the ship is worth £5000 in 

London,but what we are going to get out of the cargo is at pre-
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sent uncertain/ There is a lafge amount of property at stake, 

and I have thought it desirable to insure the ship fof six 

months from the date of your last despatch for £5000 agaiinst 

fife,and £6000 on the cargo,whether in the vessel or on shore. 

The latter is probably under the mark,but we have no idea at 

present how much you have worked off,and the value will be con

stantly decreasing through sales. Probably the bulk of the car

go will not go off in Stanley,and recourse will have to be had 

to the markets at Valparaiso,Sandy Point,and Montevideo,and as 

it would be most undesirable to send it forward to any'place 

without propdf enquiry' the Directors think that you had better, 

if time allows,and you are of opinion that you can safely leave 

Stanley,make a voyage to Valparaiso,and possibly to Montevideo, 

for the purpose of- seeing our agents,and consulting them as to 

disposing of the goods to best advantage. As this will also be 

of advantage to the Pacific Co.,as affording an opportunity of 

personally conferring with their agents about cargo by the 

steamers,I asked them if they would give you a free passage,and 

they have agreed,as per enclosed copy of their letter. You will 

of course have to conduct your negotiations in a diplomatic 

manner,making the Samoa business subsidiary to the object for 

which the passage is granted,.or they might think that we wefe 

taking an unfair advantage of them,although,after all,if they 

get the freight on what is forwarded it should be an object to 

them to facilitate your business. Pah.8, Regarding Captain 

Rees's offer to bring the ship home,I am sorry that I returned 

to London just a day too late to cable you via Montevideo,but 

you will have received the message from Valparaiso in time to 

stop him. The Board have decided,fctafc if the ship is unharmed 

and thehefore fit to carry wool,to get home by her as much as 

you can, load up to about the first week in January. If she can 

leave then,but no later.there is every chance of her catching 

the March sales,which are the earliest that the steamers could 

bring wool for. Probably; she will-want caulking both on top 

sides and decks,but that you will be able to decide. You must 

get her a British Register with Stanley as her port,and I ima-
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gine. that there will be no difficulty with the Shipping Master 

about that,Registrar of Shipping I should perhaps have said.

For the satisfaction of Underwriters I think that you should 

have her bottom examined and reported on by a naval'diver,and 

if there is,as I think you said,some small injury to the fore- 

root, perhaps he can patch it Up. Of- course there must be a Sur

vey held after repairs,and a certificate of seaworthiness giv

en. Cpatain Rees is just the man to take this sort of job in 

hand,and he will carry everything out well -without doubt. As 

regards freight,if we get 20/.or 25/.from Stanley it ought to 

pay expenses and leave a profit,this we must leave to you to a 

arrange. MT.Blake,whom I have seen lately,would like to get

of his woolby her,and I do not think,espedially if steam 

freights are raised,that there will be much difficulty in fil

ling her,provided there is1, time,but we should look after our

selves first. Remember,however,that she should saif with a part 

cargo,father than lose the sales. Since beginning this para

graph I have communicated with our Shipbrokers as to the Port 

of Registry,and they tell me that it will save much trouble if 

she is registered in Stanley as belonging to the Port of Lon

don, for the reason that if belonging to Stanley the papers 

would have to go out to be transferred when she is sold,as she 

undoubtedly will be,if she arrives safely. There would be no 

harm,if wool is not available to fill her,in taking cargo ffom 

Williams,at something less than steamer freight.

18. Par,11. It is very disappointing to find that the Iberia 

was unable to bring the balance of the cargo left by the Ora- 

via,and I shall make a point in talking with the Pacific Co.of 
the absolute necessity of making definite and precise arrange

ments for shipping wool from Stanley. This sort of thing will 

never do,and if* they cannot serve us,either by their mail or 

cargo boats with certainty,we shall have to accept the offer of 

the Kosmos Co.to do our work,which they are anxious to contin

ue. About this I shall advise you either by Supplementary mail 

of by cable.

19. A copy of the cable about Wasp and your trip to Valpai*-

some
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aiso is enclosed.

20. There has been some stir in the papers about the quest
ion of•foreigners on Shipping Enquiries,which has been raised

by the report on the case of the Bianca,in which Messrs.Schlott- 

feldt and Morck sat as Assessors, You will see by the papers 

sent you that this is not to be allowed in future.. I should 

have thought that both Willis and Campbell were available; but 

who was the particular friend?
21. With reference to the Samson’s insurance,I have spoken 

to the Brokers,but they are not clear as to whether not going 

out of' harbour f'or a month would benefit us under the laying-up 

clause; but they say that if a log is kept,or other evidence 

given that she has had no sea risk for that time,they will 

probably be able to make some arrangement favourable to us,

22. By the Iberia two men named Begg and Strickland,paid off 

from the Samson,arrived,and claimed S days’extra pay-,to which 

according to their discharge notes they seemed entitled. You 

did not say anything about them,and owing to Rees's omission 

when leaving England to give me any account of the crew,I was 

unable to verify Begg’s statement that as 2nd Engineer he was 

entitled to a second class passage,and I refused to refund the

^difference. He produced your memo about it,but my impression 

is that it was arranged when I was last at Hull that there, 

should be no certificated 2nd Engineer,as the size of the boat 

rendered it unnecessary,and that the man was to be a leading 

fireman,and berthed in the forecastle,there being in fact no 

room for him in the cabin. I should have liked,however,to have 

an intimation about these men,as the settlement with them was 

not final.

23. What I wanted about the probable charge that wodld have 

been made by a Sandy Point steamer- you have supplied in the 

letter from Braun & Blanchard about the Lovart,which is in

structive; possibly you would have got better terms by bargain

ing, but the Boaid are quite satisfied that we should have had 

to pay through the nose if: we had not sent the Samson out. We 

have had some discussion about the amount to be allowed to the



latter in youf books for bringing the ship in,and the Director's 

think that it should not be less than 25$ on the value of the 

property saved. You have probably made yourself conversant with 

the subject of salvage,and understand the difference between 

a service that amounts to that and one that is simply towage;

• if not,you have the information at hand in the various books on 

Shipping law in the office,and now that the Samson- is at Stan

ley you will find it most useful to be up in the subject. Al

though X suggested to you some time ago that if you made a 

tract with an outsider you should get it put on towage not sal

vage terms,as being better from our point of view,I cannot help 

thinking from the little I recollect of the law that the prin

cipal elements of salvage were present in the service rendered 

by the Samson. To distinguish it from towage,I think, - and I 

subject to correction,because I have not seen a law book for 

more than nine years - there must be,l£t,skill on the part of' 

the salvors,2nd,danger to the salving vessel,3rd,loss of time. 

All these elements existed to a greater or lesser degree,and 

had the Samson rendered the service to an outsider,she would 

have been awarded a substantial sum. I am merely taking this 

case as an illustration,in case anything of the sort should'oc

cur again. As regards what she is to get,it is a bfaok entry of 

course,but bearing in mind that we expect lean as well as fat 

years for her,it is only fair to credit her with an amount that 

represents the smallest sum that we should have had to pay to 

another steamer. In Salvage,as you know,if the amount is decid

ed by the Court,it often happens that the. several shares to be 

awarded to the Master and crew are laid down; I do not know if 

contracting out is allowed,and I must find out; but it seems to 

me that when going out on an expedition that may lead to Sal

vage, it would be to our advantage to agree with the crew what 

share they are to take beforehand. In towage there is no share, 

but in salvage the crew have a right which they can enforce,al

though in the case of service rendered by a steamer as distin

guished from a sailing vessel the owners always get the larger 

slice.

con-

am
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24. In. case you have anything very urgent to say' on the arri

val'of an outward boat,do you think that sending a letter ac-

to Sandy Point to be carried to Montevideo by a Lamport & 

Holt of a Kosmos you could anticipate by a week or so the next 

homeward steamer? You might try It.
25. The S.A.M.S.have called my attention to the matter or 

Wil'lis*s passage home,which they disputed,and I enclose corres

pondence on the subject. Please report what Willis has to say^ 

and on what authority we gave him the money, no doubt it was 

quite in order.
26. The low price of wool must be affecting the sheepfaimers 

very prejudicially; do you think it necessary to curtail cred

its in any direction,or to take security for further advances?

We shall be glad of your report on this subject. You are quite 

at liberty to act when you think it necessary,without referring 

to the Board.

27. I send a letter with enclosures from Eills & Co 

acting very squarely with us,more so than many people will like 

I think. I only hope that their goods will turn out satisfacto-

ross

who are• 9

rily;
28. Prom the copy of Kosmos letter enclosed you will see 

that they are ready to take up the wool carrying next season, 

but that they expect a rise'in freights will not meet with any 

objection,and seeing the price of coal and considering that 

freights all over the world are on the rise,I am afraid that 

they have reason on their side. You will notice that the des

patch of the Pacific boats has been commented on favourably; I 

told Mr.Pepper in reply that the reason was a simple one,and 

that it was due to the discharge of cargo being placed in the 

agents' hands. It is very satisfactory,however,that there has 

been no delay,as it will show the Pacific Co.that we are indis

pensable to them,no other firm in Stanley having any appliances 

on the same scale as ours,and this you may be sure they will 

learn quickly from their Captains. I need not point out that we 

must hold a much more favourable position in dealing with them

than we should if the holding or relinquishment of their agency, 
by us were a matter of indifference to them.
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29. I forward for your perusal' and edification copy of cor

respondence on the subject of the towage of the Gyrus Wakefield 

last yea*. In the last letter to Bruce & Go.the Kosmos Go.prac

tically give themselves away,and the matter'is by no means clo

sed, as the former have now made a formal demand for the return, 

of £70,on the ground that the whole sum was drawn from us on 

account of the Kosmos Co.by their agent,and in the event of 

non-compliance they are going to take legal proceedings. Is it 

too much to infer that the foreshadowed retirement of their 

agent from Stanley is in some way connected with this incident?

30. I notice in your remarks on Stores a wish expressed that 

none of our own goods may be shut out of' the Thetis,expecially 

the wood. This was probably written in error,or forgetfulness 

of the fact that the prime duty of' the Thetis is to carry out

year all the goods our clients indent fat,and that after 

room has been found for all these,the remaining space may be 

devoted to cargo for Stanley. There is,I understand,nearly en

ough wood ordered to fill her,leaving out the consideration of 

anything else,and it will be impossible to carry out your sug

gestion. Perhaps you can explain how you would deal with any of 

the clients, cargo that might be shut out if we carried out 

your wishes. At the same time means shall be adopted,if they 

exist,to get out what you want,and I think that the solution of

the difficulty may be found in a joint charter with Spearing &
out-

Waldron of a ship for Port Howard,which they cannot fill 

wards. I have already had a talk with Mr.Spearing about it to

day.

once a

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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0//, <L^uysecAt//Z,cAs S/$.ee/7.
/fcr Supplementary mail. 9VVP 918. 5th__QatQbef,;

Sir, s

Since writing to you on the 3rd inst.I have been 

pool' to see the Iberia off* and to have
to Livefr-

a talk with the Manager 

of the Pacific Co,about business. I have just returned this af
ternoon, and will give you the substance of my interview.

2. With regard to produce,! pointed out the necessity of 

having definite arrangements made for taking 

possible all cargo brought into Stanley-,and mentioned the in

convenience we had suffered from the delay over what the Oravfa 

ought to have taken. Mr.Ward regretted this,and said that he 

hoped that the case would prove to be an exceptional one,as 

they expect the boats to make better time after this

away as early as

from the
Coast,so that they will have a little more time to stay at 

Stanley. Besides this,he has written to Mr.Sharp ea.bout sending 

some of the cargo steamers in when necessary,and he much ap
proves of the proposal that you should go to Valparaiso,as you 

will be able to explain all details to Mr.Sharpe much better 

personally than by correspondence. As to condition, of• cargo,I 

mentioned that the tallow had been too much knocked about,and 

he promised that this should receive attention. With regard to 

outward freights,he is willing that we should go according to 

theii* tariff,instead of having the general rate as we did with 

the Kosmos,and on this point we are to make a new arrangement. 
On the passages of our own people we are to have 15$ off 1st 

class and 10$ off 2nd & 3rd; but your passage,travelling as our 

representative,will be granted at 33 1-3$ discount,when your 

time for a voyage home arrives. Coaling has to take its chance; 

Capt,Massey did not mention it,and we agreed that we could not

be expected to keep any reserved in the improbable event of
W. A. Harding, Esq"

Stanley.
• y
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their wanting any. I told him that we should probably rill the 

Samoa before getting any wool home by steam,and he quite under

stood it. I had a good deal of • talk with the Chairman and two 

of the Directors,and came away with the impression that they 

desire to treat us fairly in all matters,and that they will 
make it their object to work smoothly and amicably with us. The 

business is a new one,and can hardly be expected to run as 

smoothly as that with the Kosmos did,at first,for 20 xyax&x 

years' experience had run things into a pretty deep groove.

They and their agents are much pleasanter people to deal with 

than those of the Kosmos,and having the whole thing in our own 

hands at Stanley,it will be odd if we cannot make working ar

rangements before long. I am going to send out some fenders for 

the Great Britain before the season begins. I have mentioned 

already that it might be well to get the Governor to allow the 

Great Britain to be moved if there would be any advantage in 

doing so. If- you pointed out that it would be assisting to make 

the new mail service a success,he could hardly refuse. Would it 

not be a good thing to take down the rail and stanchions of-the 

G.B. so that in case of discharging outward cargo,goods such as 

wood could be passed on deck without any obstruction? The stan

chions would help to ballast the Samoa,and fetch money here.One 

of the Captains had suggested that as the Great Britain's moor

ings could easily be slipped,she might be taken to Port William 

when it was difficult to get alongside; this I said we could 

never assent to,for if she once got ashore by accident her use

fulness as a hulk would be gone for ever in all probability. 

Perhaps if the Governor takes up the idea of making it easy to 

go alongside,he will prohibit any vessel being placed where the 

American was at the time a mailboat is expected.

3. I am sorry to say that some of the London cargo did not 

arrive in time for the Iberia; this however is not the fault of 

the Pacific,but of people here who ought to have Sold us that 

the coasting steamer we sent it down for was missing a turn for 

repairs.

I am,Sir,
you'r obedient servantr

Managing Directr .
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/hr Lusi'tania. r/V^Oy/y/.oyy. £ cV? 919. 31s;b October, . /m.
Si r,

My last/ despat/Ch went/ per Supplementary mail and Iberia,and
I have now to acknowledge receipt of your nos. 159 and 160,which 

arrived on the 27th inst. Your cable advising 119 bales per Or- 

opesa arrived on the 22nd inst. ,two days late only,which is 

better.

2. 159 - 2. The Board have discussed the 

which you refer,and consider that the word "family” 

who are still children,or are dependent on the parent for sup
port. When a boy grows up,and is able to work and keep himself, 

he is considered to have left the family; But in the case of an 

unmarried daughter they would take the liberal view that,if in 

service,her engagement is of a temporary nature,and if she 

wished to return to England with her father they would give her 

a passage. Married daughters are,as you suggest,excluded,as 

they have left the family-for good. This decision will be .seen 

to be reasonable,when it is considered that the original 
ing of the free passage -was to prevent time expired men with 

those dependent upon them being stranded in the Islands without 

being able to get employment. I think that in going into this 

question some years ago I pointed out that if sons and daught
ers were considered to be members of a family for their natural* 

lives we might be sending home at our expense fathers of fami
lies themselves,and to that I will add that they might be the 

children of' somewho had gone out single,and were not dreamt of 

when the parent went out.

3. Par.3. I have a specimen of the locally made brick which

passage question to

means those

mean—

r-'-

W.A.Harding,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley;
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Mr. Felton. sent me,and if the question comes to the front I 

shall take it to the Colonial Office. The request about the Sa- 

is disturbing as regards Colonial finances,for she would 

probably carry easily 900 tons,and be light loaded, 

would be 1800 tons,and at 3 tons to the thousand it means that 

they contemplate using 600,000 bricks on Government House.. The 

quantity sent out for the Manager's house,as estimated by the 

architect,was 160,000,and to these I think some 20,000 were ad

ded for outbuildings; does this mean, that the new Viceregal re
sidence is to be more than three times the size of ours,and if 

so where is the money to come from?
4. Par.4. The Board decline to be responsible fof surgical 

attendance on L.Fleuret.
5. Par.5. The Board consider that Mfs.Dean,having guaran

teed the half cost of the fence on Bender's property^hould ful

fil her engagement now that the fence is completed. The origin

al mortgage having been taken to secure the advance made long 

before the fence was contemplated,it should stand as a first 

mortgage,and Mfs.Dean should have an equal interest with us in 

a second mortgage to secure the cost of' the fencing. I think 

that this ought to commend itself to her*

6. Par.6. It is a pity that the supply of mutton was so short 

when the Orissa was in,as if the^y gave satisfaction it might 

mean a large business. I do not think that they would take live 

sheep at all,as all the meat on board is refrigerated.

7. Par.8. The Board have discussed the question of a Marine 

Superintendent,and have authorized me to look out for a suit

able man. What you say about economy is quite correct,but the, 
Board think that if vre get the fight man his engagement may 

lead to economy in the end,and they quite agree with what you 

say about the Samson and the Mail agency necessitating an al

teration-. I shall not lose sight of the matter,but must be 

careful to select a man who is fit for the job,and therefore I 

must not be in a huffy. The Board will be pleased if his engage

ment has the effect of relieving you of a certain amount of 

routine and detail work,which' ought to be done by deputy. The

moa
Two load's
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insurance of' the Samson- covers all risk's,
8. I think that you have been wise in not hampering yourself 

with a contract for the Naval shed,especially as work on the 

Samoa will be imperative. You would do well to follow this up, 

however,if you can find out from Mr.Hayes after it is finished 

how much it has cost. If-the building cost £300 at home,I sug

gest that freight and shipping charges will double- it nearly-, 

and then the cost of erection will come to more than he thinks . 
Making allowance fox* free labour from the ships,I question if 

your estimate is at all exorbitant.
9. Par.11. This morning the Thetis is reported off the Liz

ard, (see Times)and by the Supplementary mail I may be able to 

say that she has arrived. She is sadly behind time,and I must 

get her work hurried on as much as possible.

10. Par.12. We have paid Bound £250 on the authority of your 

cable,but do not propose to charge him anything extra beyond 

the cost of the message. He has applied for a public house li

cence, and from the enquiries I have had from people from a Sup

erintendent of Police downwards I judge that the authorities 

are very thorough in their methods. The lease to Rutter is ap

proved; I am sorry that I have overlooked the matter of the 

form,which,however,I will ask our Solicitors to prepare.

11. Par.13. The Board have read your remarks on the mail 

service,and regret to find that you are so heavily worked. They 

hope that your expectation that pressure may be relaxed when 

things have settled down may be realized,but they-will not be 

surprised to hear that you are obliged to ask for a second 

clerk,and as they are the last people to wish to work a willing 

horse to death,you may be sure that they will favourably con>- 

sider any request you may think it necessary to make.

12. Pax. 14'. It has been definitely decided to grant us 15$ 

on 1st class and 10$ on 2nd and 3rd class passages,and I think 

that the P.S.N.C.afe treating us very fairly; The question Of 

outward freight is still in abeyance,as they have not answered 

a letter I wrote them last week on the subject,and as they afe 

silent as to a question I put them about sending you the

X
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ount of homeward freight pef Of avia, upon which the Agency is to 

^ take credit for 5$6,I Judge that Mr.Wafd is waiting fof a Board 

meeting. The reduction on passages has been made retrospective , 
and they want me to give them an account of all homeward pas

sages taken on ouf account,which please supply*including of 

course thofce of the Samson*..6 crew. We have copies of the tariff 

and classification*. As for lightering wool to the steamers,it 

ought not to be done,as it must add to the expense,and we get 

little enough already fof the work we do for the clients. In 

fact I think that the time has nearly arrived for revising 

freights,both outward and homeward. With materials and provi

sions, as well as wages,higher than they were,we cannot work on 

the old tariffs,and rates that were fixed 10 yeafs ago are not 

necessarily fair to us now. We hope that you will be able to 

come to an understanding with the West Coast Manager as to car

go boats. Par.15. Your explanation about the Orissa is quite 

sufficient,and as Mr.Ward sent me a copy of the Captain*s re

port I had a good reply. The idea of getting up steam in the 

Samson to provide against a breakdown'in the Sissie will nevef 

do,it is an expense that should on no account be incurred. If 

the Sissie,s boilef cannot be trusted it ought to be retubed; 

but we have nevef heard that it was likely to get out of order, 

and the fact that it did just as it was badly wanted must be 

looked upon as a perverse accident at an awkward time. I take 

it that you will always have the Samson funning lighters to the 

outward boats,but in the case of those homewards the hideous 

price of coals should be a deterrent.

13. Par.16. We are glad to hear that the Samson has had hef 

first tow in a case of-distress,but hope that the price,£70,is 

less than we shall generally get. If you refer to the time I 

mentioned lately^when the Malvinas and Ranee were competing,you 

will see that from £100 to £200 was the price,unless I am much 

mistaken. It should be bofnein mind that the Captain of a ship 

wanting repairs will generally give more than when putting in. 

for provisions and water onlyjas he is in for a case of General



Average,hnd the chief part of* the cost will fall on the cargo, 

especially if It is a valuable one. The Kosmos steamers got 

large stuns if the amounts charged were received by them,which' 
the Cyrus Wakefield affaitf makes a little doubtful; It is 

scarcely necessary to say that work of that sort should not be 

c ouiit enanc ed.
14. Par. 18. We should have liked to know when the Henry Fai

ling might be expected to get away,but suppose that the Captain 

had not made up his mind about discharging. David Bruce & Co. 

will give us cash for her bill in the same way*as with the P.N. 
Blanchard,which is satisfactory. Do you cable all-arrivals and 

sailings to Lloyd's?
15. Par.19. The price to be allowed to the Samson was dealt 

with last mail,and when we see the full value of the property 

saved we can reconsider it if necessary: It would,however,be 

only a book entry as far as you are concerned,as the Samson's 

account will be kept in Stanley,and the profits go to the cred

it of the establishment. We cannot agree with your suggestion 

to merge her in Company's Shipping,it must not be thought of. 

When all the schooners have their separate accounts it would 

never do to wrap up her gains or losses in another account,be

sides which the question of a tug is one that has cropped up at 

odd times for years,and now that the Directors have made the 

plunge they would never be satisfied if they were not provided 

with an account of her working carefully made up,and if they 

were,the Shareholders would be sure to ask questions. An approx

imate estimate can be made of time spent on her,if the men keep 

their time books as they used to do,and this should give no 

trouble at all. We want,when you have time,as many particulars 

about her as you can give,that is to say,her actual consumption 

of coal and other engine room stores,the number of men who go 

out with her as crew,in fact any details as to cost of working 

that you think will be interesting. I think I mentioned that at 

Hull her complement for- Channel or rather North Sea work was 7

As to hawsers,although ships always find their own,

I believe that she ought to be supplied,but on the understand-

all told.
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ing that if used by vessel's in tow a heavy’ charge must be made, 

^ this I understand is always the case. It is a very unfortunate 

time,as Manilla is about double the price'it was a few years 

ago. The worst or it is that if not most carefully kept a haw

ser soon goes wrong,and in the Falklands what chance'is there 

of keeping it in good order except in the summer?
16. Regarding the Hornet's sails,which were made by Captain 

Adam Smith of the Galgofm Castle,he assures me that the canvas

of the best quality,and that Manilla is not used here for 

roping sails,as in America. I think,however,that it may be in 

yacht sails,although I am not sure. The sails- cost little more 

than half what Lapthorns would have charged for them,and I hope 

to hear that they last more than half as long. The fact is,out 

coasting men have been a little spoiled in the matter of sails.; 

such a thing as getting a suit from the best yacht sailmakers 

in the world for an English coaster would never be thought of.

17. I send you copies of correspondence with Hayward Tyler 

& Co.to show you what trouble I have been put to in consequence 

of the lack of any'information about Bonner's press,the head of 

which required replacing. When anything is sent home for repair 

the name of makers and date of invoice should always be given,, 

together with any other information that may be available. I 

could have added to this the correspondence with Howards of 

Bedford,to whom the pieces were sent at first,as they were nat

urally thought to belong to the Boomer last sent out. There was 

much delay in getting them from Liverpool and fromLondon to 

Bedford and finally Luton,so that the new parts are not ready 

yet. To add to the complication Tylers steadfastly disowned 

their own offspring,and I have only now been able to tardily 

convince them that I have been right,and they wrong.

18. One of the Pacific Captains has reported that there 

ought to be a buoy on the Forth Shoal,and Mr.Ward has written 

to ask what you think of it. I replied that I would refer the 

question to you,and added that if the P.S.N.liked to lay' one 

down at their own expense the Government would probably not ob

ject to it. What do Naval officers say?

was
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W. I have been 

vices of" the Samson in 

undei way,but replied that

asked how much we would charge for the

when getting
sef-

pulling round the steamers

as you weie better acquainted with 

am I would ask you* opinion.hel* cost of working than 1 

made some enquiries 

the circumstances £10 

in, a casual

I have
among shipping people,and gather that unde~r

would not be excessive. Try-to find out 
way what one of the P.S.N,Captains thinks of’it.

20. In the present condition of the wool market 
get all our own clip home in

we Kata are
not desparately anxious to 

this next
a bunch

season,so that if you can manage to get a fair admix - 

wool it will be all the better.ture of clients*
Mr.Cameron has 

some of his by-steamasked me as a favour to get forward
early*in the season,and it occurs to me that you may get a con-
vement load bepeeen him and Bonner,and this,perhaps,will 
the Thetis a jounney to Ban

t
save

Carlos,which according to late

I think that he should be
charged 5/. more than regular clients for the benefit

ex
perience seems a thing to be avoided.

of the
can divide the differenceschooner that goes thefe,perhaps we

with the P.S.N.

21. With regard to the registration 

I gave you information that
of the Samoa, I find that 

was slightly incorrect when I said 

as hailing from London. 

Registrar,that the official

that she could be registered in Stanley 

I find from Mr.Stebbing,the London
at Stanley can only give her 

port of Stanley,but he 

deals with this

a permanent register as from the 

says that Sec.23 of the M.S.Act of 1894
case,and that the Governor can give her a pro

visional Certificate,which can be exchanged for one’in the usu
al form on arrival in London. I forget if I explained that our 

, . , . the
object is to be able to deal with ship at once on arrival,which

could not be done if registered in Stanley,as a reference to 

the Registrar there wouldhave to be made before 

could be transferred.
the Certificate

I send you Scrutton- on the Act of 1894, 
which codified all previous enactments,and Kennedy on Civil

Salvage,which is considered a standard work on the subject.

The P.S.N.Co.are having some fenders made for us for the 

Great Britain,and wili send themout free of freight.

22.
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23/ The Admiralty have accepted ouf tender to supply the se

cond half of the 1300 tons at 72/6d.,and I hope that the Athene 

will soon be loading. The Talisman should be out before this,I 

thought that she might have been reported to Lloyd’s by the Oro-

pesa.
Financial matters call for a few comments. You have not 

explained how it was that you had to draw £1000 at 10 d/s in 

favour of the Government on the 19th September,when you presum

ably had £1000 from them about the 1st to add to a balance of 

£500 odd,and would be receiving another £1000 11 days later,and 

this at a time when the Government are supposed to be short of 

money',and our outgoings are not usually very serious. No doubt 

you had good reason for it,but when you have to draw large am

ounts unexpectedly we like to know about it. 

make a convenience of us if they want to 

than usual*,and you have as much as you want. We quite hoped the 

payment of £12,000 a year by monthly instalments would obviate 

any further drafts,except once or twice in the year when more 

is wanted than usual. On looking at the copy of Gash Book for 

August I notice that you did not receive the £1000 that they 

ought to have paid,and I now send you a copy of a letter from 

the Crown Agents,which I did not think it worth while to write 

about at the time,in which they took us to task for posting the 

cheque of the 31st so that they only received it on the 1st of 

September,and asking us to conform strictly to the agreement.

It is a little comic now to find that the compact was also bro

ken by the Governor,and I think that you should let him 

this in a friendly way,not officially,as a hint that if the C. 
Agents are going to be so very exacting,we ought to be the 

on your side. There is also a copy of a request by Braun & 

Blanchard that you would get us to pay Hoares £1000,but you 

made no comment on it,and although I sent it,I had my doubts as 

to whether it was right to do so. We know nothing of your ac

count with this firm,and it may all be extremely regular,but we 

are apparently in the position of giving them a sort of open 

credit here without any' cover from them. In such a case I think

24.

Do not let them

send home larger sums

see

same
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that unless the balance due them in our books nearly approxima

ted the amount we were asked to pay,they’ should have sent a rem

ittance to meet the deficiency. There was a further sum of £220 

which I have not dealt with yet,as Mr.Blake has left England,, 

and I know nothing about Kyle's order which was returned to 

him. All this may be extremely regular,but it would have been 

better if you had explained the deal. At this time of year fin
ance is a little trouble some, and the lighter the drafts upon'ids 

are,the better we are pleased..
25. We have chartered the Annie out and home on a joint ven

ture with Langridge's,taking out Waldron's goods for Port How

ard, and contracting with Spearing & Waldron to bring his wool 

home. The orders are large enough to fill the Thetis twice I 

think,the wood alone running into about 400 tons,the whole of 

this we shall ship by the Annie,and if we manage to fill her we, 

shall have a very cheap freight.

26. I will write a short despatch by the Supplementary mail.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Cx

Managing Director,
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(Ll|ri'alkhuu'i 3»laui>« (Lmnjjamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROVAL CHARTER 1851 .j-

\ 'c/y/4/:/GS.
Supplementary mail.Per

JWb.2nd November,£C.V? 920.

sir,
I now write in continuation of my despatch via Livefppol.

2. Finlayson went per Lusitania,and will be in time for the 

season's Y°rk. I am sorry to say that he has been put to great 

expense over his son,and has had anything but a holiday*

3. In further reference to questions of finance,since writ

ing about Braun & Blanchard the August Journal has been examin

ed, and the payments ordered on their account are seen to be 

fully justified. The mail,as you are aware,only came in a few

days ago,and enclosures that were not considered pressing were
*
laid aside. A few words of explanation in the statement would 

have prevented uneasiness. With regard to the cash to be re

ceived from various sources in Stanley,it occurs to me that the 

passenger fares paid in must make a material difference,al

though many of them are only book entries. If you find that

the amount of hard cash is considerable,perhaps the £1000 per

month paid to the Crown Agents will not have to be supplemented

at all by drafts from your side; I do not think that we are in

any way bound to make it easy for the Government to send money

home when it does not suit ourselves.

4. You have not said anything about the 300 tons of coke you 

bought out of the Garland,and we do not know whether you pro

pose to sell it in Stanley,or take an opportunity of getting it 

round the Horn. I was inclined to try for a provisional ar

rangement with the owners of the Talisman to take it on,but not 

knowing its condition or the prospects of sale in Stanley,I did 

nothing.

5. We have been unable to make out definitely what it cost

W. A.Harding,Esq
SI

Manager,
• >

Stanley.



to get the Samson out,as Rees never gave us an account of the 

crew and wages,and this should be supplied at once if not al^- 

^ ready'.sent. Probably the right way to treat her will be to add 

to the cost here the voyage expenses up to at least £4000,mak

ing that sum her cost to start with,and charging any surplus to 

her working account; but I must have all payments made on. her 

account overhauled,and write further on the subject next mail.

6. The Lusitania's cargo is being forwarded to London,with 

^ the exception of the tallow,which we are trying in Liverpool,
the P.S.N.Co.having agreed to knock 10/6 per ton off the through

fcV,
freight. The Bills of Lading you send do not express the fact 

that the cargo is sent through for London,and I think that Lon

don as the final port of delivery should be stated on them.

7. A copy of cable about the Samoa was sent via Liverpool.

The Directors will be interested to hear what arrangements you 

can make for filling her; if Williams has much that he wants to 

send home,there should not be much difficulty; There may also 

be some of hefown cargo that would sell better in Europe. Old 

or scrap iron,or even some of our surplus stock that hangs on 

hand for years would be better turned into cash,though pfices 

here are dropping at last. As to freight we rely on your get

ting the best you can.

8. I enclose copies of two letters received this morning 

from the P.S.N.Co. I think that they have met us very fairly 

about outward freights,and in all their dealings there is an 

evident intention to work well with us,which is gratifying. The 

officials,personally,are most pleasant people to deal with,very' 

different from the man in the Kosmos agency with whom we are 

most brought in contact,though I have no fault to find with the 

principal.

9. In, further reference to the registration of the Samoa,I 

have obtained a form of request to transfer from one port to 

another,but I do not yet know whether this can be signed by you 

in Stanley,or whether it must come from here. I shall find out 

before next mail,and act upon the information. This is only to

A
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provide against; "the contingency of the registration in Stanley 

having been already effected,the provisional dertificate will 

be the best.
10'. I have received some valuable information about tugs and 

tow lines from Watkins,the great owner,whom Rees will recognize 

as an authority. He says that the London, custom is to have two- 

thirds rope and one-third wire,while Liverpool is exactly the
The .steelreverse,and he supposes that Rees adopts the latter, 

rope is just like a bar of iron,and is hard on engines and bitts 

while the Manilla gives to a certain extent. Their practice Is 

to charge £5 for use of own hawsef,but it hardly pays,and he 

thinks we ought to make it £10. For services in turning a steam

er in Stanley he thinks that £10 would be the proper charge,and 

that foh bringing in a ship like the Kate Thomas,i.e.in dis

tress wanting repairs,the midmum should be £100.

11. The Thetis has docked this morning,and Thomas has been 

up to report himself'. He says that a woman passenger had a 

child on the voyage,and he wants no more incidents of that 

kind on board his ship. I do not remember that you reported any 

passengers on the list; under what circumstances were they tak

en?

12. I have sent you copy of an interesting letter from the

house of Spreckels in San Francisco about Stanley as a port of

refuge,to which I have replied giving a good account of our

selves, and mentioning that Capt.Adam Smith will report favour

ably about us. I am also going to see Capt.Freeman,and write to

another underwriters*agent I know in Liverpool.

■ I am,Sir,

/C/Mr yout obedient servant,
A

(j aI. r l ;-r•:vV- ( , \a \jKx
! :.v..v Managing Director.li. U..i Ur**
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(Lin- ihtlkl.uu'i 3sl;uti>s (tmnyamj.
^ ■ " ;,NCORW*TW «v ROYAL CHARTS ,85,.. -

0-/' ($t<zcec/M/tc/y ’■.y&SS’M

(./9 /Per Oropesa. mb.28th November,
V? 921.

Sif,
went per Lusitania,and I have now to ac- 

.161 and 162,which arrived per Of-
dated Montevideo.

Orellana 

is not as

My last despatches
knowledge receipt of youf nos

also of youf cablegramthe 13th inst 

:-Munro died sdiridito(10th September)Mathews
• 9opesa on 

18th inst:
revivere,or 133. This messagerividefe(sic),probably

it ought to have been,and the first part was unneces-
the very day MT.Math-

clear as
loiown to Mr.Blakedeath wassafy* Munro9 s

communicated by cable 

.Mathews jaflggffld^* tells me that he 

this makes the fourth intim- 

account,and that theHMathews 

shall understand in

sailed from Liverpool,having beenews
two different quarters,Mr 

cabled himself from Montevideo,and 

it to be sent on his

from

ation. I take
is intended to indicate this; however,we 

due time. Mr.Shke left 

after the news came.

Liverpool for Sandy Point a fortnight

rividere repeated,but it came back 

handed in wrongly in Montevideo. It
I had

the same,so must have been 

is probable that, Rivivere.meaning 133 cases,chests,of boxes,was
signify 133 bales of wool Eoidif isintended,but if it was to 

the word that should have been used.
2. 161-2. I do not think that youf suggestion that you

settle small claims for damage on wool
late case our

should be allowed to
would be approved of by the Underwriters,as in a 

Insurance Brokers made up a claim themselves on our account,

which the Underwriters refused to recognize until the papers 

had been before the Average Adjusters, Claims are far more com

plicated than you may think,and depend not only on decrease of 

value as s hown at Public Sale,but on weight,amount per bale

y

W.A.Harding,Esq • >

Manager,
Stanley.



insured,and other circumstance's. When a bale goes overboard at 

a jetty,a note of the circumstance should be made at the time 

• and Reported by next mail,and later on,possibly * in the f allowing 

year,when that bale having been dried is reshipped,it should be 

specially noted on the specification,with an account of'its or

iginal- weight as well as that of the reb^led package. In the 

case of the Modestia the damaged bale should have been signed 

for as such on the Bill of Lading,and a certificate showing how 

and when the damage arose should have accompanied it,

3. Par,2. Messrs.Langridge have agreed to our shipping 100 

tons house coal' at 20/.in the Andie,and at this rate it cannot 

do any haim,although it may take time to work off. There may 

not be another chance of shipping for a long time,as small -ves
sels are increasingly scarce,and it seemed to me a prudent 

thing to do. Of course when all the cheap damaged coai is out 

of the way the old price of 60/,should be charged,in fact none 

of this should go for less. The reduction to 50/.has been ad

mitted to have been a mistake,and with the price of-coals as 

high as at present it is more than ever necessary to keep it up 

on your side. In mentioning 20/.I refer to the freight. As to 

steam coal I regret to say that there has been a delay over the 

Athene,which,if it had been foreseen,would have prevented ouf 

chartering her at all,an,d I am much concerned about* it. The 

Charter party was signed on the 28th September,and at the time 

it was fully expected that she would sail from Cardiff before 

the end of October. Head winds and bad weather,however,pro

tracted the voyage from the Baltic,and she actually'afritoed at 

Newport only one day before the cancelling date. She is now be

ing pushed on as much as possible,but I am seriously afraid of 

complications with the Admiralty■,and you will have to- spin out 

what coal'you have as far as it will go,and say as little as 

you can to the Naval people about this contretemps,- This was 

the only-vessel we could heat of at the time,and affords anoth

er instance of the scarcity of suitable tonnage,

4. Par.4. The Board are glad to hear that work has been



started with the Samoa,though it is vexing to learn that so 

much unavoidable interruption prevails. I thought that some 

£ protest would have been made by employers of labour in the Colo

ny on the subject of* the absorption of 60 hands,as I under
stand,by the Admiralty for the Naval works. It seems distinctly 

unfair that they should go to a small Colony where labour is at 

all times scarce,and pick up all the hands that would otherwise 

have got employment on the usual work of* the place; it is not 

as if they were benefiting the Colony by finding work for the 

unemployed,and in undertaking works of such magnitude,they 

should in all reason have brought their labour from outside.

With regard to the cargo of' the Samoa,the Board would have likdd 

to hear some details of the progress made in realizing it,such 

as prices obtained and what has been sold locally. Although the 

liquors may not be worth much,there is a lot of value in some 

of the goods,such as candles,which are rising in price,and 

should on no account be sacrificed; in fact if they cannot be 

sold in Valparaiso they might be sent home. Have the pianos 

been all sold,or have you decided to ship them elsewhere? Any 

information will be valued,and we expect much if you have been 

able to get to Valparaiso. As a general principle,we wish the 

cargo ta: be as much as possible to be turned into cash,rather 

than overstock the Store with a lot of1 goods that may hang on 

hand for years,even if charged to it at low prices. It will be 

necessary in making up your books for the year to take this 

venture at some value,and in dealing with the ship I learn that 

it will be quite safe to put her,as delivered in Stanley,at 

£3500; this will show well in the present year's accounts,and 

leave a still further profit for 1901,when she will be sold,and 

we shall know her exact value. The cargo is more difficult; but 

you know the total insured value,and comparing this with the 

information that you will have acquired at Valparaiso and Mon

tevideo, you will be in a better position than anyone else to 

atrive at an amount. Make your estimate of the cargo still on 

hand with caution,and then allow a margin of 25$,this ought to 

be safe enough.
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5/ Par.fi/Youf detailed Remarks on the subject of’ landing

cargo and the difficulties attendant thereon have been read 

• with interest. As regards the Admiralty,it is quite right that 

special' terms should be made,as I understand that the charge of
goods that you convey ashore to a jetty on the6/.per ton is on 

town side,and land eithef on the end or at the head,(I do not

know which)but in the latter case with the use of a tramway and 

trucks to facilitate the work. On the other side I gather that 

there is no jetty,and your remarks fall short of giving a cleat- 

explanation. What do we do thefe for the 5/? If we land cargo 

on the beach,are we expected to convey it above high water mark

only,or put it under cover? If the latter it almost seems as if 

the charge is small enough. As regards the pitch pine logs 

which were thrown overboard with a southerly wind,and allowed 

to float ashore,the criticism naturally arises that,as the case 

is represented,it would have been better to lash them together 

into a kind of raft,and that then they would have gone ashofe 

together,and saved the expense involved in employing the Sissie 

and the whole gang in collecting them which seems to have occu

pied a day and a half. They were hauled up in safety’,and Mf. 

Hayes agreed to take them at "that",and the landing charge was 

reduced by £5. If you will read over again what you wfote,you 

will see that the facts were not clearly explained to people 

who know no more of the circumstances that you have stated. For 

instance,what more could we have done than haul the logs up ab

ove high water' mark,and why should we be mulcted of £5 for do

ing it? Please take these remarks not as finding fault with 

work that was doubtless done to the best advantage,but as the 

expression of criticism and queries on points that have not 

been made sufficiently clear. Your remarks as to weights have 

been communicated to the P.S.N.Co. Since I last wrote I have 

suggested to them that £10 would be a fair charge fof the ser

vices of the Samson in turning the steamers,and elicited the 

reply that £5 is what they pay on the coast for services of a 

heavier nature. I rejoined that if the tug should be under
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steam for any other purpose the sum named would be sufficient, 

and that we wished to avoid overcharging them; but that if we 

had to get steam up specially the cost of doing so would make a 

large hole in the £5; to this they have not replied,and you may 

hear something of it direct.
6. Par.7. In the case of a British wreck,if the Master can

not get funds to pay off the crew he is entitled to apply to 

the Governor or Consul at the place he arrives at,and hi's 

drafts on the owners are countersigned by the proper authority., 

and the Board of Trade send the crew home. This,at least,I have

always believed to be the case,and I have acted on it. In the 

case of a doubtful owner it saves the risk of advancing money

for which there is no security in the shape of a ship in ex

istence. What the position of Americans is under the same cir

cumstances I think you had better fcH find out from Mf .Rowen; it 

would be a pity to do anything that could be looked uopn as 

churlish,especially in the case of a ship that we had had deal

ings with before she was lost. I think that you are quite right 

as to your duty'as Underwriters9 agent; in this case I am in

clined to believe that the Captain would have been within his 

right if he had insisted on using the proceeds of the boats as 

far as they went towards paying off the crew.

7. Par.8. It is somewhat amusing to find that on the slender 

grounds you mention,something in fact said in the way of chaff, 

it has been currently reported and even- reached Hamburg that we 

asked £600 for towing in the Kathinka. Shortly after hearing'it 

from a casual caller here,MT.Geveke met me and asked me'if it 

was true.

8. Par.10. The P.S.N.made a similar objection to forwarding 

the invoices by hand as the Purser of the Oravia did with re

gard to the papers,but gave way when I explained that it was 

done to facilitate the despatch of the steamers.

9. Par.11. I am sorry to say that the circular I forwarded 

you about boiler fluid went without the name of the maker being 

noted,and as you have not mentioned this I can do nothing. Our 

Chairman tells me that Hemlock extract is good for the purpose,

A
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better than many so-called boiler fluids that under high sound

ing names are sold at absurdly high prices.
10. Par.16. I have forwarded youf noted to the P.S.N.Co.with 

one small alteration only. I did not think it desirable to pub

lish to the world that towage in by Samson would be from £25 

upwards according to size of the vessel; This,it seemed to me, 

would pave the way to a distressingly long bargain starting 

from £25 upwards,and I altered it to ,frates of towage according 

to circumstances”,which I though sufficiently vague. You will 
see,on consideration,that not only the size of the towee,btrt 

the state of the weather and her condition of helplessness are 

factors that must enter ±xxi into the agreement; we should not, 

for instance,tow in a totally dismasted vessel for £25,whatever 

her tonnage,and still less so in a gale or wind,which,without 

assistance,might carry her miles in the direction of the Cape 

of Good Hope.

11. 17 & 23. We must bow to the inevitable,and are therefore 

sending you £1200 in silver,and a draft for £1000 by this mail; 

The demand for money at this season is unexpected,and I may add 

inconvenient. Last year you had to draw £1000 in favour of the 

Government in September and November,but wanted,unless I am 

mistaken,no silver,of-which we sent none until May this yeaf-. 

When,therefore,we arranged to increase the payments to the Gov-
i. •

^..ernment from £450 per mail to £1000 per month* we thought we 

^ were putting you on a very easy footing,and that you would not 

have occasion to draw more than £2000 or so during the year in 

addition. Payments of duty have increased your outgoings,and 

this means I hope that you are selling a good deal of liquor ex 

Samoa,as I do not suppose that you are paying on any that may 

afterwards be exported.However,youf Cash book shows that you 

are sailing pretty close to the wind,and we can only hope that 

the average of payments during the year will"not increase,so 

that later on the monthly drawings from the Government will~ac- 

cumulate to some extent. It is unfortunate that the Governor 

should be the arbiter on. the subject of the money that we re

quire in the Colony,and rather humiliating; but we cannot af-

. \r
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ford to lose the freight and expenses which afe defrayed by the 

Mint when the requisition- comes through the Crown Agents,and so 

have to put up with it*

12. Par.18. It is to be hoped that the trade in sheep will 

come to something,and to this end you will of course try to have 

the best mutton available in Stanley at mail times.

13. Par.19. The Board are favourably disposed towards Capt
ain Thomas as Marino Superintendent,and particularly- so as he 

is a candidate for the place after seeing the routine and know
ing what the climate is; it is also a good poiht that you ap

prove of him. We might get a good man who could not put up With 

the weather or the work,and altogether we look upon him 

fortunate find. I conclude that he will finish the round voy

age,and call here on his return. As regards pay,I have had an 

opportunity of talking with shipping people,and judge that 

one worth having would go out under £200(two hundred) and a 

house,which would be the one now occupied by Mc.Lauchlen.

Par.21. I think that the amount of advance on the Wasp 

should be covered by insurance. Do not let Osborne have too. 

large a credit,however good a man he may be. We have the cases 

of Fugellie and Bragg before us as a warning.

15. Par.22. The news about the work on the Kate Thomas is 

satisfactory. I hope that you will have reported her sailing to 

Lloyd's,either via Valparaiso or Montevideo.

16. Despatch 162,par.4. The Board have considered Mrs.Tur

ner's letter,and regret to hear that her health has been unsat

isfactory, In consideration of the good services rendered by 

her they are willing to let her have six months' leave of ab

sence on full pay. Her further application for a passage cannot 

be entertained; it is the old idea again that passages are re

garded as a fee or reward for service,whefeas they are granted 

exclusively to persons who have been sent out by the Company 

under a contract to return them to England on the expiration, of 

their term of service. Mrs.Turner was engaged in the Islands,, 

and to grant this request would be to establish what would

i
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probably be a most awkward and

Par.6.
expensive precedent."

17. I wrote to. the P.S.N.Co.that I thought that there
was tallow left behind by the Ofopesa,and they replied that the 

Captain told them that you did not seem to mind as long as he
took all the wool. This was probably untrue,and it is a pity
that the tallow did not come,as the market is good, 

18. We should like to know what the -s. s.Kosmos was doing'in 

a cargo of cement from San- 

you ever heard anything of their running wool" 

across to feed their steamers in the Straits?

Stanley; how did she get there with 

d'y Point? Have

19. 1 learn that something was paid fob carrying cargo ex
Thetis from Hill Cove to Shallow Bay. All the goods were marked 

"Blake,Hill Cove",and the idea of shifting them at our expense
was never mooted here. We cannot go into two ports so close to

gether, especially with a small quantity of cargo that will not
pay for the loss of time.

I have not yet heard from the P.S.N.what they have 

thorized you to credit the Agency with on produce home,and per
haps they think it will- be sufficient to report it to 

return of what we make it will be made up for this mail..

Our neighbours Messrs.G.F.Neame & Co

20. au-

you. A

21.f who are*in the
timber trade,tell me that there has been an enquiry for wood 

from Puget Sound for Stanley^and that they have been asked what 
the Port charges are. Do you know anything of this,is it

• 9

on ac
count of the Admiralty?

22. By this mail I send a new travelling schoolmaster for 

the Camp named James Robertson. I saw the testimonials sent in 

by■ several,and t h'ought this man the most suitable; I hope he 

may prove so. You had better pass the testimonials on to MT. 

Mathews,as well as the copy of letter from Fleming & Haxton de- 

finig the duties.

/K

23, In further reference to the question of the registration 

of the Samoa,I enclose a formal notice to transfer the Register 

to London,in case you have already registered in Stanley-. If 

the provisional Certificate has been obtained from the Govefnoi 

this will not be wanted. The form was supplied by Mr.Stebbing,

(✓
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the Registrar or Shipping here,so 'it comes mom the highest ah- 

thorityj I ventured to remark that it seemed to me a little im
perative, but it was explained to me that it was a demand on a
subject that would not be propefly*put in the form of a request, 

as we had a right to make it; this is,of-course,unofficial,and 

for your information. The point to be observed is that when the
ship arrives acfc in London 

at once to anyone,British or foreign,which
we must be in a position to sell- her

we can do if she v is 

registered here\but in the case of a foreign sale,as it will 

probably be,there would be delay,in getting the transfer of the
Register from Stan ley*, which must be avoided.

I enclose copy of a letter I have sent the 

the cost of - keeping steam in the tug when the boats

24. P. S. N.about
are late,a s

they* always seem to be. I expect to hear that you have been

much put out by the lateness of the Lusitania,which left Rio 

five days late.

25. In future you will please take triplicates of your des
patches,and send one copy'by the mail that brings the original. 

In the event of anything of interest occurring I shall26.

write,as usual,by supplementary mail;'

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.>----

6'S,
Supplementary mail.Per

30th November, _ AVPo .922. :£.C,.V?

sir,
I now write in continuation of my despatch per Oropesa,which" 

sailed yesterday-.
2. The Thetis arrived on the 2nd inst.delivering her cargo 

in good order,she has since been in dry dock,and is now loaded 

and almost ready to sail. She will carry'the three rams bought 

by Mr.Mathews in Kent.

5. An examination of the results of her voyages since she 

was built in 1893 is melancholy reading,as it shows that her 

earnings are nothing like what they should be,and had we seen 

that she would make so little it is doubtful if the Board would

have built her. It appears that on her six completed voyage# 

she has made a net profit of £1861.5.6,of £310.4.3 per annum,, 

without charging her any’ interest on cost,which is a miserable 

result. Built for the purpose of coasting,with a double bottom, 

and having proved herself good at going to windward,it is un

questionable that she should do much better than she has up to 

the present,in fact,on her cost of over £5200 she ought to net 

£800 a year. I have been at some pains to look into the causes 

of her want of success,and attribute it to (1) insufficient 

freight,(2)prolongation of her voyages through detention in the 

Islands,and (3) insufficient earnings on the coast,considering 

the long time she is in the Islands. I have tried to find that 

the expenditure on, her has been extravagant,but considering the 

desirability of keeping her in thorough order,the ‘result of 

which has been that she is now valued much higher than an or

dinary vessel of her age,I do not think that we can blame our

selves on this account. To take the causes in order,! am not

W.A.Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley:
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quite sure that we have much reason to complain of' her gfos's 

earnings,for she has brought in £2060 this last round voyage, 

and had other' conditions been favourable she ought to show a 

handsome profit. At the same time,provisions,wages,cost of mat

erials, dock charges,&c•&c. are all rising,and the effect gener

ally' has been to put freights higher all over the ttwrld. The 

Pacific line have raised their freights to Stanley,and there

why we should consider the rate of 30/.& 5^6 

which was established seven years ago(some years at all events,
I think we charged higher at first) should be regarded as fixed 

and immovable. This voyage we cannot alter,not having given any 

notice,but clients must be told that an increase must be made 

next yeaf,especially on goods beyond Stanley; We do so much for 

our clients for very little,that we are entitled where we see a 

chance to raise our rates to a reasonable extent. Whether this 

will have the effect of bringing competitors into the field you 

will be able to judge better than we can,and your remarks on 

this subject will be valued. As to wool homeward,we must be 

guided by what the P.S.N.do next yeaf; the Kosmos were going to 

raise their fates,and I do not expect to maintain the present 

moderate ones as a permanency. Then there is the detention in 

the Islands. I have been through the log book,and am struck 

with the fact that the principal loss of time is in harbour.

With few exceptions the passages from port to port have been 

good,proving the sailing qualities of the vessel for coasting. 

She started last voyage with a stay of a month and a day at 

Stanley to put out about 200 tons of cargo. This seems mon

strous, and some plan must be devised fof giving better despatch' 

there. Not only'was the discharge slow,but the ship's men wefe 

taken off also for other work. No doubt labouf was scarce,but 

it would surely be possible to put her alongside some hulk,into 

which the crew could discharge themselves when assistance is 

not available, Going round the coast,at some ports Capt.Thomas 

tells me he gets assistance,at others none. Can nothing be done 

in the way of persuading our clients to give a reasonable am

ount of assistance,of to charge higher' freights to those who

seems no reason
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•vrill not? On. the third point there is an improvement this yeaf,

• which I think will-help to improve the profits for the year, 

notwithstanding the prolonged voyage. This deserves your care

ful 'attention,for a good deal- of wool can be brought from the 

moredistant pprts at a profit if arrangements are made before

hand. If you will ask farmers to give wool as the goods from 

here go out,she ought to bring a fair cargo*into Stanley-on the 

first trip. Thomas tells me that he had several refusals on 

various grounds. I do not think that when we undertake to bring 

ouf clients, wool to Stanley for shipment by steam,they ought 

to assume the right of saying what vessel they want,that is out 

business. Coals were objected to because they made the hold

dirty-for wool,and we ceased to ship them,but sent patent fuel,
off

which we were told did not give dust. That, in its turn, caused 

trouble,and now we take neither,so that the hold should always 

be sufficiently clean.If Thomas makes a practice of taking up 

as much wool as he has room for at each port the effect on his 

earnings should be good. A trip afterwards to distant ports 

would pay-well, of more than one if there is time might be takep. 

and the ship should leave the Islands early- ill July,and be laid 

up here for sometime before she loads out again. Of course if 

she could be profitably employed,she might take longer on the 

coast,but it is the long detention while doing nothing that 

eats up the earnings. If you give the subject your best consid

eration I do not doubt that an improvement will result,but it 

must be understood that unless she earns quite double the pfo- 

fif she has made hitherto the best course will'probably be to 

sell her while she is still comparatively new,and give up the 

delivery' of goods round the Islands direct from London alto

gether. It has been a great boon to the farmers,and I doubt if 

they could find any firm who could do the business as well-as 

we have done1. There is another point of great importance to 

which I must allude. I find that last voyage you ordered her 

alongside the jetty,a thing that should never be done. I do not 

know whether any directions on this subject have been given to

you since you took charge,and I must assume that you do not



know the reason fof them. Every Lloyd's Surveyor who has seen 

her,every Dock owner,every expert in short,has said that what

ever may be done with a wooden vessel or even an iron one,^ShHg 

(though that is not recommended) it is little short of madness 

to put a steel ship like the Thetis in a position where she 

grounds and may’bump every tide,and consequently the most imper

ative orders have been given to the Masters not to do it. This 

is a matter that vitally affeets the ship,and no deviation from 

the rule must be allowed. I know that Mc.Lauchlen has always 

tried to get his own way about her,but he cannot be regarded as 

as expert in the building and framing of steel ships.

4.. The Annie will sail'soon after the Thetis,carrying all 

the wood ordered,and some goods for which the Thetis had no room, 

but I believe that all the cargo fof the outports is on board 

the latter. By the Annie a hawser for the Samson is being sent.

5. I send a copy of a letter from the P.S.N.Co.received this 

morning in which they ask if I can explain why certificates of 

delivery of the mails have not been obtained"in Stanley; I re

plied that instructions on the subject had probably been sent 

direct from Liverpool,but that I would mention the matter to

you.
6. They have also written explaining the delay of the Iberia 

outwards,and saying that the Lusitania is a chartered boat, 

which is probably making her last voyage. They' do not see how 

the difficulties to which I referred can be met without ,cable 

communication,and they think that we should continue to impress 

upon the Authorities the necessity for such means of communica

tion. This is distinctly amusing; we might as well cry fof the 

moon. I hoped that they would say that as we get up steam for 

theif benefit they would meet the bare expense of doing it when 

their steamers are late,and I think that this view of the case 

must be brought before them sooner or later.

7. I send you a statement of our clients' dealings with' Us, 

which I intended to put before the last Board,but thefe was no 

time. Thefe is no account about which we need feel any'alarm as 

yet,except the Weddell Island one,and on that subject the Board
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have decided that advances for the present afe to be limited 

• strictly to £1000 in the yeaT,and an intimation to this effect 

has been sent to Mr.George Cobb,who lofcks after Mrs.Williams's 

business affaits here. I may?mention that he is quite of opin

ion that with economy-the place can be worked for that sum,and 

stringent orders go out this mail. Mr,Dean has a mortgage on 

the place for £7500,and it was understood when the businesses 

amalgamated that he should retain the consignment of the 

wool as mortgagee,but that we should do the shipping out and 

home,and financing; there was also an express understanding to 

the effect that our account should be kept well paid up,and un

til lately this has been fairly carried out; but the fall in
• t*'

wool has put in behind,and Mrs.Williams has been asked to pro

vide £1000 towards the deficit. A suggestion has been made that 

we should take a second mortgage,but the Directors are averse 

to this,as our business is to advance money on current accounts 

to be repaid annually on the sale of wool,and not to lock it up 

on mortgages. The property is worth far more than the mortgage, 

and with judicious economy the account ought to right itself 

before long. Some of the small accounts should be watched,of 

they may outgrow the capacity of the land,and wherever you see 

need for restricting credit you will have to act. There is 

great inequality in the accounts,some are good,some hardly' payf 

us to keep open. For instance,there are Stickney Brothers. They 

buy' nothing from us,we ship their annual stores to a distant 

and awkward port on a mere commission,they afe the worst,.Thomas 

says,in rendering help,and the wool is consigned to the partner 

who lives in England. We advance them all the cash they re

quire, and they owe us at present over £800,besides the cost of 

the goods now going out, I shall -write Mr.W*Stickney shortly* 

that unless they keep us well supplied with cash we shall charge

I lately asked him for a 

cheque,and he replied that he could not give one for some six 

weeks yet. This firm came to us voluntarily from Speafing & 

Waldron,and on that account,perhaps,we have been rather tender

were

them interest as we do BailIon Bros • 9



with them,but all the same the business does not pay'.

8. As Packe Bros.& Co.did not consign their Port Howard wool* 

to us,we shall not send their cargo per Thetis beyond Stanley- 

without extra charge*; I refer,of course,to the Port Howard car

go.. If Mf.Buckworth sees the error of his ways you are at li

berty to relent,but when people play us tricks we must make 

them sit up when we can.
9. I have sent you a copy of a second letter from Messrs. 

Spreckels of San Francisco,whom I have referred to you fof the
of any Captains you may consider likely to give evidence 

in favour of their contention that Stanley is a desirable port 

of refuge. I mentioned Captain Thomas of the Kate Thomas,as I 

thought that as a candidate for our service he would be likely- 

to say something favourable,and I have also given a reference fe 

to an Agent of the Liverpool Salvage Association whom I knew in 

Stanley,and got on well with. It will be an interesting case, 

and if it goes in their favour ought to do us good.

10. The difficulties you are encountering in Stanley in con

sequence of the insufficient supply of labour combined with an 

increase of work are very disquieting. When a new set of cir

cumstances arises the old routine must be set aside,and new 

plans devised for meeting the difficulties of the situation..

For instance,the work created by the new mail agency is so im

portant and overwhelming that it cannot be coped with by your 

present staff of a somewhat aged Overseer and a gang oft labour

ers, and the decision to enggge a Marine Superintendent to act 

as general out-door overlooker with a second in command under 

him is a step in the right direction. But there still remains 

the question of the rank and file,the staff consisting of 

chance labourers at so much an hour. Do you think that the time 

has arrived when we should have more labourers on monthly'pay> 

in consideration, of the very constant work that has how to be

And again,more and more cargo,I think,passes through 

Stanley* in transit,much more than when I was in the Islands; 

what do you do with this,and what provisions are made for its

names

undertaken?
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safety? When possible there is no doubt that 16ss labour is in

volved when such goods are stored afloat,but there is the pos

sibility of robbery; Do you think that it would do to keep a 

permanent watchman on boafd the Great Britain,who would be one 

of the labourers by day,and prevent pilfering by night? I do 

not know IT the cabin accommodation has been kept up,but it 

could eadily be renewed,and probably someone could be found who 

would be glad of the opportunity-of- getting ffee lodgings.. You 

will understand that suggestions of this kind may.be made from 

here,but that it rests with you to decide if they-af e practica

ble of not,and at all times to take such steps as may-commend 

themselves to you to lessen of remove difficulties that threat

en to become permanent.

I\ am, Sir,.

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.



CLIENTS AT THE FALKLAND ISLANDS.

There are five classes,as follows:-
1. Those to whom we ship goods on commission per Thetis and 

mailboats,sell goods from Stores,and ship and sell their prod

uce .
2. Same as to goods,but produce though shipped through us is 

consigned to others.
3. Those whose goods are mostly sold to them from the 

Stores,produce shipped and sold through us.
4. Those for whom we act as financial agents,but buy their 

own- goods which we ship; produce shipped through us,but con

signed to them.
5. Those with whom the business is almost exclusively finan

cial,but buy to some extent at Stores.

Class 1.
1. Bertrand & Felton. Credit balance 30th September,£5331,

goods purchased in 1899,£158.
2. Mrs.Bonner.Debit balance £1660,goods purchased £46. This 

client gives a cheque early in the year for balance due 31st 

December,and receives proceeds of produce on the prompt.

3. Dean & Anson. Credit balance,£1198.goods purchased £413.

4. A.E.Felton. Debit balance,£302,goods purchased,£90. A 

small account that wants watching.
5. J.J.Felton. Debit balance £2063,goods purchased £187.Wool

not yet sold.
6. Holmested & Blake. Credit balance,£691,goods purchased,

£223.
7. Packe Bfos.& Co. Credit balance,£585,goods purchased,£

£183.
8. Vere Packe, Debit balance,£5478,goods purchased,£243.Has 

spent large sums om improvements,and is gradually reducing his 

account,to which attention has been called.

9. A.Petaluga. Debit balance,£1269,goods purchased,£182.Woo 1

not sold yet.



10.' H.Waldron. Debit balance £569,goods purchased,£71. A 

portion of his produce not yet credited.

Class 2.
1. BailIon & Stickney. Debit balance £1963,£1432 of which 

has lately been paid off. Goads purchased £161. This account is 

charged 7in a/current,and Vfn on all cash payments.

2. Stickney Bros. Debit balance £872,goods purchased,£ nil. 

This is not a satisfactory account,though quite safe. They came 

to us voluntarily from Spearing & Waldron,and have been treated 

tenderly,perhaps too much so.
3. Mrs.Williams. Debit balance £2864,since reduced by £1500, 

good purchased,£170. The property is mortgaged to Mi*.Dean,and 

the account has up till now been kept fairly in hand,but low 

prices and possibly extravagance have given it a bad look, 

dit will be ordered to be restricted,and Mrs.Williams has been 

requested to find another £1000.

Cre -

Class 3.
C.Bender. Debit balance,£468,secured by mortgage,goods 

purchased £245. An account that wants watching.
2. W.D.Benney's Estate. Credit balance,£1087,goods purchased 

£143. A satisfactory account.
3. H. & G.Cobb. Debit balance,£1332,goods purchased £71.

back
This account has been set through a bad manager,but is re-

i.

covering.
4. R.3.Cull. Credit balance,£221’,goods purchased,£18.

5. W.Fell. Credit balance,£596,goods purchased,£152.

6. Mrs.Hansen. Credit balance £21,goods purchased,£307.

7. J.McKay. Debit balance,£197,goods purchased,£38.
8. Mrs.Robson. Debit balance £258,goods purchased,£444.

9. J.Robson. Debit balance,£321,goods purchased,£73. This is 

not a satisfactory account,and must be restricted.

10. Sharp & Smith. Credit balance,£1734,goods purchased,£110. 

11; D.Smith. Credit balance,£906,goods purchased,£226.

12.Speedwell Island. Debit balance ,£786,goods purchased



£314. A portion of last year’s produce still unsold.

13. C.C.Wesell. Debit balance,£203,goods purchased,£45. No 

wool sold yet; a very small account.

Class 4.

1. Dean & Sons.
These are exceptional accounts in which 

Mr.Dean is interested. We ship out goods 

purchased by him,and collect and ship produce. Goods purchased,

2. Pebble Island.

Port Stephens,£168,Pebble Island,£407.

Class 5.

J.L.Waldron. We act as financial agents principally,goods

being shipped out and produce received by the Mortgagee,Mr.W.3. 

Waldron. Interest and commission as in the case of Baillon &

Stickney; The account is settled half yearly by-draft on W.3.Wal

dron. Goods purchased,£380.

In all these accounts,with two exceptions,interest where 

charged is at 5$.

26th November,1900i
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Sir,
My last despatches went per Oropesa,and I now write some

acdount of the Christmasdays in advance of the mail date on 

holidays. Your despatch no.163 per Kosmos arrived on the 7th
We have aland nos.164 and 165 per Orellana on the 12th.

cable through Valparaiso dated 14th inst.as 

-MImpatriare kettles federal Beeswing Prichard Portmad- 

oc sympathie subsehn benedetta jubertais manquillo harding

inst • >

so received your

follovjs:

handformig",which I translate,"Cancel the part of indent relat-
credit for Beeswing belonging to Prich-ing to kettles,arrange 

ard 3fos.& Co
likely be sold,you may buy at 15/.per ton more of less,Harding 

is now here”. The kettles were ofdered long ago,and were ship

ped before the cable arrived. You probably used a word denoting 

tons measurement for want of a better; I hear that the shippers

Portmadoc,350 tons(weight understood)will most
• y

have given notice of abandonment,which is uniortunate,there are 

too many of these coal sales now a days. Messrs.Prichard are a 

good firm; they agree to accept the master's draft.
163-2. The P.S.N.Co.repeat that Captain Hayes assured 

them that he was quite prepared to wait for the tallow,but that 

you told him that it did not matter and that it could wait; 

this directly contradicts what you say.
3. Par.4. The Board have considered the question of roofing 

the Charles Coopef,and think that it would be a good thing to 

do. A similar proposal was made for the Egeria years ago,but it 

seemed to me at the time that it would be too expensive for al 1 

the advantage we should gain; with the conditions of work so

2.

W.A.Harding,Esq • y

Manager,
Stanley.

L
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much altered, it would now seem desirable to take advantage of 

getting cheap iron and doing as you suggest. If damaged if will 

of- course have to be painted with oxide,but that would probably 

be desirable in any case. The last price of roofing iron here 

£13.2.6 per ton,and you cannot expect to get more than that 

for wrecked stuff,in fact if: we could sell the cargo at English 

prices we should do uncommonly well. As regards a possible ob

jection on the part of the Government it seems to. me that we 

almost ought to wish for it,if made on the ground of spoiling 

the view from the front road,for it would be an admirable argu

ment to use against them if the project for building on the

was

green in front of your house should at any time be revived.

4. Par.6. The Board are glad to hear that the telephone is

at last likely to be of some practical value,owing to the ener

gy of Mr.Appleyard. I have -written separately on this subject.

5. 164-3. Notwithstanding what you say it would be worth

while getting Atherton’s opinion as to the J.R.Kelley's donkey

boiler,for after all-if the tubes only want replacing and the

shell is good it would be worth having if offered cheap. It 

must be comparatively new I should think; the Great Britain’s 

we have had ourselves since 1886,and how much older it is I
have no idea.

6. Par,4. You seem to consider that with one or two excep

tions the men on the Samoa have been substantially rewarded,The 

Directors have been much pleased all along with Sedgwick’s re

ports, and would certainly agree to your making up any deficien

cy to him that has arisen through his difference with Mc.Lauch- 

len. As regards the 2nd Engineer,I doubt if he can now be 

found. I wrote to him twice,but got no reply,and this was soon 

after his return.

7. I will send you a copy of the particulars given of the 

Samoa in Norwegian Lloyd’s. The man who values her at £5000 is 

considered by Mr.Langridge to know as much about Norwegian 

ships as anyone in London, The earlier she gets home in the 

Spring,the better price she is likely to fetch,

8. Par.6.. It is disappointing to find that the ship cannot
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be got ready to. leave in January. It is evident that she can

not, but the fact that she has been lying in Stanley since the 

21st of August marks with emphasis the shocking state of' con

gestion into which ?rork has got,the relief of which,as remarked 

last mail,has to be devised somehow. If it had been possible to 

discharge the cargo the remainder of*the work you mention need 

not have taken long. Of course the hold would have to be clean

ed, but the fact that it was damp would be no obstacle in carry
ing a cargo of wool. The crew you would naturally get down from 

Montevideo,and put straight on board. Under the circumstances 

it is a good thing that you have gone to Valparaiso,as you have 

probably arranged for a large lot of wool to be taken by a car

go boat,and this will be in time for the March sales. It is 

very desirable to get the first of the clip forward as soon as 

possible,as our cash payments have been unusually large for 

some months,and there has been but little produce coming in.YoU 

will now have a more difficult job in hand in having to sand

wich the sailing of the Samoa in between two steamer shipments 

instead of getting the first load clean away by her", leaving the 

rest for steam. It will not do to keep her until the end of the 

season,,as,independently of the delay'in realizing her and get

ting much needed cash,the market for small sailing vessels is 

always better at the beginning of the Baltic season than later; 

so experts tell us. With regard to any possible objection on 

the part of the Government over the register,you are probably 

aware that there have been frequent cases in the past of con

demned ships being sent home. If surveyors report that she is 

seaworthy,a register cannot be refused without laying the Gov
ernment or their officials ±±ab±s open to a claim for damages. 

Besides this,did not the Governor himself ask you to 3end her 

to the Straits? If so,how could he have made such a proposal 

with regard to a vessel if she was not fit to go to sea? I hard

ly think that you will have trouble on this score. There Is no 

special reason for shipping sheepskins by steam,and when thefe 

is wool in hand it should always have precedence. As regards
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stowage/is there any feasor for giving any'more dunnage to the 

Samoa than to any other sailing vessel?Until'the early eighties 

all wool was shipped by-sail,and there must be plenty of people 

who understand the stowage of such a cargo.
9. Mr.Sharpe had been-informed probably that the Samoa would 

carry the first wool,as I told Mr.Ward so. We hope that you 

will have made arrangements for getting rid of a good deal of

the Samoa's cargo.
10. Par.11. Your proposal to credit the Samson with £2000 as 

salvage will do as a first instalment,but if• the property real

ised exceeds £8000 she should have the balance of 25$ fixed by 

the 3oard as her share. You will have got the Law books before 

now,and found out a good deal about Salvage. I believe that it 

is a fact that agreements made at sea can be and often are up

set by appeal to an Admiralty Court. You will also see that the 

Court looks favourably on salvage performed by a steamer,and 

probably the circumstances of our tug would be taken into con

sideration. Some of your questions I shall have to refer to an 

expert,which I have not had time to do as yet. For an instance 

of the upsetting of a Salvage agreement I refer you to the case 

of the Sussex and the Menes in 1881,for which see my despatches 

home 325-2,329-26,and 333-3. I quoted the elements of Salvage 

from memory,and you will have seen that I was not quite accu

rate as to some of them. As regards your further question as to 

the amount of salvage,you will have seen,probably,that no sum 

exceeding 50$ would be recognised by a Court,and that only in 

an extreme case. But there is nothing to prevent Underwriters 

assenting to a higher amount,and the Andrina was possibly salv

ed with their consent. But if not,they may not have taken step.s 

to dispute it,and may have thought that owing to the scene of 

the wreck being so far removed from civilisation to get any

thing at all was a mercy for which they ought to be duly thank

ful. In a case,a similar one, in which a salvage of 75$ was brush-': 

aside and 33 and l-3rd substituted I can give you chapter and 

verse. The Balcafry was wrecked in Thetis 3ay,Tierra del Fuego, 

in 1870,and salvage arranged with three Stanley schooners. Out

J
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came a special agent,'Captain Sceales,who repudiated the agree

ment at once,and substituted the lovref fate without# the neces
sity of going to Court. For details see my despatches 76-21, 

79-3,90-3,98-18,and othefs. This was 30 years ago,and it was a 

most instructive case,in fact I built all my dealings with sal

vage on it afterwards. Seeing that a large percentage was more 

of less likely to be upset I seldom or never agreed to sanction 

more than one-third,acting as Lloyd's Agent,and no agreemnet 

that I ever was concerned in was objected to or upset by the 

Underwriters.I do not think that you will go wrong if you fol

low this p'lan,the question is,as you say, interesting. Of course 

a case might occur in which the value of the property saved

was so gfeat that such a salvage would be out of all propor

tion,and this would be more likely to occur in a case of assis

tance at sea; the cases I was concerned with were all connected 

with saving property that had been wrecked,

IT; Par.12. The only chance of getting letters sent via San

dy Point to anticipate the mail would be forwarding them to

someone who could be trusted to put them on board a Kosmos of

Lamport & Holt for delivery to Llorton; it does not matter much. 

12. Par. 17.. I cannot write fully todaj; about the sailing ves

sel cargoes,but they have outrun all calculation, I will refer

to the question by Supplementary mail. I do not remember hear

ing from you that the Albatros's cargo had not turned out well. 

With regard to the information you have obtained from Mr.Buck- 

worth as to our intentions,I can assure you that no one here 

has even, dreamt of utilising the Thetis in the way named; but 

we all know that the intelligent public of the Falklands is at 

all times prepared to manage ouf business for us,and I think 

that we ought to be obliged to Mf.Buckworth for such an excel
lent suggestion.

13
2&. Par. 19, I should have thought that with steam at youf 

disposal the matter of* a few lengths of the Gfeat Britain y/ould 

not make any* appreciable difference in the way of loss of time . 

The agents I alluded to were the London ones,but we have little 

to do with them.±4,
14. Par.21. It is unpleasant to hear of the Sissie breaking

vH
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down, again; if the tubes are going why not ask for a new set?Or 

is there any other reason? You will probably have reported fur

ther as to the accident to the Samson.
15. Par.23. The Board are willing to take Captain Thomas on. 

the terms mentioned,and he will have Mc.Lauchlen’s house of 

course. I am sofry that I overlooked the word you sent,and so 

cabled yesterday to the care of Vorwerks**Thomas approved*1. I 

suppose tha.t before leaving Valparaiso you will communicate the 

news to him at Iquiaue. His references are quite satisfactory.
16. 165 2. Y/. Thomas & Co.took time to consider the bill be

fore accepting it,but finally did so,remarking that the charge-s

were outrageously high for the work done. I hope that Capt.Thom

as will be able to explain to them that they were not out of

the way’. There were errors in the account that should not have 

occurred,and steps should be taken to check calculations better

in future,as such things look bad,especially when they are al

ways in our favour. I had to send a cheque for the overcharged

before I could get the bill back.

17. Par.3. The sale of barb wire at Sandy-Point at rather

less than half English value does not strike us as being a very

good bargain; it would probably have been better to ship it 

home. It is not clear why this should be treated differently

from the roofing iron.

18. I shall write further after the holidays.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

mi
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6'/,
Per Supplementary mail.

Wo924. 28th December,.V? -O/iY/y;//

Sir,

I was able to get a despatch away beTore Christman replying 

to yours per Orellana,but owing to the holidays it has been im
possible to send the usual packet of invoices in time to catch 

the steamer before leaving Liverpool,and they have to go over
land.

2. Mf.Morton of Montevideo was here last month,and at his 

request we opened a credit for him in the name of his son with

the London & River Plate Sank,who will purchase his drafts on

Us for supplies and payments on Stanley account to the amount

of £250 per month,that being the outside ampurit likely to be in

curred by anyone steamer; the sum, however, you will* note is not 

to be cumulative. In the unlikely event of its being exceeded 

the surplus can be arranged for by cable,or you can send up a 

draft for the estimated excess vrith your order. I rather gather 

that the failure of the late firm was xafchiax a bad one,and that 

some people have been hit rather hard.

3. As payments to the shearers have to be made by draft on a 

Sank in Suenos Ayres and we have no account there,we have also 

arranged with the L.& R.P.Sank that you are to draw upon their 

branch for a sum not exceeding £700 in British currency,to be 

paid at the exchange of the day,and that the Bank are to recoup 

themselves by drawing on us here. With the daily, fluctuations
in exchange it is impossible to arrange a rate at which you

'h
could draw from Stanley,and the metod agreed on is,I think,ac-A
cording to the contract. Had payment to be made in. Montevideo 

no fresh credit would have been necessary,and you could have

W.A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,
Stanley.



drawn on the Bank there at the fixed exchange of $4.70. I have 

taken £700 as the highest possible sum payable to the contract

ors, but if you think it insufficient you should say so at once. 

Perhaps some of the money'will be wanted in Montevideo after 

all.
Jr. I have consulted Mf.Langridge on the points raised by you 

about Salvage,and he agrees with what I have written. As to the 

questions I could not answer he tells me that in awarding the 

amounts to be paid to the ship and crew respectively,the major 

portion goes to the owners if the salving vessel is a steamer, 

and thinks that where £1400 is the total award the ovmers would

probably get £1150,the Captain £100,and the crew £200 between 

them. But as to the scale of division among the men themselves

Mr.Langridge will consult an auhority,and let me know. With re

gard to youf question as to whether an allowance would be made

by the douPt for the facts that the tug is the only-one within 

500 miles,that she is expensive to maintain,and that her sour

ces of revenue are meagfe,he says that all those considerations

would have due weight. As to the Andrina,he thinks that the

agreement may have been made with the assent of the Underwrit

ers, and he agrees with me that it is better to make a moderate

claim rather than one that is likely to be disputed. The fact

that the case of the Andrina would probably have to be tried in

a foreign Court would have weight. By this mail I do not expect

to be able to give you more information than I have.

5. The Thetis sailed on the 6th inst.and the Annie on the

15th. The three rams went in charge of Capt.Thomas,and I told

him that you would give the boatswain,or whoever lo&ks after 

them,a gratuity if they are landed alive. There is a quantity 

of cargo for San Carlos,and it is left to you to decided wtie-
A ther she is to go there on the way Pound,of to put out the cap- 

go for conveyance by schooner. There is a certain amount of 

risk in sending her into Falkland Sound on the way’to the West, 

and you may be arranging to send a schooner for wool from Sap 

Carlos,which would carry the Stores out. There is only about a



boatload of cargo for Spiring Point,‘so that unless you can be 

% sure of' getting woal there you had better not let Thomas deliv

er it,especially as the place has the reputation of' giving no 

assistance whatever.
6. As the Orellana did not bring the Goose Green sheepskins 

which are sometimes shipped in November,we conclude that they 

were not dry enough,and that they1 will be on board the Liguria.

7. In writing the other day I did not touch on the subject 

of the cargo you expect to be able to keep in Stanley out of 

the Samoa,which ybu estimate at £5000. It would certainly be 

better to get rid of as much as you can and turn it into cash, 

even if you sell a good deal below the actual value,rather than

stofe up a quantity to be sold in future years or perhaps be

come dead stock. We have got a very cheap thing,and we can af

ford to part with it at low prices,and still secure a handsome

profit,in fact we are in the position of people who buy bank

rupt stocks,and sell them at alarming sacrifices. If we take

over £5000 in stock into the Store,we are only making a book

profit until the things are sold. During the past year we have

laid out more money than usual on various ventures; we have 

bought the Samson,the Garland,and we have laid out a good deal

on the Samoa in addition to her cost,and now we want to see

some money coming in in return. In order to bring this about

you will readily see that as much as possible should be dispos

ed of,ovef and above what is readily’saleable in the Islands,by 

shipping to neighbouring ports or even to London,so that we may 

have the venture brought to a point and cleared off the books.

We hope that your visit to Valparaiso will have paved the way 

for this. We have another unremunerative venture in the shape 

of the Glengowan,for which there is a market almost to a cer-

tainty as soon as she can be got afloat; but that has to wait 

until you have devised a plan for relieving the. congestion from 

which you are suffering.

8. With regard to this plan,it seems to me that the fort

nightly visits of the P.S.N.boats make a fairly'large standing 

gang of' labourers,who are bound to us and cannot be taken away'
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by’ others who may offer temporarily higher pay,a positive ne

cessity. That is to say that you should have a gang or men on 

monthly not hourly'pay>the principal'objections to which would 

be the loss in case of bad weather and having to pay them wheii 
laid up by-sickness. But these disadvantages would be overbal

anced by- the advantage or having men sufficient to get your 

work done,which is the chier consideration,and I suggest your 

thinking the matter over carefully and deciding whether it is 

practicable. As to wages,assuming that a man makes about 36/.a 

week;if-you offer the advantage of buying stores at the Compa

ny's rate and guarantee them overtime on the usual scale,I 

should think that you a> uld pick up enough men at £7.10/.per 

month,and the question then will be how many you ought to have. 

The advantage of this would be that you would always have a 

staff for carrying on ordinary-work,and could supplement them 

when pressure arises in the ordinary way if there are spare 

hands knocking about. Of course this proposal would be an impro

vident one in a place where labour is plentiful,but under pre

sent circumstances,with the Admiralty absorbing all spate lab

our in addition to the increasing regular work caused by the 

steamers,it seems to me that unless something of the sort is 

done the congestion in your work will get worse and worse. In 

connexion with this,it will be interesting to hear from you 

what profit we are making on the work secured to us by the mail 

agency,for an estimate of which you must by this time have suf

ficient data. These remarks are in continuation of*what I wfote

last month.

9. You have received the amount of freight on the first 

three steamers on which commission is due to the agency,but we 

have not yet had the Orellana's accounts,and must trust to youf 

receiving the amount from the P.S.N.Co. I suppose that you are 

on the look out for” the commission on any other goods shipped 

from Stanley-which do not pass through' our hands. Have you had 

any communication from Liverpool on the subject of this commis

sion on freights,which naturally cannot be credited until long 

after the shipments have taken place? In the matter of passages
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that we are entitled to 10$ return on those or the sheare'rs,and 

perhaps you have arranged with Wilsons to take it off when is

suing the tickets,otherwise we shall have to ask ror a rerund. 

The next mail should bring- the return of all passages from the 

beginning of the service which was asked for by the Lusitania's 

mail.
10. The Athene sailed from Newport on the 20th inst. ,-with 

786 tons coal and a quantity of patent fuel; the delay has been 

most unfortunate,but quite unavoidable on our part. As the men 

of war seem to be going down later than usual,we hope that the 

first stock will hang out until she arrives.
11. We have never had such trouble before over goods out as 

we have with the Thetis and the Annie,and sti*U the result has 

been most unsatisfactory. To begin with,knowing that the Thetis 

could not carry anything like the quantity of goods and wood 

ordered we joined in the charter of the other vessel,by which 

we intended to ship the wood alone,with possibly a few other 

stores in case the Thetis should shut anything out. The estim

ate of tonnage for the Thetis was 533,and as we expected her to 

carry about 600 we felt safe. For the Annie we got an estimate 

from Lenantons of the wood amounting to 341 tons,including 27f 

for the Assembly Room,and as the loading proceeded it seemed so 

certain that the Annie would have only a part cargo that I ag

reed to send 100 tons of house coal at the cheap rate of 20/.

All these calculations have been falsified in the most deplora

ble way. More orders came in from H.Waldron and Petaluga,and 

when stowed the Thetis was found to have only 535 tons on board, 

owing greatly,I believe,to the unusual number of casks which 

are bad stowage. No less than 141 tons were shut out,and had to 

be transferred to the Annie,the wood,instead of 341 tons,meas

ured 422,and the end or it was that after taking"ih the Thetis 

goods the Annie was full,and 10*' tons of wood were shiit out. I 

need hardly say that we are more than annoyed over the affair, 

especially’as the wood is wanted,but estimates of this kind are 

most difficult to make,and even experienced shipbrokers are li

able to go astray. There will be wood to go on with,and we must

hope that there will be another chance of shipping before very 

long.

L
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12. In my last despatch I passed over your remarks in desp. 

164-17 about the Thetis being regarded as a competitor. I con

clude that there is either some exaggeration about thi?s or that 

the paragraph was written without due consideration of* the past 

history of our dealings with clients. The Thetis,or the vessel 

she replaced has been the means of' keeping our clientele solid, 

and of enabling us to defeat attacks that threatened a disrupt

ion of our business with the sheepfarmerS, Are you not aware 

that some years before you went out Spearing & Waldron made a 

sudden attack on Us,and actually caused a secession on the part 

of Himested & Blake,Bonner,and others,while others became shaky 

in their allegiance? The only way to defeat them was to under

take to do their business on the terms offered by our oppon

ents, which we had previously refused,and that these are the 

terms on which we have been running for something like ten 

years. We knew at the time that they were poor as compared with 

those on which we had previously done business,but we saw that 

we had to move with the times,of that if we did not we should 

lose the control of the wool shipments,which were then import

ant to us,as the means of getting better terms out of the Kos-
fo

mos. How now to imp&rve these terms,if it can be done,is the 

problem that I have thought a good deal about,without arriving 

at any satisfactory conclusion,and I have alfeay alluded to it 

in late despatches.If clients tell you that they can import by 

the Thetis at half what you charge,it means one of two things: 

either they afe saying what is not true,or you are charging 

them a profit of 100 per cent. No doubt you think that they 

should be oui customers and buy from us; so did I,and they were 

excellent times for us when we sold the farmers all they want
ed and shipped nothing whatever on commission,but times change, 

and when the farmers discovered that there wefe people here who 

weie prepared to do what we had hitherto refused,they went to 

them,and we had to recognize the fact that we must do what oth

ers did,or lose our business altogether.

I am,Sir,

youf obedient servant,

vi' Managing Director.

L _
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